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ABSTRACT 


McHugh, M.L. Pre-service teachers’ beliefs, dispositions, and abilities regarding social justice  


and mathematics. Masters in Education-Professional Development, May 2011, 145 pp. (R. 


Haworth) 


 


The purpose of this study was to examine pre-service teachers' beliefs, dispositions, and abilities 


to integrate social justice into the mathematics classroom during a one-semester mathematics 


methods course at a small, liberal arts university in the Midwest. The study examined 


participants’ initial beliefs, attitudes, and abilities before engaging in a semester-long study of 


mathematics taught through a critical, social justice lens.  Through purposeful modeling of social 


justice in the mathematics classroom, the study then gauged participants’ beliefs, dispositions, 


and abilities to integrate social justice concepts into the elementary mathematics curriculum.    
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CHAPTER I 


 


INTRODUCTION 


 


“Why do we need to learn this?” 


“Am I ever going to use this?” 


“What’s the point?” 


 Teachers across America have probably heard or will hear one of these questions at some 


point in their educational career.  Teachers of mathematics are no exception.  Often, the 


connections of mathematics to the real world may not be so apparent to students.  In fact, the 


broader connections of mathematics may not be apparent to all teachers.  I was one such teacher.  


Throughout my life, I have enjoyed mathematics for the logical reasoning, for the problem 


solving, for the knowledge that there is one correct answer.  Yet now, as a mathematics educator, 


I realize that simply a passion for the content is not enough.  My students desire answers—not 


just the correct answer, but answers to the above questions.  This desire has led me to seek 


answers—for my students, but more importantly for myself as an educator and for other 


educators interested in creating a socially just society. 


 I come from a secondary education background, having certifications in both English and 


Mathematics.  These dual certifications often confuse traditional educators who believe these 


disciplines are disjoint.  Though for a while I, too, believed that this combination was unrelated, 


my increasing interest in social justice has led me to believe otherwise.  In English, writing is 


often used to inform, persuade, and create change.  In mathematics, specifically social justice 







mathematics, numbers, facts, and statistics are also used as a means to inform, persuade, and 


create change.   


 Coming from the secondary perspective, I thought it was necessary to learn where 


students began as mathematicians before I could have a complete understanding of where they 


need to go.  Therefore, I began studying mathematics for the elementary classroom.  I felt 


compelled to investigate social justice mathematics while engaging in a study to find children’s 


literature that could be used in the elementary mathematics classroom.  My purpose for using 


children’s literature in the elementary classroom was to make math more accessible for math-


phobic elementary instructors and more relatable to students.  Upon further investigation, I 


realized that what was missing in my quest to make mathematics exciting and attainable for 


students was the application to real-world situations and the use of mathematics to create change.  


This is what led me to social justice mathematics.   


 What is the purpose of teaching mathematics? This overarching question can be 


explained using the critical lens of social justice.  Adams, Bell and Griffin (2003) define social 


justice as the “full and equal participation of all groups in a society that is mutually shaped to 


meet their needs” (p. 1).  In education, social justice themes are enacted to enhance students’ 


learning and their life chances by challenging the inequities of school and society (Michelli and 


Keiser, 2005).  Yet, social justice education cannot be implemented without the dedication of 


critically aware teachers, teachers who have examined their own identity and privilege so that 


they are able to guide identity development in pre-service teachers.  Quin (2009) explicitly states 


the goal of social justice educators is “to empower [both] educators and learners to act in anti-


oppressive ways for social justice” [original emphasis] (p. 110).  In order for this empowerment 


to occur, social justice educators must create what Freire (1970) calls horizontal relationships, 







relationships where educator and learner work together toward a common goal.  Through 


collaborative immersion, educators and learners can improve upon the inequalities of society.  


Importantly, Quin (2009) points out that social justice is not a measurable objective, one that is 


arrived at, completed, and checked off.  Rather, it is an ongoing, persistent effort of critical 


educators to bring about change through a social justice pedagogy.   


 Social justice education has become a cornerstone of many teacher preparation programs; 


however, research has shown that many of these programs have a fragmented structure of 


implementing social justice (McDonald 2005; Mills 2008; Villegas & Lucas, 2002).  Stand alone 


courses in social justice may help students investigate and establish their own identity in terms of 


critical pedagogy, but often this learning is not translated nor embedded into the content area 


classrooms (Ambe, 2006; Mills, 2008).   


Though research on social justice in education has been growing for decades, research on 


teaching mathematics for social justice is just emerging (Gutstein, 2006; Leonard, et al. 2010).  


This research stems from Freire’s (1970) work which links education to social transformation, 


teachers to agents of change, and marginalized students to empowered individuals.   Indeed, this 


emerging research suggests that teaching culturally relevant mathematics that explores identity, 


power, class, and equity, among other things, will help students develop a positive attitude 


towards mathematics (Hodge 2006; Leonard, et al. 2010). 


 In their publication, Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, the National 


Council for Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) addressed the need for other learning 


outcomes such as an equitable mathematics classroom when NCTM implemented a new Equity 


Principle (2000); however, upon close examination, that Principle looks at equity in the 


mathematics classroom as equal access and expectations from teachers.  As the Equity Principle 







on the NCTM website states, “Too many students--especially students who are poor, non-native 


speakers of English, disabled, female, or members of minority groups--are victims of low 


expectations in mathematics.”  Furthermore, many states have adopted the Common Core State 


Standards which defines the mathematical knowledge and skills that students need to be fluent in 


at each grade level.  These Common Core State Standards (CCSS, 2010) address equity in 


similar terms as NCTM, stating “all students must have the opportunity to learn and meet the 


same high standards if they are to access the knowledge and skills necessary in their post-school 


lives.”  Though these necessary standards point to creating equality in the classroom for 


marginalized groups, it does not address the ability of mathematics to transform the lives and 


experiences of all students, including those marginalized students, which is the premise of a 


social justice pedagogy.   


 Traditionalists, or positivists as Freire (1970) and Frankenstein (1983) call them, believe 


that mathematics, and truly all knowledge, is “neutral, value-free, and objective” and can only be 


gained through a skill and drill attitude (Frankenstein, 1983, p. 316).  However, many critical 


theorists argue that mathematics can be effectively used to analyze and critique injustices in 


society (Gutiérrez, 2007; Gutstein, 2006).  Therefore, students can move from seeing math as a 


regurgitated set of facts to a dynamic base of knowledge that can be used to “to create meaning 


and make sense of human and social experiences” (Gutstein, 2007, p. 4).  Social justice 


mathematics thus becomes a means to create a sustainable, more just community, society, and 


world.   


 In order to actualize the impact of a social justice pedagogy in mathematics, educators of 


mathematics must learn how to implement this critical curriculum.  With this growing movement 


of social justice mathematics, various studies have been conducted with educators assisting in 







their understanding and development of a social justice curriculum (Gutiérrez, 2007; Gutstein, 


2006; Tate, 2005); however, fewer studies have been conducted with pre-service educators, 


marking their beliefs and abilities to integrate social justice (Aguirre, 2009; Muller, 2008). 


Therefore, this study aims to address the lack of research on preparing pre-service 


elementary educators to teach math for social justice. By examining pre-service elementary 


mathematics teachers’ developing beliefs, attitudes, and abilities to integrate social justice into 


the mathematics classroom, this study aims to add to the emerging literature on teaching a social 


justice pedagogy.  One focus of this study is to investigate the effects of directly addressing 


social justice in the mathematics content area classroom.  Furthermore, this study hopes to 


establish a new wave of elementary mathematics teachers who value and implement a social 


justice curriculum into their teaching.   


Research Questions 


 Before defining the research questions, I must define my own personal definition of 


social justice in the mathematics classroom.  Though literature provides multiple, albeit similar, 


definitions of social justice mathematics, my personal definition of teaching mathematics for 


social justice hinges on a teaching and learning environment where: 


1. Students are introduced to the various issues of equity, diversity, and social injustices; 


2. Students increase and strengthen their mathematical content knowledge; and 


3. Students learn to use mathematics to identify and examine social issues with the 


intent to enact change. 


It is important to note that many researchers support the importance of engaging students in 


social justice activities (Gutiérrez, 2007; Gutstein 2006; Tate, 2005).  It is essential to teach 


students how to take action outside of the classroom in a positive, empowering manner.  Gutstein 







(2006) refers to this as “developing a sense of agency” (p. 27).  At the same time, developing this 


sense of empowerment to enact change must enhance the teaching of mathematical content 


knowledge, not overpower the essential tenets of teaching mathematics. 


With this definition of social justice in mind, this thesis project will address the following 


research questions: 


1. What are elementary pre-service teachers’ initial beliefs, understandings, and ability to 


integrate social justice into mathematics?  


2. Does purposeful modeling of the integration of social justice into pre-service teachers’ 


elementary mathematics methods course change their beliefs, understandings, and ability 


to integrate social justice into mathematics?  


This study investigated pre-service teachers’ beliefs and dispositions because, as research has 


shown, these understandings and attitudes strongly influence their future teaching (Ambe, 2006; 


Garmon, 2005; Kyles & Olafson, 2008).  


Overview of the Study 


To address these research questions, this study was placed into the context of three 


elementary mathematics methods sections which meet for two hours weekly over the course of 


15 weeks.  Each week, the instructor purposefully modeled social justice connections within the 


context of elementary mathematics.  Pre-service education students were asked to take a pre-test 


and post-test survey regarding their dispositions toward and beliefs about social justice.  


Furthermore, students developed concept plans which incorporated an aspect of social justice.  


Finally, select students participated in focus group interviews.  These multiple qualitative data 


collections assisted in investigating the preceding research questions.   


  







CHAPTER V 


 


CONCLUSION 


 


 


The purpose of this study was to examine pre-service teachers’ beliefs and experiences 


related to the teaching of mathematics for social justice as they progressed through a one 


semester mathematics methods course. This study also analyzed the pre-service teachers’ 


experiences as they learned about and then tried to develop for themselves lessons and projects 


that could be used for teaching mathematics for social justice. The purpose of analyzing their 


experiences was to document both the positive and negative events of and/or influences on pre-


service teachers’ learning to teach mathematics for social justice.  Specifically, the study 


examined the following two research questions: 


1. What are elementary pre-service teachers’ initial beliefs, understandings, and ability to 


integrate social justice into mathematics?  


2. Does purposeful modeling of the integration of social justice into pre-service teachers’ 


elementary mathematics methods course change their beliefs, understandings, and ability 


to integrate social justice into mathematics?  


In this chapter, I will summarize my findings to these two questions and identify limitations of 


the research study.  I will also reflect upon the conduct of my research and how to strengthen the 


study as well as present ideas for further research. 


Question Summaries 


 In regards to the initial beliefs and abilities, overall the pre-service educators were at an 


“awareness” stage.  The majority of pre-service educators could not define social justice, let 







alone social justice mathematics.  This led to an inability to create a social justice lesson to be 


incorporated into the mathematics classroom.  The promising factor was that pre-service 


educators held an attitude towards social justice categorized just under “developing”.  This meant 


that the educators were ready dispositionally to engage in the study.  Additionally, because their 


disposition toward social justice mathematics was only at “awareness”, their outlook toward 


teaching mathematics in a new focus could greatly be impacted. 


 The study then looked at how purposeful modeling affected the pre-service educators’ 


beliefs, dispositions, and abilities.  The most measurable impact of purposeful modeling was 


found in their abilities as at least six participants clearly mimicked lessons presented by the 


instructor or myself.  Though participants clearly utilized similar lessons as those purposefully 


modeled, often the pre-service educators did not extend the lesson toward engaging in change 


agency.  Therefore, although this confirms that pre-service educators learn by example and can 


use that learning as a springboard for future lessons, not all purposefully modeled lessons 


transitioned into a clear-cut understanding of social justice mathematics.  Overall, this pre-


service educator summed up purposeful modeling and its impact on relating social justice to the 


mathematics classroom, “At first, it was very hard for me to see the connection between social 


justice and mathematics. But then, when we related it to class materials, through examples and 


models, it made it easier for me to understand” (Focus Group Interview, December 6, 2010). 


 By the end of the semester long study, most participants moved in their beliefs, 


dispositions, and abilities to integrate social justice into the mathematics classroom.  Both 


quantitative data of the Dispositional Survey of Teaching and Learning Mathematics and 


qualitative data through focus group interviews showed a move favorable attitude toward both 


social justice and social justice mathematics, with dispositions clearly in the “developing” 







category moving toward “praxis”.  This aligned with their beliefs that social justice can be a 


powerful tool in the teaching of mathematics.  


 In terms of the abilities to integrate social justice into the mathematics classroom, almost 


all pre-service educators could define social justice; however, their abilities fell into three beliefs 


about what social justice looks like in the classroom (real world, culture, change agency) and 


how the mathematics is utilized (connected versus critical mathematics).  Their concept plans 


highlighted these three beliefs and abilities clearly, which shows that not all pre-service 


educators could clearly enact the truest form of social justice in the mathematics classroom.  


Overall, there were positive gains in all three categories of beliefs, dispositions, and abilities 


toward a social justice pedagogy being integrated into the mathematics classroom.   


Limitations 


 As with any research study, there are limitations to the work presented here.  One 


limitation comes from the nature of the population of pre-service educators.  With the majority of 


educators being white and female, the diversity of perspectives was limited.  Therefore, an in 


depth understanding of how identity and privilege affects the implementation of a social justice 


pedagogy could not be explored.  At the same time, however, some participants did explore their 


identity in relation to social justice as this pre-service educator explained, “I know oftentimes 


when you throw out the term multiculturalism, it feels like something I personally can’t relate to 


because I’m a white female, but when you throw out social justice, that’s something I can relate 


to” (Focus Group Interview, December 6, 2010). This relational understanding may lead to a 


greater commitment to investigating inequalities in the world, which does incorporate ethnic 


diversity.   







 Another limitation of the study is that the pre-service teachers were not followed into 


their field or student teaching classrooms. This was simply a matter of not having the time or 


resources to undertake such a broad project. As such, while the research reports on how pre-


service educators discuss their disposition toward math for social justice and their possible 


implementation of it in their classrooms, such discussions cannot be compared with the pre-


service educators’ actual actions within the future classrooms. Valuable information can be 


gathered by discussing the implementation of math for social justice lessons with the pre-service 


educators after observing them in undertaking such implementation with their students. 


 A final limitation to this study would be the initial understanding of social justice the pre-


service educators brought to the classroom.  This concept has only recently begun to be 


discussed and taught in education courses at the university, which meant, as the pre-belief’s 


survey exposed, that most of the participants did not have a firm grasp of the concept of social 


justice.  If this study would be undertaken with participants who had a firmer grasp of social 


justice, perhaps the discussions and abilities could have delved deeper. As Darling-Hammond 


(2000) writes, “Higher levels of student achievement are associated with mathematics teachers' 


opportunities to participate in sustained professional development grounded in content-specific 


pedagogy linked to the new curriculum they are learning to teach” 


(http://epaa.asu.edu/epaa/v8n1/).  Therefore, this limitation may be resolved by purposefully 


threading a social justice pedagogy throughout the entire education program, thus strengthening 


initial understandings and potentially enhancing future success in the elementary mathematics 


classroom.   


 


 



http://epaa.asu.edu/epaa/v8n1/





Researcher Reflections 


 Fulfilling Freire’s (1970) model of action-reflection leading to praxis, I felt it necessary 


to reflect upon the research study as whole and where this study could have improved.  First, I 


analyzed the articulation of the concept social justice mathematics.  Due to the participants’ 


limited initial understanding, the concept of social justice may not have been clearly presented.  


Through purposefully modeling of social justice mathematics lesson plans and giving 


participants articles to read and react to, I employed a constructivist approach to learning about 


social justice.  This may have prevented the full picture of social justice from clearly being 


illustrated.  However, given the vastness of the study of social justice and the specific research 


focus of mathematics, time constraints and resources did not allow for this in depth 


understanding to initially develop.  This may have led to confusion and frustration among 


participants, which is evidenced by the fact that two participants wrote in their post-belief’s 


survey that social justice was being equitable to students in the classroom, a misconception held 


initially by most participants.   


 Therefore, in order to improve upon this, I would propose frontloading the course with 


more direct teaching about social justice, excluding the specific intent of implementing it into the 


mathematics classroom.  Therefore, pre-service educators can grasp the concept of social justice 


more clearly before delving into the specific implementation of social justice in the mathematics 


classroom.  However, if the entire education program follows the afore mentioned 


recommendation to thread social justice throughout its curriculum, then pre-service educators 


would be ready to engage in the specific focus of social justice mathematics. 


 Another area of concern for me was the lack of discussion regarding identity and 


privilege and its impact on classroom teaching practices.  Though some participants naturally 







reflected upon their identity, direct discussion of this topic was not of primary concern.  It is well 


known that dispositions and beliefs are affected by our identity; however, due to the myriad of 


topics needed to be addressed in the methodology course, an understanding of privilege and its 


role in the classroom did not occur explicitly.  


 Another overarching reflection that would lead me to more fully develop the study is the 


concept of change agency.  Though preliminary articles and lesson plans often included a 


component of change agency, this concept was discussed briefly near the end of the semester-


long study.  Recognizing the power of mathematics to read and write the world is simply the first 


step in promoting social justice in the classroom; empowering students to make a difference and 


influence inequities they find fulfills the true meaning of social justice.  However, again the 


articulation of this idea and the practical means to create change agency was actualized through a 


short classroom discussion.  This critical component to social justice should become second 


nature in discussion and implementation to truly embody a social justice mathematics pedagogy.   


 Lastly, one major hurdle I faced was changing the pre-service educators minds away 


from mathematics as a solely quantitative content to mathematics as a narrative study.  As 


Frankenstein (1983) articulated, the traditional view of mathematics as objective and neutral 


where facts are learned through skill and drill still pervade the school setting.  Though I did not 


specifically ask, I assume that most of these pre-service educators grew up learning mathematics 


in this traditional sense such as this pre-service educator who commented in a written article 


reflection, “As a student who never like [sic] the rigidity or black and white answers that math so 


often required, I would embrace [the author’s] ideas of making math relevant and interesting for 


all students by molding lessons around their interests and passions.”  Another pre-service 


educator reflected, the Elementary Mathematics Methods course “always made me think beyond 
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the traditional way of implementing math to a way that is more conscientious” (Focus Group 


Interview, December 7, 2010).  This shows that pre-service educators were confronted with 


conflicting views of teaching mathematics: the traditional method that most pre-service 


educators have been schooled in and this new movement toward a critical mathematics pedagogy 


that investigates social justice issues through the medium of mathematics.  Gutstein (2006) 


referred to this limitation as “changing one’s orientation to mathematics” or recognizing the 


difficulty of moving from a Traditionalist, quantitative standpoint to a Critical Pedagogue, 


narrative standpoint where facts and statistics become powerful means to right the injustices of 


society.  I now realize that this dichotomy should have been more clearly articulated early on in 


the semester for pre-service educators to reflect upon their own mathematics upbringing and how 


social justice differs.   


Further Research 


 Though the study adds to the growing research on social justice mathematics movements 


in pre-service educators, it leaves unanswered questions that can serve to guide further research. 


One of these is to explore long-term effects of the Elementary Mathematics Methods course 


through a longitudinal study that would follow pre-service educators from their methods course 


to student teaching and eventually to their first year of teaching.  This would be most effectively 


conducted through a case study approach.  This case study approach could target specific pre-


service educators, such as those lowest in their “awareness” disposition, beliefs, and abilities to 


track the most growth.  Other case studies could follow pre-service educators of diverse 


backgrounds such as ethnicity, religious beliefs, ability, or sexual identity to see how their 


specific minority background affects social justice implementation.  Another research endeavor 


might involve cross-curricular studies where social justice pedagogy is embedded into multiple 







methods courses such as the Science, Social Studies, and Language Arts methods courses.  


Regardless of the nature of these studies, it remains valuable to implement a social justice 


pedagogy into the educational track of pre-service educators. 


Conclusion 


Working on this study has been both an exciting yet challenging opportunity. In doing so 


I began to see the complexities involved in preparing teachers to teach mathematics for social 


justice. While this research study’s findings address some of these complexities in regards to 


beliefs, dispositions, and abilities to integrate social justice into the elementary mathematics 


classroom, it leaves many unanswered questions. There is still much work to be done in this 


emerging field if we are to address issues of how to best prepare pre-service educators to teach 


math from a social justice lens.   
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THE INTEGRATION OF SOCIAL
JUSTICE IN TEACHER EDUCATION
DIMENSIONS OF PROSPECTIVE
TEACHERS’ OPPORTUNITIES TO LEARN


Morva A. McDonald
University of Maryland


This article examines the integration of social justice in teacher education and defines dimensions of
teachers’ opportunities to learn. Findings come from a comparative case study of two elementary
teacher education programs: the Teachers for Tomorrow’s Schools Program at Mills College and the
Teacher Education Intern Program at San José State University. Combining concepts from
sociocultural theory and a theory of justice for the conceptual framework, this study illustrates how
these programs addressed social justice in university courses and how teachers’ opportunities to
learn varied across specific dimensions. Specifically, this article highlights teachers’ opportunities to
develop conceptual and practical tools related to social justice as emphasizing the needs of students
identified by their membership in educational categories and the needs of students identified by their
status in oppressed groups. In addition, it addresses how variation in teachers’ opportunities
informed their conceptions of students and their preparation.


Keywords: teacher education; social justice; multicultural education; sociocultural theory; teacher
preparation


Vanessa, a student teacher in Oakland, Califor-
nia, begins a writing lesson by reading The Owl
Moon. She instructs her first and second graders
to snap when they recognize a descriptive
word. Initially, the students create a cacophony,
but soon, taken by the story, they forget about
snapping altogether. After the lesson, Vanessa
reflects that she does not feel as if she connects
with her students, and she wonders if her sense
of disconnection stems from racial or class dif-
ferences. All of her students, except one, are Af-
rican American, and although she is mixed race,


Vanessa is not African American. Whereas most
of her students are from low-income back-
grounds, Vanessa was raised in a middle-class
household. She says that she hopes to continue
teaching African American students but ques-
tions whether she will ever feel prepared to
work well with those students. Enrolled in a
preservice teacher education program that
claims a commitment to preparing teachers for
racially and ethnically diverse classrooms,
Vanessa recognizes that inevitably, she will face
the challenge of teaching students from diverse


418
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backgrounds, and she wonders, Will I be pre-
pared? Will I know enough to reach all the
students in my class? How will I relate to
students who do not share my background?


It is likely that Vanessa, and the majority of
prospective teachers currently enrolled in
teacher education programs nationwide, will be
called on to teach students who come from a
variety of communities and whose lived experi-
ences differ from their own. Demographic
trends reveal that by the middle of this century,
students of color will constitute more than 50%
of those enrolled in public schools and that the
number of English-language learners (ELLs)
and students living in poverty will also con-
tinue to rise (Ladson-Billings, 1999b; Villegas &
Lucas, 2002). In California, where Vanessa plans
to teach, 62% of students are students of color,
25% are ELLs, and 47% qualify for the federally
supported free or reduced-price lunch program
for low-income students (Education Data Part-
nership, 2003). However, the pool of currently
practicing and prospective teachers remains
primarily White, female, and middle class
(Cochran-Smith, Davis, & Fries, 2003). For
example, in 2002, nearly 75% of the teachers
working in California’s public schools were
White (Education Data Partnership, 2003).
These demographic trends and Vanessa’s expe-
riences raise the question, How are teacher edu-
cation programs preparing teachers to teach
well in increasingly diverse classrooms?


This article addresses this question by exam-
ining how two teacher education programs aim
to improve how they prepare prospective teach-
ers to teach racially diverse and low-income stu-
dents well. In the first section below, I review
the literature on teacher education and show
that  historically,  teacher  education  programs
have aimed to address diversity with add-on or
piecemeal approaches, with little success. How-
ever, in recent years, new approaches to multi-
cultural education and diversity have sug-
gested that programs that integrate a social-
justice orientation across program settings are
likely to fare better. This review raises the fol-
lowing questions: How do social-justice teacher
education programs aim to achieve these goals,
and what factors help and hinder them in the


process? I then discuss how I drew on sociocul-
tural theory and a theory of social justice as the
theoretical underpinnings for a comparative,
mixed-methods analysis of the implementation
of an integrated social-justice approach in two
elementary teacher education programs. My
study revealed two types of findings. First, I
found that these two teacher education pro-
grams had explicit commitments to social jus-
tice and equity. However, the implementation
of this commitment in practice varied within
each program along specific dimensions that
help reveal in specific terms the range of ways
social justice might be integrated in a teacher
education program. It is important that differ-
ences in the integration of social justice between
the two programs affected teachers’ views of
teaching students from diverse backgrounds. I
conclude with implications for practice and
research in teacher education.


BACKGROUND


Historically, preservice teacher education
programs have attempted to improve the prep-
aration of teachers for diversity by making
structural and curricular changes to their pro-
grams. For example, programs have added
courses in multicultural education, required
clinical experiences with students from diverse
backgrounds, and otherwise created opportu-
nities for prospective teachers—particularly
White, middle-class teachers—to consider their
beliefs and attitudes about students of color and
low-income students (Banks, 1995; Gay, 1994;
Goodwin, 1997; Grant, 1994; Ladson-Billings,
1995). Although important, these opportunities
often have been mapped onto the fragmented
structure of teacher education programs and
have had limited success (Cochran-Smith et al.,
2003; Goodlad, 1990; Grant, 1994; Grant &
Secada, 1990; Howey & Zimpher, 1989). Some
programs have aimed to address the shortcom-
ings of these attempts by integrating a vision of
teaching and learning focused on social-justice
principles in a more so-called coherent
approach.


Many argue that developing program coher-
ence around multicultural education and social
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justice would improve the preparation of teach-
ers to work with diverse students (e.g., Nieto,
2000; Villegas & Lucas, 2002). These claims stem
in part from empirical evidence that creating
greater coherence around a particular vision
of teaching and learning, such as a learner-
centered vision, improves teachers’ opportuni-
ties to learn (e.g., Snyder, 2000; Zeichner, 2000).
However, research on the integration of social
justice is limited. Much of this work focuses on
integration within individual courses rather
than across programs.


For example, Ladson-Billings (1999a) used
critical race theory to illustrate how individuals
and programs more explicitly challenge pro-
spective teachers to address issues of race and
inequality. She suggested that Cochran-Smith’s
work at Boston College challenges teachers to
more directly explore how race and racism
inform their views and practices by supporting
them to develop five different perspectives that
are critical to addressing issues of race and lan-
guage diversity: “reconsidering personal
knowledge and experience, locating teaching
with the culture of the school and the commu-
nity, analyzing children’s learning opportuni-
ties, understanding children’s understanding,
and constructing reconstructionist pedagogy”
(p. 229). Ladson-Billings also pointed to a
course taught by Joyce-King that uses a Black
studies theoretical perspective to challenge
teachers to reconsider their own education and
their role as change agents in teaching.


The tide seems to be turning, however. A
recent review of multicultural teacher educa-
tion mentions two studies (Davis, 1995; Tatto,
1996) as having investigated the inclusion of
such issues across entire programs (Cochran-
Smith et al., 2003). Tatto (1996) found that
although programs subscribed to principles of
fairness and social justice, they had weak
impacts on teachers’ ingrained beliefs. In addi-
tion, Ladson-Billings (2001) explored the expe-
riences of prospective teachers in a program
explicitly focused on diversity and culturally
relevant teaching. The overall focus of Ladson-
Billings’s study was on prospective teachers’
experiences and practices, not on the program
as a whole or on teachers’ opportunities to learn


about such issues across program settings.
Vavrus (2002) described how Evergreen State
College infuses transformative multicultural
education into its program standards. From his
perspective, Evergreen State College is a clear
example of how teacher education programs
might adapt standards set by the National
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education to more fully address issues of race
and diversity.


These studies point to critical issues regard-
ing the integration of social justice; they high-
light the importance of teacher educators’
practice, prospective teachers’ experiences, and
program policies. These studies provide an ini-
tial foundation but leave key implementation
questions unaddressed. For example, Tatto
(1996) reported weak impacts on teachers but
did not illuminate how integration worked.
Without this information, one has limited un-
derstanding of the root causes of these limited
impacts. Accordingly, I aim to extend this
emerging line of current research by examining
the following questions about the implementa-
tion of social justice in teacher education:


• How do teacher education programs implement so-
cial justice in an integrated fashion across the entire
program (e.g., including university courses and field
placements)?


• What do prospective teachers’ opportunities to learn
about social justice look like in such programs?


THEORETICAL FOUNDATION


I turned to sociocultural theory (e.g.,
Engeström & Miettinen, 1999; Lave, 1988) and a
theory of justice (Young, 1990) as the conceptual
framework for this inquiry because together,
they provide concepts essential for understand-
ing the process of integrating conceptions of
social justice.


Sociocultural theory starts from the premise
that a complex charge such as teacher prepara-
tion for diversity is a problem of teacher learn-
ing. The challenge for teacher education is to
enable teachers to use a dynamic array of
knowledge and to learn in and from practice
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; McDonald, 1992;
Shulman, 1987, 1998). In this conception, who
students and teachers are, where schools are
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located, and the types of resources available—
along with other contextual factors—all matter
to the work of teaching and learning. Socio-
cultural theory recognizes this complexity and
views prospective teachers’ opportunities to
learn such an array of knowledge as embedded
within the activity system of teacher education.
Within such a system, teachers’ learning results
from the interaction between their prior experi-
ences and their opportunities to learn in univer-
sity courses and clinical placements (e.g.,
Engeström & Miettinen, 1999). Thus, this per-
spective directs attention to three interrelated
units of analysis: a program as a whole, individ-
ual university courses, and clinical placements
(Rogoff, 1995).


Sociocultural theory guided data collection
and analysis toward several issues that theoreti-
cally would affect the implementation process
and teachers’ opportunities to learn:


• Aprogram’s mission and its relationship to the goals
and purposes of individual participants, university
courses, and clinical placements. According to the-
ory, the mission of a group—in this case, the teacher
education programs—acts to frame the goals, pur-
poses, and practices of the system as a whole as well
as the individual settings, such as courses within
that system (Engeström & Miettinen, 1999; Scott,
1998). From this perspective, a program in which the
mission of social justice is woven across the separate
but overlapping settings of courses and clinical
placements should create a greater sense of coher-
ence for participants and enable learning (Gross-
man, Smagorinsky, & Valencia, 1999).


• Program activities, including course discussions, as-
signments, and teachers’ experiences in clinical
placements. Activities act to mediate implementa-
tion of social justice and teachers’ opportunities to
learn. In doing so, they function to shape individu-
als’ participation in and appropriation of the con-
cepts and practices represented in courses and
clinical experiences (e.g., Engeström & Miettinen,
1999; Smagorinsky, Cook, Jackson, Moore, & Fry,
2004; Wertsch, 1995).


• Conceptual and practical tools related to teaching
for social justice afforded to prospective teachers.
Conceptual tools are the principles, frameworks, or
guidelines that teachers use to guide their decisions
about teaching and learning (Grossman et al., 1999).
Conceptual tools may include general, applicable
theories, such as constructivism and instructional
scaffolding, or more philosophical views related to
the purposes of schooling, such as social justice. Al-
though conceptual tools facilitate teachers’ framing


and interpretations of practice, they do not offer
specific solutions or strategies for negotiating the di-
lemmas that arise in classrooms (Grossman et al.,
1999; Smagorinsky et al., 2004). Practical tools are
“classroom practices, strategies, and resources that
do not serve as broad conceptions to guide an array
of decisions but instead, have more local and
immediate utility” (Grossman et al., 1999, p. 14).


Sociocultural theory draws attention to teacher
education programs as systems and empha-
sizes the above concepts, but it does not provide
a theoretical basis for understanding what is be-
ing learned through programs, activities, and
tools. Sociocultural theory suggests that the
subject matters, and this prompted me to search
for a conception of the subject, in this case, social
justice.


I turned to a theory of social justice repre-
sented by Iris Marion Young (1990) in her book
Justice and the Politics of Difference because she
provided a systematic and detailed theory of
justice and oppression. This conception of jus-
tice foregrounds institutionalized forms of op-
pression and provides concepts for understand-
ing how programs help prospective teachers
learn that the experience of oppression varies by
individuals and by groups. This theory also
identifies aspects of justice that support an ex-
amination of the dimensions of justice empha-
sized within teacher education. According to
theory, justice


• involves, but is not exclusively focused on, the dis-
tribution of goods across individuals;


• comprises social relations and processes;
• recognizes individuals as members of social groups,


whose opportunities and experiences are informed
but not determined by their affiliations; and


• demands attending to social group differences
rather than negating them.


Traditional theories of justice argue that the
equal distribution of material goods to individ-
uals is a primary avenue for achieving social
justice (Anderson, 1999; Young, 1990). Distrib-
uted theories advocate divvying up goods and
resources to individuals, who are conceptual-
ized as independent of institutional context and
social structures. Young (1990) complicated this
view by proposing that a theory of justice
should attend to the role of social relations: how
people interact, who they are, and what they do.
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At the center of such a conception is a view that
individuals are members of social groups and
that differences between social groups structure
relationships. From this perspective, “where so-
cial group differences exist and some groups are
privileged while others are oppressed, social
justice requires explicitly acknowledging and
attending to those group differences in order to
undermine oppression” (Young, 1990, p. 3).
Thus, addressing injustice requires developing
respect for group differences without reaffirm-
ing or reestablishing aspects of oppression. This
definition suggests that social-justice teacher
education provide prospective teachers with
opportunities to develop respect for individu-
als’ differences and recognize how those differ-
ences might be informed by individuals’ affilia-
tions with particular social groups, such as
those based on race, ethnicity, or class. Aview of
justice in which individuals are members of so-
cial groups, opportunities are informed but not
determined by an individual’s group member-
ship, and social groups’ differences are
acknowledged rather than denied directs the
analysis of social-justice teacher education to
consider the opportunities prospective teachers
have to appropriate such ideas.


METHOD


I used this framework to guide a qualitative
and survey-based comparative case study of
two elementary teachers education programs—
the Teachers for Tomorrow’s Schools Program
at Mills College and the Teacher Education
Intern Program at San José State University
(SJSU)—that make social justice and equity cen-
tral to the preparation of prospective teachers.1


A primary goal of this study was to develop a
rich description of the implementation of social
justice in practice. A primarily qualitative
approach allowed me to examine deeply and
over time the practices and the day-to-day chal-
lenges and successes of the teacher education
faculty members and prospective teachers in
each program (Merriam, 1988; Ragin, 1987).
Through prolonged, intensive contact with the
sites, I gained an understanding of the experi-
ences of individuals, groups, and organizations


that allowed me to examine the complexity of
the relationships and interactions within and
across settings (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Grounded in real-life situations and context,
such case study research supported a holistic
and vibrant account of the implementation of
social justice in practice.


The pre- and postsurveys complemented this
qualitative approach, focusing on prospective
teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about teaching
and their preparation and probing quantifiable
variables and outcomes. The survey was critical
to this study for a number of reasons: First, it
identified prospective teachers’ beliefs and atti-
tudes about teaching and students on entry,
which research teaches affects their experiences
of teacher education (e.g., Kennedy, 1999). Sec-
ond, it situated the interview responses of the
individual case-study teachers within the con-
text of the larger cohort of prospective teachers.
Third, it allowed for a comparison of outcomes
across settings by providing standardized mea-
sures that captured changes in teachers’ beliefs
and attitudes over time. This mixed methodol-
ogy allowed me to triangulate findings and
identify complex concepts at the heart of this
inquiry. As presented in this article, responses
to specific survey items corroborate findings
based on the qualitative analysis.


Site Selection


I used a strategy of purposive sampling for
site selection. Programs were chosen not be-
cause they represented extreme or ideal in-
stances of social-justice teacher education but
because they were strategic sites that were in-
formation rich (Cresswell, 1994; Ragin, 1987). To
select sites, I looked for programs that


• demonstrated a commitment to social justice and di-
versity that extended beyond a short-term or fad-
dish focus on such issues;


• supported teachers to work in schools with students
from diverse backgrounds;


• engaged in a process of integrating social justice
across multiple courses and clinical placements; and


• were similar in terms of their structure: both pro-
grams are 5th-year elementary preservice pro-
grams, cohort based, and require a full year clinical
experience.
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Sociocultural theory suggested that the integra-
tion of social justice would be informed by the
broader contexts in which the programs were
situated (Wenger, 1998). Accordingly and in ad-
dition to the above, I intentionally selected pro-
grams with different organizational contexts
and lengths of time at implementation. Mills, a
private institution, has attempted to address is-
sues of social justice for over a decade. In con-
trast, San José State University (SJSU), a large
public institution, was in its 1st year of imple-
menting an integrated strategy. There are a
number of institutions across the country that
would have met this criterion, but I chose these
two sites proximate to my home to enable the in-
tensive time on site that the theory and my re-
search design demanded.2


Case-Study Teacher Selection


Because sociocultural theory suggests that
the experience of individuals is critical to the
implementation of social justice in teacher edu-
cation, I followed a sample of 10 prospective
teachers (5 in each program). The case-study of
teachers’ perspectives provided a window into
how the programs afforded teachers with
opportunities to learn concepts and practices
related to social justice. Using teachers’
responses to the initial survey and early obser-
vations of course conversations, I selected this
sample of case-study teachers according to the
following criteria: demographic characteristics,
beliefs about teaching and students, prior teach-
ing experiences, knowledge of the programs’
commitments to social justice, and clinical
placement assignment.3


Analysis of prospective teachers’ initial sur-
vey responses indicated that the average
responses of the case-study teachers resembled
those of their larger cohorts. In the Mills case,
the average response of the cohort to survey
items was 4.1 on a 5-point, Likert-type scale
ranging from 1 to 5, with a standard deviation of
0.237. The Mills case-study teachers’ average
response to survey items was also 4.1, with a
standard deviation of 0.319. In the case of SJSU,
the average response of the cohort to survey
items was 3.9, with a standard deviation of


0.336, and the case-study teachers’ average
response was 4.1, with a standard deviation of
0.198. The two cohorts ranged in age, race, and
ethnicity, and I selected individuals who varied
along those demographic characteristics,
though they did not represent the full range of
diversity in each cohort. In addition, I viewed
teachers’ prior teaching experiences as a possi-
ble factor that would influence their learning to
teach and their recognition of social justice and
equity as important issues in the practice of
teaching. I included prospective teachers with
little to no prior experience teaching and teach-
ers with more than 1 year of teaching experi-
ence. I anticipated that if I used these criteria
alone, my study could be critiqued on the basis
of selection bias. To attend to this, I included
teachers in the sample who explicitly recog-
nized and enrolled in the program because of its
social-justice mission and candidates who did
not consider the program’s social-justice mis-
sion as a central factor in their decisions.4 Table 1
lists selected characteristics of the case-study
teachers.


Data Sources


This study draws on data collected from
August 2001 through June 2002: the entire
preservice period for teachers enrolled in both
programs. Per sociocultural theory, data collec-
tion methods focused on multiple levels of anal-
ysis: the program as a whole, university courses
and clinical placements, and prospective teach-
ers. I triangulated data from individual semi-
structured interviews with teacher education
faculty members and the 10 case-study teach-
ers; observations of university courses and case-
study teachers’ clinical placements; a review of
documents such as accreditation reports, course
syllabi, and assignments; and pre- and postsur-
veys of the cohort of prospective teachers at
Mills and SJSU.5 The findings presented in this
article draw on a subset of these data, primarily
faculty member and prospective teacher inter-
views, observations of university courses and
clinical experiences, and responses to specific
survey items. Specifically, I conducted a total of
22 interviews with faculty members to gauge
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the extent to which the programs intended to
integrate social justice and to gain insight into
course goals and assignments. I also conducted
67 observations of university courses to exam-
ine the inclusion of social justice in the content
and pedagogy of individual courses.6 These
observations facilitated an in-depth under-
standing of teachers’ opportunities to learn
about social justice through course discussions,
in-class tasks, and assignments.


To better understand prospective teachers’
views of their opportunities to learn about
social justice, I interviewed each case-study
teacher three times: at the beginning, middle,
and end of their participation in the 1-year pro-
gram. In these interviews, teachers reflected on
individual courses and assignments; clinical
placements; and their conceptions of social jus-
tice, students, and their preparation. I observed
the case-study teachers approximately three
times each in their clinical placements. These
observations provided a glimpse into prospec-
tive teachers’ experiences in their placements
and how those experiences intersected with
their opportunities in courses.


Data Analysis


Data analysis occurred as an iterative pro-
cess. As noted above, I began coding my data
using concepts from sociocultural theory, and I


coded observational data of courses for oppor-
tunities to learn conceptual and practical tools
(Merriam, 1988; Miles & Huberman, 1994). I
also coded program missions and course syllabi
to identify programs’ and faculty members’
intentions to include social justice across pro-
grams. During the initial analysis, I noticed pat-
terns that were not fully captured by sociocul-
tural theory, patterns that seemed particular to
social justice. I then developed a set of codes on
the basis of Young’s (1990) conception of social
justice, which included such concepts of justice
as attending to the needs of individual learners,
justice as focusing on social relationships, and a
view of individuals as tied to broader social
groups. I coded observations, interviews, and
documents according to this coding scheme. I
coded all qualitative data in NUD*IST to facili-
tate cross-program analysis and the analysis of
the integration of social justice across program
settings.


Survey analysis included separate descrip-
tive statistical analysis of the survey responses
from each cohort. As noted earlier, I analyzed
the responses of the five case-study teachers in
each program to determine how closely they
represented the mean of the cohort on specific
questions. To understand changes in teachers’
conceptions over time, I conducted paired t tests
on specific items. The survey analysis presented
here draws on teachers’ responses to survey
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of the Case-Study Teachers


Teacher Age Race/Ethnicity Prior Work Experience


Mills College
Vanessa 26 Mixed: Puerto Rican, Hawaiian Union organizer


Portuguese, Caucasian
Melissa 22 Caucasian Student teacher
Claudia 49 Caucasian Nonprofit administrator
Abigail 45 Caucasian Corporate/business
Dominique 24 Mixed: African American, Caucasian Full-time teacher with Teach for America


San José State University
Kate 29 Mixed: Caucasian, Latina Full-time teacher, private school
Heather 27 Caucasian Fitness instructor
Sandra 42 Caucasian Full-time teacher, public school
Margaret 23 Chinese American Undergraduate; one semester as a teacher


of English as a second language in China
Biaggi 26 Mixed: Caucasian, African American Aide on an Alzheimer’s ward; volunteer for


the Special Olympics
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items related to their beliefs and attitudes for
teaching racially and ethnically diverse
students and English-language learners (ELLs).


FINDINGS


This study revealed two broad findings: (a)
These programs intended to integrate social jus-
tice, and (b) the implementation of social justice
varied in practice along some specific dimen-
sions that inform prospective teachers’ oppor-
tunities to learn. I take up each of these findings
in the subsections below.


Program Intentions to
Integrate Social Justice


A combination of sources, including inter-
views with faculty members and program doc-
uments such as accreditation reports and syllabi
from multiple courses, confirmed that both
Mills and SJSU had the will and intent to ad-
dress social justice, an essential precondition to
the implementation of complex goals (Lave &
Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). For example,
Mills’s mission reflects a commitment to justice,
as stated in its Student Handbook for 2001 and
2002:


Guided by an ethic of care and social justice, which
includes a commitment to equity and access, we aim
to create a context for teacher learning that promotes
an honest exploration of questions associated with
teaching in the changing and complex circum-
stances of urban schools.


In addition, Mills faculty members developed a
set of core principles to clarify their commit-
ment to social justice and equity. For instance,
one principle acknowledges teaching as a politi-
cal act and states,


The candidate recognizes the power of education in
providing access for all students to full participation
in a democratic society. The candidate demonstrates
teaching practices that equitably enhance the knowl-
edge, skills, and dispositions of all students and that
invite, value, and honor multiple perspectives.


Most faculty members reported in interviews
that they intended this principle, along with the
others, to clarify their view of social justice as


helping all students from all backgrounds suc-
ceed; to articulate the standards for prospective
teachers; and to guide decisions about plan-
ning, curriculum, and assessment.7


Second, on the basis of course observations,
syllabi, and other documents, I ascertained that
the majority of courses at Mills articulated goals
and purposes related to social justice and to
teaching students from diverse backgrounds.
For example, the syllabus for General Curricu-
lum and Instruction stated, “All discussion will
focus on equity and thus, will consider the ways
to meet the needs of individual learners with
regard to race, ethnicity, gender, SES [socioeco-
nomic status], language, various physical, men-
tal, and emotional conditions etc.” In an inter-
view, the course instructor elaborated on this
goal and suggested that she strove to help pro-
spective teachers recognize that “issues of
equity and social justice [are] not incidental
choices, but very political choices of what to
teach.” Also, for example, the syllabus for Intro-
duction to Teaching indicated that prospective
teachers should learn about the purpose of
schools, particularly as influenced by the
changing population of students; how teachers
can help students take full advantage of school-
ing; and how the “gifts of diversity [are] sapped
by racism, sexism, homophobia, classism, and
other forms of oppression.”


SJSU’s mission also articulated a commit-
ment to social justice and equity, though devel-
oped more recently than that of Mills. Just prior
to the year of this study, faculty members re-
vised the program mission to more explicitly
address issues of equity. The following excerpt
from the College of Education’s mission
illustrates this emphasis:


The College of Education faculty hold that excel-
lence and equity matter—that each is necessary, and
neither is sufficient in the absence of the other. . . . Eq-
uity speaks initially to access and ultimately to out-
comes. . . . Our College works toward equity in
action, i.e., equity not only by policy, but through
process and practice. (San José State University,
College of Education, n.d.)


There also was visible evidence in course syl-
labi that SJSU faculty members intended to ad-
dress such issues as part of the content of their
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individual courses. For example, the syllabus of
the course on psychological foundations identi-
fied specific equity objectives for prospective
teachers and stated that candidates would be
able to, for example, “use psychological princi-
ples to identify and examine sources of inequity
in the classroom and develop lessons that see
students’ backgrounds and prior experiences as
the foundation for learning.” Syllabi of the
courses on language arts methods and math
methods and, not surprisingly, Multicultural
Foundations explicitly stated that prospective
teachers would be prepared to teach in cultur-
ally, linguistically, and academically diverse
classrooms. The syllabus of Multicultural Foun-
dations outlined specific objectives, such as
“develop[ing] teachers’ cultural competence
and help[ing] them to critically analyze the
roots of inequity and injustice.”


In sum, this initial set of findings served to
confirm that the programs intended to integrate
social justice and equity. Sociocultural theory
suggests that formal structures such as program
missions and course goals and purposes may
frame actual practice, but they neither guaran-
tee nor prescribe how such goals should be real-
ized in practice (Engeström, 1996; Grossman
et al., 1999; Smagorinsky et al., 2004). In the next
two sections, I take up these questions: (a) To
what extent were program intentions related to
social justice put into practice? and (b) How
were they put into practice?


Integration of Social
Justice in Practice


I found that the two programs varied in terms
of how they integrated social justice. This point
alone is not surprising. Variation is a routine
finding in implementation studies of various
stripes. However, I was able to identify two spe-
cific dimensions along which the implementa-
tion of social justice varied. I identified these
dimensions in the iterative process of data anal-
ysis, in which I considered how themes and pat-
terns emerging in the data related to concepts
from sociocultural theory and a theory of social
justice. These findings—the specific variations—
are important because they help elaborate the


strategic choices facing teacher education pro-
grams that aim to integrate social justice and
what counts as the integration of social justice in
a dynamic way consistent with sociocultural
theory. This conceptualization of the integration
of social justice reflects that there is no best way
to adhere to this goal but rather multiple ave-
nues along a set of specific continua. Figure 1
illustrates these specific dimensions.


In this section, I first describe the dimensions
of this framework. Then, I show how the pro-
grams varied in terms of the opportunities they
provided teachers to learn about particular
aspects of teaching from a social-justice
perspective.


The framework. To elaborate, I found teachers’
opportunities to learn varied in terms of their
emphasis on conceptual and practical tools, in-
dicated by the horizontal continuum in Figure
1. According to sociocultural theory, conceptual
tools embody particular pedagogical strategies,
and likewise, practical tools are the representa-
tion of more general concepts (Wertsch, del Rio,
& Alvarez, 1995). For example, prospective
teachers might be introduced to the conceptual
tool of scaffolding through course readings and
also taught specific strategies for scaffolding
instruction for ELLs.


Teachers’ opportunities to learn also varied
in terms of the conception of social justice on
which each opportunity rested. I grouped my
data into like categories and found that Young’s
(1990) view of justice helped distinguish among
these groupings. The left side of Figure 1 illus-
trates these different aspects of social justice
that focused on individual, organizational, and
institutional levels. The individual category
includes teachers’ opportunities to consider
social justice in the context of individual stu-
dents’ needs per distributive notions of justice.
In accordance with Young, the opportunities
within the organizational category were those
that helped teachers consider the experience of
individuals as informed by their membership in
social groups. The first subcategory, students
identified by membership in an educational cat-
egory, refers to students who are identified by
their specific educational needs, such as ELLs or
special education students. The second subcate-
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gory, students identified by their membership
in an oppressed group, relates to opportunities
in which teachers focus on the educational
needs of students in the context of their affilia-
tions with oppressed groups: their status as
influenced by race, ethnicity, gender, class,
and/or sexual orientation, for example.


The institutional category identifies teachers’
occasions to consider social justice as connected
to broader institutional arrangements such as
class and classism. This category includes
teachers’ opportunities to learn that oppression
is not solely the result of individual action but of
broader constraints placed on particular people
(Young, 1990). The opportunities in this cate-
gory encouraged teachers to rethink the pur-
poses of schooling writ large as well as their
own backgrounds and the role of power and
privilege in teaching and learning.


The programs’ practice. Through multiple in-
terviews, observations, and document reviews,
a distinct pattern within this framework
emerged: Teachers’ opportunities to learn con-
ceptual tools far outweighed their opportuni-
ties to learn practical tools. This is important
because it indicates that these two programs


were able to integrate concepts related to social
justice more easily than practices that exempli-
fied such principles. This suggests that includ-
ing practices may require different types of
knowledge, resources, and supports than those
required to integrate conceptual tools related to
social justice. A full elaboration of each of these
dimensions is beyond the scope of this article
and is reported elsewhere (McDonald, 2003).
Here, I array my findings related to the organi-
zational category and teachers’ opportunities to
learn about students identified as members of
educational categories and as members of
broader social groups.


Opportunities to learn about social justice as fo-
cused on students identified by their membership in
educational categories. A comparison of teachers’
opportunities in this dimension revealed key
findings: (a) Teachers had opportunities to learn
about some groups of students more than oth-
ers (e.g., ELLs vs. special-needs students), (b)
some opportunities favored the development of
conceptual tools over that of practical tools in
ways that had some effect on teachers’ views of
teaching, and (c) clinical placements acted as a
key mediator in teachers’ opportunities to learn.
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Overall, in both programs, teachers had few
occasions to learn concepts and practices for
working with special-needs students. Observa-
tions revealed that neither program provided
prospective teachers with opportunities in
courses to explore such issues in general or as
they related to social justice in particular. One
exception at Mills, General Curriculum and In-
struction, focused prospective teachers’ atten-
tion on the principle that teachers should try to
adapt their instruction to meet the needs of indi-
vidual special education students. This course
provided teachers with the time to consider
their work with special education students as
attending to their individual needs, but discus-
sions in two class meetings avoided the broader
political debates in the field about mainstream-
ing and inclusion. For example, the coinstructor
of General Curriculum and Instruction began a
whole group discussion regarding inclusion by
stating,


Regardless of where you are on this issue [of full in-
clusion], the chances are very high that you will have
a child with special needs in your class—this is not
something we’re going to debate about full inclusion
or options. But what is really vital to think about is
how are you going to meet the needs of special needs
children and the other children in your classroom.


This quotation reflects the course’s overall
approach to meeting the needs of special educa-
tion students as an individual matter, one of at-
tending to students’ individual needs within
their classroom contexts. These opportunities,
as observed, did not enable prospective teach-
ers to grapple with broader political issues sur-
rounding the teaching of special education
students, the kinds of transformative or
reconstructionist experiences that many have
argued are foundational to learning how to
teach (Banks, 2002; Liston & Zeichner, 1991).


Both Mills and SJSU provided teachers with
opportunities to develop conceptual and practi-
cal tools related to teaching ELLs. Notably, how-
ever, the majority of courses emphasized the
conceptual over the practical, affording pro-
spective teachers with opportunities to develop
broad principles for working with ELLs rather
than practices. In particular, these opportunities
emphasized the broad principle that teachers


ought to adapt instruction to meet the needs of
ELLs but provided few strategies for how teach-
ers might make such adaptations. One course
assignment required teachers to “be very
explicit about how [they] will meet the needs of
L.E.P. [limited-English-proficient] students at
varying levels of English proficiency,” but the
course overall provided prospective teachers
with few practical strategies for how they might
adapt their instruction to meet such students’
needs.


The one exception to this general practice
was Mills’s Teaching English Language Learn-
ers. This course challenged teachers to think
both about the importance of adapting instruc-
tion for ELLs and how to make such adapta-
tions in practice. For example, the instructor
explored the rationale and the practices of the
reciprocal teaching model. First, he introduced
the model:


They looked at the strategies expert readers use.
They found expert readers tend to summarize what
they read; they typically ask questions; they also
make predictions; and they clarify—uh, I wonder is
this how it is? All four are happening on an ongoing
basis. Their approach then was to see if they could
teach those strategies to students. Essentially, they
grouped students and asked them to take on each of
the four roles. They taught the students the approach
by scaffolding in reciprocal teaching.


To supplement teachers’ conceptual under-
standing of this model, he pointed out how that
model might need to be adapted for ELLs and
then gave teachers time to work with the model:


But sometimes it’s too much for ELL students. The
other side of the handout is a modified version [of re-
ciprocal teaching]—(1) sitting side by side and one
student reads aloud, (2) Student B then asks Student
A two questions. There are four levels of questions,
and they’re increasing levels of sophistication. So
let’s try it and see how it feels.


In this course, the instructor consistently pro-
vided prospective teachers with opportunities
to link conceptual tools with practical tools that
they could then enact in their work with ELLs.
In interviews, Mills case-study teachers often
reflected that in addition to helping them de-
velop concepts, this course also helped them
learn strategies for working with ELLs. For ex-
ample, Dominique commented,
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I felt like his class gave us a lot of different ways to
present information to our kids, so he kind of gave us
those concrete things. Where in our other classes—
those things are minor—the bigger things are like,
“What is your purpose for being here? What is your
purpose as a teacher?”


This course highlights an important differ-
ence between the integration of social justice as
emphasizing the needs of ELLs at Mills and
SJSU. Because of this course, Mills prospective
teachers had opportunities to connect concepts
and practices regarding the teaching of ELLs. In
comparison, SJSU prospective teachers mostly
had opportunities to learn the principle that
they should accommodate ELLs but had few oc-
casions on which to think through how they
might enact that principle in practice.


Case-study teachers’ reflections and responses
to selected survey items suggest that differences
in the opportunities to learn afforded by the
programs led to prospective teachers feeling
differently prepared to teach ELLs. Interviews
conducted with teachers over the course of their
preparation indicated that in both programs,
teachers increasingly felt that it was their
responsibility to adapt instruction to meet the
needs of ELLs. Teachers in both cohorts appro-
priated this conceptual tool. Survey analysis
revealed that both Mills and SJSU teachers
made positive but not significant gains in terms
of understanding the concept that as teachers,
they should adapt instruction to meet the needs
of ELLs. On a 5-point, Likert-type scale ranging
from strongly disagree to strongly agree, Mills can-
didates on average entered the year strongly
agreeing (specifically 4.46) that teachers should
adapt instruction to meet the needs of ELLs. By
the end of the year, their average response had
increased to 4.83, indicating a small but positive
change. The SJSU candidates entered the year
with an average response of 4.05 to this particu-
lar item and ended the year with an average
response of 4.76, again demonstrating a positive
trend. These findings suggest that teachers’
opportunities in the programs to learn the con-
cept of adapting instruction to meet the needs of
ELLs had an impact, at least in the short term,
on their views of teaching.8


Beyond this general trend, Mills prospective
teachers expressed feeling more confident in


their actual ability to teach ELLs—their ability
to enact that concept in practice—than SJSU
prospective teachers. Specifically, I asked teach-
ers to respond to the item “I do not feel confi-
dent in my ability to address the needs of ELLs”
on a 5-point, Likert-type scale ranging from
strongly disagree to strongly agree. Mills teachers
entered the year disagreeing, with an average
response of 2.88, as did SJSU teachers, with an
average response of 2.64. At the end of the year,
the average response to this item for Mills teach-
ers was 1.96 and for SJSU teachers was 2.05. Tri-
angulating these findings with interviews and
observations, I concluded that although both
cohorts of teachers made positive gains in this
area, the Mills teachers seemed to demonstrate
larger gains because of their opportunities to
learn about practical tools for working with
ELLs. Even though these opportunities occurred
almost exclusively in the context of one course,
they seemed to have had an important impact
on the Mills teachers’ confidence to teach ELLs.
In contrast, SJSU teachers had few opportuni-
ties to develop actual strategies for working
with ELLs, and the limited gains illustrated here
reflected the comments of the case-study teach-
ers who expressed dissatisfaction with their
opportunities to develop strategies for teaching
ELLs.


Teachers’ clinical experiences mediated their
opportunities to learn to teach for social justice.
In general, prospective teachers’ experiences in
their placements curbed their opportunities
provided in courses to develop concepts and
practices related to social justice. For example,
individual case-study teachers commented that
what they understood and could learn about
teaching ELLs was informed by their opportu-
nities to work with such students in real class-
rooms. Melissa, a Mills case-study teacher,
highlighted this point when reflecting on a posi-
tion paper that required her to explore issues of
teaching ELLs: “I had a really hard time with it
because I haven’t taught any English language
learners this whole year.” Sandra concurred
about her clinical experience at SJSU:


I am not quite sure if I feel prepared to work in that
arena. I feel prepared professionally from being in
[Multicultural Foundations]. Jessica [the instructor
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in Language Arts and Literacy] has been very good
about, you know, doing the multicultural thing, and
how do you fit in the second-language learner, but as
far as my placement here, I haven’t been able to
practice it.


Melissa’s and Sandra’s comments suggest
that teachers’ opportunities to learn about so-
cial justice sometimes resulted from the interac-
tions between individual courses and their op-
portunities in their clinical placements rather
than the impact of any one setting in isolation.


Opportunities to learn about social justice as fo-
cused on students identified by their membership in
oppressed groups. Similar to teachers’ opportuni-
ties to learn about social justice as emphasizing
students identified by their educational catego-
ries, in this dimension, I found that the majority
of teachers’ opportunities enabled them to de-
velop conceptual tools for thinking about how
students’ status in oppressed groups might af-
fect their teaching. However, prospective teach-
ers had few opportunities to develop actual
strategies or practices for working with such
students, suggesting again that programs in-
creased awareness but did not necessarily im-
prove teachers’ capacity to use such awareness
in practice. Second, I found that the specific di-
versity of the students in prospective teachers’
clinical experiences mediated their appropria-
tion of concepts and practices related to this
conception of social justice.


The majority of prospective teachers’ oppor-
tunities to learn in this dimension focused their
attention on broad principles. Specifically, these
opportunities challenged teachers to raise ques-
tions about how students’ race, ethnicity, class,
or gender might influence their classroom expe-
riences, including how they as teachers might
interact with such students differently. These
opportunities reflect those implemented by
other teacher educators that challenge prospec-
tive teachers to consider issues of institutional-
ized oppression (Ladson-Billings, 1999a). As an
example, SJSU’s Multicultural Foundations
course required teachers to complete a “com-
munity investigation” assignment. The goal of
this assignment was to engage teachers in
selected real-world problems experienced by


people living in poverty and to encourage
teachers to think about how one’s economic
status might influence one’s in-school experi-
ences. Overall, the assignment supported teach-
ers to develop the concept that students’ SES
may inform their in-school experiences but
offered them few occasions to consider how
they should use that information to design
instruction.


Mills also provided teachers with opportuni-
ties to develop the broad concept that students’
status in oppressed groups might affect their in-
school experiences. At times, these opportuni-
ties left prospective teachers wondering if they
had developed actual practices for attending to
such students. For instance, during the midyear
retreat, teachers split into two groups to discuss
a fictional student Eric. In one group, Eric was
identified as African American and in the other
as Caucasian. The activity did not emphasize
pedagogical tools for working with Eric but ex-
plored whether, as teachers, they should con-
sider the role that race might play in classroom
interactions. Throughout the case discussion,
faculty members stressed the value of reflecting
on race when trying to understand and inter-
pret events with individual students. One fac-
ulty member commented, “We need to be aware
of our assumptions, and we need to think about
the race question along with many, many oth-
ers. If the questions don’t get raised, they can’t
possibly be addressed.” The following week,
during a debriefing of the retreat, prospective
teachers commented on having learned the gen-
eral principle that students’ race is important
but feared that they lacked the practical tools
required to enact that principle.


Teacher 1: Now, we know better than to make so many
assumptions.


Teacher 2: I just thought that there was so much in the
case, and so we didn’t consider race.


Teacher 3: I think we acknowledged the race factor, but
now what do we do? I think we’re tired of theory:
Give me some things to do in my classroom that
frickin’ work.


These teachers grappled with how to connect
the general principle that a student’s race might
influence his or her educational needs with
practical strategies to support that student.
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In both programs, teachers reported in inter-
views that clinical placements had a significant
impact on their opportunities to learn to teach
students whose status in oppressed groups
might shape their educational experiences. It is
important that the specific diversity of the stu-
dents in their clinical placements seemed to
inform how they thought about their prepara-
tion to work with culturally diverse students.


Mills teachers were more likely than SJSU
teachers to be in districts and schools with high
percentages of African American students (Ed-
ucation Data Partnership, 2003). Working with
African American students and learning on the
job to understand and address their needs was
an important factor in their preparation.
Vanessa, for example, said,


In my coursework at Mills, I would feel really confi-
dent about myself. Then (my first semester in my
teaching placement) I didn’t have a problem with
that [the diversity of the students] at all, because I
had Latino students, which were very much like me,
communicated very much like me . . . and I didn’t
have discipline problems with them. It [student di-
versity] wasn’t a challenge to me until I came here
[second placement in a classroom with predomi-
nately African American students], and the African
American students really challenged my authority,
really had questions about where I was directing
them, wanted to express their opinions, and I wasn’t
letting them express their opinions, and that’s when
it became an issue for me. . . . It would have been seri-
ously problematic for me to go into my 1st year of
teaching without having experienced a predomi-
nately African American class.


The types of students Vanessa encountered in
her placements acted as one lens through which
she filtered her opportunities to learn.


SJSU teachers also indicated in interviews
that the diversity of the students in their place-
ments shaped their opportunities to learn about
teaching racially and ethnically diverse stu-
dents. The types of students in their placements
differed from those in the Mills placements.
SJSU teachers were more likely to work in dis-
tricts and schools with small percentages of
African American students and higher percent-
ages of Latino students and ELLs. A comment
by one faculty member highlighted the impor-
tance of the diversity of students in clinical


placements as shaping teachers’ opportunities
to learn:


I’ve realized that I put too much emphasis on
second-language learners when I’m thinking about
diversity. But I think to a large extent [that] reflects
where I’m teaching. Like if I were teaching at [a uni-
versity in the East Bay, where Mills is located], I’d
think I’d put more emphasis on African American
students.


The SJSU teachers’ frame of reference for
teaching diverse students tended to emphasize
their work with ELLs and focused their atten-
tion specifically on language issues, not on is-
sues of culture or ethnicity. In sum, the specific
diversity of the students in teachers’ clinical
placements shaped their opportunities to learn
to work with students whose status in op-
pressed groups might inform their educational
experiences.


According to responses to specific survey
items, Mills and SJSU teachers felt differentially
prepared to work with students from diverse
racial and ethnic backgrounds. SJSU teachers
demonstrated strong gains in terms of feeling
prepared to work with students from racial and
ethnic backgrounds other than their own and to
create equitable learning opportunities for stu-
dents from diverse cultural backgrounds.9


Although the Mills teachers’ responses over
time indicated positive changes, their views did
not shift as dramatically as those of the teachers
at SJSU. This difference between the Mills and
SJSU teachers is surprising, given the similari-
ties in their opportunities to learn about teach-
ing students from diverse racial and ethnic
backgrounds. I would have expected the teach-
ers in both programs to feel similarly about their
preparation in this area. And, if not similarly, I
expected the Mills teachers to express a much
greater sense of preparedness in this area given
that many of their courses addressed issues of
race and ethnicity. I took these survey results as
a prompt to review my data for clues regarding
what might explain this differential impact. My
review yielded one possible explanation that
sheds light on how the integration of social
justice shaped teachers overall experiences.


Differences in how the two programs inte-
grated issues of race and ethnicity may partially
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account for prospective teachers’ views of their
preparation. Mills tended to integrate such is-
sues across multiple courses, whereas SJSU
tended to emphasize such issues in the context
of its Multicultural Foundations course. Per-
haps the fact that Mills infused concepts about
teaching racially and ethnically diverse stu-
dents across courses and program retreats,
without providing a separate course in which to
consider issues of race and ethnicity, informed
teachers’ sense of preparedness to teach such
students. One faculty member suggested,


With issues of language and culture . . . unless you
designate a category for them they tend to disap-
pear, they become invisible. I think a little bit of that
is also what happens in our program, that since we
all say that we all believe in it, it becomes a part of the
subconscious of everyone in the department. It no
longer becomes an explicit piece of the curriculum in
some ways in the sense of this is the “diversity
course.” Not to say that is necessarily a problem, it is
just simply the way students come to understand
college. They think of it in terms of courses, books,
and assignments. When it is sort of throughout, they
can’t put their finger quite on it.


On reflection of their opportunities to learn
about race and ethnicity, conceivably, Mills
teachers had a difficult time “putting their fin-
ger” on when they had occasions to learn about
such issues. Also, the limited gains posted by
the Mills teachers may actually indicate a posi-
tive development: Prospective teachers’ appre-
ciation of this teaching challenge increased, and
their confidence inched forward even in the face
of this deepening awareness.


On the flipside, as reported by the case-study
teachers, SJSU teachers knew exactly where
they had learned about how to teach students
from diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds,
and they pointed directly to the Multicultural
Foundations course. For example, Kate stated,
“Multicultural [Foundations] has been the most
powerful for me. It’s really made me uncom-
fortable at times, but it’s also been the most
thought-provoking.” Biaggi concurred: “The
multicultural class makes me think about what
it’s like for different people.” Perhaps having a
single course that focused primarily on issues of
race and ethnicity provided prospective teach-


ers with a greater sense of preparedness to teach
such students.


CONCLUSION


This study aimed to contribute to knowledge
of teacher education by revealing how teacher
education programs strive to integrate social
justice. Drawing on concepts from sociocultural
theory and a theory of social justice, I show that
integration may occur along specific dimen-
sions. The analysis of program implementation
showed that some of these dimensions may be
more difficult or less frequently implemented
than others. Specifically, the programs in this
study more fully integrated concepts related to
social justice than they did practices. It is impor-
tant that clinical placements were found to
enable or curb teachers’ opportunities to learn
about social justice depending on the specific
diversity of the students in their placements.


Implications for Practice


This study raises fundamental questions for
teacher education programs committed to inte-
grating social justice across their curricula,
pedagogies, and structures. The framework of
teachers’ opportunities to learn about social jus-
tice that emerged in this study can act as a guide
for both program development and teacher
educators’ practice. Programs interested in inte-
grating social justice can use this framework to
raise questions about how the programs as
wholes address such issues. For example, pro-
grams might consider the following questions:
Do teachers’ opportunities in courses tend to
emphasize one dimension of social justice—a
focus on individual needs, for example—over
others? What opportunities do teachers have to
appropriate both conceptual and practical tools
related to each dimension of social justice?
Which courses tend to address particular
aspects of social justice? In what specific ways
do teachers’ clinical placements mediate what
they learn about social justice?


Similarly, individual teacher educators can
use this framework to inquire into their own
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practice. When considering how their individ-
ual courses address social justice, faculty mem-
bers might consider these questions: How do
course assignments engage teachers in consid-
ering social justice from a focus on individual
students to institutional arrangements? How
do their assignments and discussions support
teachers to develop both concepts and practices
within and across those dimensions?


This recommendation comes with a caution:
Implementing all aspects of this framework will
take time. Your inquiry process should gauge
not only what you are doing now with regard to
any one aspect but why: What is the program’s
current capacity, and what would it take to
move from where you are now to where you
want to be?


Implications for Research


This study highlights sociocultural theory
and a theory of social justice as a framework for
understanding the integration of social justice. I
combine these two theories to understand the
process of integration and the conception of
social justice enacted in teacher education. This
framework suggests a number of implications
for future research on teacher education.


First, this study highlights the importance of
considering programs as systems with multiple
and interacting settings. This study highlights
how concepts from sociocultural theory aid an
in-depth understanding of the relationship
among courses and between courses and clini-
cal experiences and how those relationships
inform prospective teachers’ opportunities to
learn. Researchers interested in teachers’ learn-
ing and the overall organization of programs
may find sociocultural theory an appropriate
lens for directing future inquiries into teacher
education.


Second, further inquiry into social-justice
programs would be enhanced by further refine-
ment of a theory of justice as it is practiced in
teacher education. In particular, this study
points to the importance of having a theoreti-
cal framework for identifying and defining
the content of what programs are trying to
implement.


Finally, this study, through the comparison of
Mills and SJSU, begins to identify dimensions of
implementation. However, it was limited
because of its focus on only two programs.
Future research that looks broadly at the imple-
mentation of social justice across various
teacher education programs would likely refine
the dimensions of teachers’ opportunities to
learn about social justice identified here and
would provide richer guides to faculty mem-
bers engaged in such work.


NOTES
1. Both programs agreed to be publicly recognized as part of


this research. The names of all individuals are pseudonyms.
2. I have no official affiliation with either institution.
3. For a description of the survey items, see McDonald (2003).
4. Three of the five case-study teachers at Mills explicitly se-


lected the program because of its attention to social justice and eq-
uity. Only one of the five SJSU case-study teachers was aware of
the program’s focus on social justice and equity on entry. Notably,
the majority of SJSU teachers were unaware of the program’s so-
cial justice emphasis.


5. The survey sample size at Mills was 24, with a response rate
of 77.4%. The survey sample size at SJSU was 22, with a response
rated of 88%.


6. I observed the following courses at Mills: Learning and
Child Development, General Curriculum and Instruction, Intro-
duction to Teaching, Teaching English Language Learners, the
Clinical Seminar, and Program Retreats. At SJSU, I observed the
following courses: Classroom Management, Multicultural Foun-
dations, Language Arts and Literacy, and the Clinical Seminar. For
both programs, I collected syllabi and assignment descriptions for
all courses.


7. The other core principles included views of teaching as a
moral act based on an ethic of care, an act of inquiry and reflection,
a collegial act, and as focused on the acquisition and construction
of subject matter knowledge and a view of learning as a construc-
tive and developmental process.


8. Given the bounding of this case at the end of the preservice
period, the survey results are one available source of data of short-
term program impacts. These data do not capture longer term im-
pacts of teacher education programs that would require a more
longitudinal design.


9. SJSU teachers’ average response to an item about how well
prepared they felt to teach students from racial and ethic back-
grounds other than their own was 3.09 on entry and 4.09 on exit.
Mills teachers’ average response to the same question was 3.63 on
entry and 3.86 on exit. SJSU teachers’ average response to the item
about how well prepared they felt to create equitable learning op-
portunities for students from diverse cultural backgrounds was
3.05 on entry and 4.27 on exit. Mills teachers’ response was 3.63 on
entry and 3.88 on exit.
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Professional Autobiographical Sketch:  My professional autobiography is driven by the 



pedagogy that continual reflection and action will lead to praxis in my learning, teaching, 



service, and scholarship.   



Learning.  Through the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, I have earned both my 



Bachelor’s of Science in English and Mathematics Education as well as my Master’s in 



Education-Professional Development.  During my graduate courses and thesis research, I was 



introduced to the works of Paulo Freire and critical pedagogy.  This learning has radically 



transformed both myself as a person and my educational perspectives.  Dedicated to lifelong 



learning, I continually involve myself in new activities that push my understanding of teaching, 



technology, and society. 



Teaching.  My foundational experience in teaching began as first-year educator in a rural 



school district.  This experience provided me the opportunity to explore different pedagogical 



and assessment practices that enhanced the learning of all students.   



For more than eight years, I have worked with the TRiO programs of Upward Bound, 



Student Support Services, and McNair Scholars program.  These programs are designed to assist 



low-income, multicultural students to achieve success in their undergraduate and graduate 



college careers.  My roles as an educator have evolved throughout these programs, but at the 



core, I developed horizontal relationships founded on mutual respect and trust, recognizing the 



power of our collective experiences to transform one another. 



As an Associate Lecturer for the Mathematics Department, I have taken my passion for 



social justice mathematics to the collegiate level.  I purposefully create diverse learning groups 



within my classroom of returning adults, veterans, multicultural students, and students from low 



socio-economic status.  These dynamic groups then explore social inequalities such as the wage 











gap between white men and white women as well as white men and minority groups of black 



men/women and Hispanic men/women.  This project has allowed students to openly reflect upon 



this social inequality as well as enhance their math skills in systems of linear equations.  For 



example, my first year student was able to reflect upon her role in this unequal society, “Being of 



Hispanic heritage, the fact that not only do Hispanic women make almost half of what a White 



male would, but it would take 242 years for Hispanic women, like myself, to be earning the same 



amount of money as White males raises some distressing thoughts about discrimination, racism, 



and prejudice in this society.”  



Additionally, I co-teach a freshman seminar course entitled University Wide Learning 



(UWL) 100.  My specific population of students for the Fall 2011 semester comprised of first-



generation college students, where neither parent nor guardian graduated from a 4-year 



university.  Assisting these students in understanding college life, both academic and social, led 



us on journeys and discussions about hate crimes, White Privilege, International Education, and 



students with (dis)abilities.  



Lastly, my role as the Murphy Learning Center Director, a free tutoring center for 



Mathematics, various Science courses, and Writing, has allowed me to work with a wide range 



of students and tutors.  Specifically, I have guided tutors in becoming more versed in best 



practices of teaching and learning.  My directorship has produced a 25% increase in the number 



of students utilizing the Murphy Learning Center services as well as increased funding in order 



to implement a tutor training program to enhance the quality of our tutoring to all students.   



Service.  I view service as an integral part to a healthy lifestyle.  I serve on committees at 



UW-La Crosse that further me as a person and a professional, including the Organization for 



Campus Women (OCW), which promotes a mission of empowering women to be leaders on 











campus. As President of OCW for the 2011-2012 school year, my mission has been to serve both 



the UW-La Crosse community and the greater La Crosse community. We have conducted 



several outreach activities to date, including a coat/mitten drive for the New Horizons Women’s 



Shelter, an educational toy drive for Salvation Army, and a nutritious food drive for the UW-La 



Crosse Helping Our Own food pantry.  Additionally, we have raised approximately $500 for the 



OCW scholarship which assists returning adult women in their educational studies.   



Another service activity is my role as co-facilitator of the School of Education Diversity 



Organization (SEDO).  Through SEDO, I have assisted minority students interested in education 



to gain skills necessary to pass the PPST through a series of workshops.  Additionally, I have 



assisted in organizing opportunities for minority pre-service educators to gain experiences in 



education including working with children with disabilities and low-income students.  Lastly, as 



an extension of SEDO, my co-facilitator and I gained a grant to bring minority and low-income 



high school students interested in a career in education to attend a day-long event called Future 



Educators Day.  By collaborating with the School of Education, we were able to assist 18 future 



educators come to a better understanding of the vital importance minority educators play. 



Lastly, one of my greatest service activities was publishing a bilingual (English and Hmong) 



children’s book called Ka’s Garden/Kab Lub Vaj.  This multicultural book serves as a vehicle to 



provide more Hmong children’s literature in the greater La Crosse area where over 10% of the 



students are of Hmong decent.  By reading this book at local elementary schools, churches, and 



libraries as well as sharing the book’s message about the interconnectedness of the Earth and all 



beings, I provide a venue for open discussion about the Hmong culture and community.  



Scholarship.  My scholarship has interwoven the concepts of best practices in 



mathematics, social justice, and technology in learning.   Specifically, I work toward helping pre-











service and in-service teachers utilize technology to enhance student learning utilizing digital 



media such as podcasting, learning object creation, and iPad applications. Through various local, 



state, and regional venues of conferences, journals, and technological resources, I have furthered 



educational research while making a direct impact on student learning in the PK-16 setting.  



Below is a focused selection of my various scholarship activities: 



Research 



Grants 



Kosiak, J.J, McHugh, M.L., Hasenbank, J., & Fuchsteiner, A. “Technology-     



Enhanced Applications for Mathematics.” Transforming Undergraduate 



Education in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics.  National 



Science Foundation Division of Undergraduate Education.  $339,150. 



(Submitted January 3, 2012). 



 



McHugh, M.L. & Kosiak, J. J. “Advancing the Teaching and Learning of  



     Statistics.” Center for Advancing Teaching and Learning.  University of  



     Wisconsin La Crosse.  $2,000. (July 2011-June 2012). 



 



Vang, X. (Principal) & McHugh, M.L. (Co-Principal). “Future Educators Day.”  



     University of Wisconsin System-Teacher Recruitment and Retention Initiative  



     Grant. “$4,998. (June 2011-October 2011). 



 



McHugh, M.L. “GRE Quantitative Learning Objects.” University of Wisconsin –  



     La Crosse Curriculum Redesign Grant. $5,000. (August 2010 – July 2011). 



 



Kosiak, J.J. (Principal), Hoar, R. (Co-Principal), McHugh, M.L. (Co-Principal).  



     "MathCAST: Collaboration and Alignment to Advance Student Learning in  



     Mathematics." University of Wisconsin System Grant. $58,239. (August 2009 –  



     July 2010). 



 



McHugh, M.L. & Kosiak, J.J. Ka’s Garden:  Promoting Inclusive Excellence.  



     University of Wisconsin – La Crosse Foundation Grant. $1,000. (August 2010 –  



     December 2010). 



 



McHugh, M.L. A Children’s Story: Creating Connections between Hmong Culture  



     and Mathematics. University of Wisconsin – La Crosse, Graduate Student  



     Research, Service, and Educational Leadership Grant. $2,000. (June 2009 –  



     December 2010). 



 



Publications McHugh, M.L. (2011) Pre-service teachers’ beliefs, dispositions, and abilities  



     regarding social justice and mathematics. University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. 



 



McHugh, M.L., Kosiak, J.J., & Hoar, R. (2011).  Enriching Student Learning of  



     Mathematics through Podcasting. Wisconsin Teacher of Mathematics. 











 



McHugh, M.L., Lo, B., & Lao, V. (2010). Ka’s Garden/Kab Lub Vaj: A Bilingual  



     Children’s Book. Universal Human Publishing. 



 



Selected 



Presentations 



McHugh, M.L. Masters in Education-Professional Development Fall Conference.  



     La Crosse, WI, “Social Justice Mathematics: A New Approach to the 3 R’s”.  



     (November 12, 2011). 



 



Kosiak, J.J., McCool, J., & McHugh, M.L. Mathematical Proficiency for Every  



     Student Conference. “Mathematical Modeling in Grades PK-8.” (November 10,  



     2011).  



 



McHugh, M.L. & Kosiak, J.J. Wisconsin Mathematics Council Annual  



     Conference, Green Lake, WI, "Connecting Children’s Literature and  



     Mathematics". (May 6, 2011). 



 



McHugh, M.L. & Kosiak, J.J. Act 31: Widening the Circle Indigenous Education  



     Symposium, La Crosse, WI, “Social Justice Mathematics: A New Approach to  



     the 3 R’s”. (April 8, 2011). 



 



McHugh, M.L. & Lo, B. Act 31: Widening the Circle Indigenous Education  



     Symposium, La Crosse, WI, “Looking at Literature: An Examination of Hmong  



     Culture Found in Children’s and Young Adult Literature”. (April 8, 2011). 



 



McHugh, M.L., Kosiak, J. J., & Hoar, R.  Wisconsin Education Association  



     Annual Conference, Madison, WI, "Building Digital Learning Objects to  



     Enhance Student Learning". (October 29, 2010). 



 



McHugh, M.L.  Midwest Reading Council Annual Fall Conference, La Crosse,  



     WI, “Investigate! Create! Integrate!”. (October 23, 2010).   



  



Reasons for wanting a Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction: “I know oftentimes when you 



throw out the term multiculturalism, it feels like something I personally can’t relate to because 



I’m a white female, but when you throw out social justice, that’s something I can relate to” 



(Focus Group Interview, December 6, 2010).  This reflection, taken from my thesis research, 



exemplifies how a social justice pedagogy enacted in the classroom can transform one’s 



education, one’s personal life, and one’s future teaching philosophy.  My journey toward 



understanding critical pedagogy began with my graduate studies and the teaching of my thesis 



chair, Dr. Robert Haworth.  His teaching and enactment of a social justice pedagogy initiated my 











own personal journey in this field.  This journey was fueled by reading books such as Rethinking 



Mathematics (2005) a publication of Rethinking Schools, Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo 



Freire (1970), and Reading and Writing the World with Mathematics by Eric Gutstein (2006). 



My thesis research centered on working with pre-service elementary educators who were 



taking their elementary mathematics methods course.  Most of these teacher candidates had 



never heard of social justice nor how it could be enacted in the classroom.  Through 



collaborative research, intensive discussions, and purposeful modeling, these pre-service 



educators gained more awareness of social justice and its place in the math classroom.   



It was during this research process that I realized my passion and commitment to work 



with pre-service educators.  I recognize that these educators will have a direct impact on the 



future students of America and beyond, and I realize that my teaching practices can affect 



generations of children to come.  Therefore, one reason I desire a Ph.D. in Curriculum and 



Instruction is so that I can continue working with pre-service educators.  I hope to gain a position 



in a university setting where I can critically educate future teachers. 



My personal transformation into a critical educator has left me desiring more knowledge 



of how to implement this pedagogy.  I crave more understanding of how to bring my students to 



a deeper, more critical awareness of societal practices.  By obtaining a Doctorate in Curriculum 



and Instruction, specifically from New Mexico State University whose program is focused on 



critical pedagogy, I know that I will transform my thinking, teaching, and daily living practices.   



 



Program Area of Interest: The program area of critical pedagogy most interests me.  I began 



studying the works of critical pedagogues in my Masters program, and I seek to continue 



learning and growing through reflection and action.   











Philosophy of Education: As an educator, I have been given the opportunity to influence the 



lives of my students.  My part in the continual learning process is that of change agent, 



facilitator, guide, mentor, encourager, and resource.  I enact this role:  



 By being a passionate, dynamic lifelong learner. 



 By creating an inviting, trusting atmosphere where critical dialogue and community 



learning can occur. 



 By developing horizontal relationships where students can openly explore societal 



inequalities. 



 By demonstrating that true equality can only occur when all students recognize the 



problem and work toward a common solution that mutually benefits all people in society. 



 By involving all individuals in a learning process that allows for exploration and creating 



ultimately leading to increased understanding. 



 By appreciating the uniqueness of each learner and thereby creating learning experiences 



conducive to multiple learning styles. 



 By valuing the process more than the solution. 



 By designing assessment tasks that build content knowledge critical to the full 



participation in society. 



 



My goal as a critical educator is to create a safe, collaborative environment where all learners 



can develop the skills necessary to fully examine societal inequalities and grow as agents of 



change. 



 



Effective Teacher Qualities:  Although there are many qualities that are important for educators 



to possess, the most pertinent of those qualities include the three C’s: communication, content, 



and change agency. 



 These three qualities all came together during a recent classroom visit prompted by a 



social justice math project I implemented into my remedial mathematics classroom.  As 



previously mentioned in the autobiographical sketch, my students investigated the wage gap 



between white men and white women, black men/women, and Hispanic men/women.  After 



reflecting upon their learning, I asked the students the important question, “So what?”  What did 











this new knowledge mean to them?  What did they want to do in response to their learning?  



Their answer: tell others. 



 A group of students decided to share their learning through a unique presentation to a 



group of pre-service elementary educators.  Mimicking my lesson launch, they began by asking 



for a male and female volunteer to share a typical day.  After sharing their day, the students 



asked, “Who works harder?”  Everyone agreed that the two volunteers worked equally hard, so 



they handed the male volunteer a PayDay candy bar, thanking him for his participation.  Then 



they pulled out a second PayDay candy bar, cut off one-fourth of the candy bar, ate that chunk, 



and handed the rest to the female volunteer, thanking her for her participation. 



 This brought about a lively discussion about how much society deems a woman’s worth, 



which as of 2010 is 77 cents for every $1.00 earned by men.  The students then presented the 



pre-service educators with the data that at the current rate, white women and white men will not 



earn equal pay until 2087.  Additionally, a Hispanic female student of mine pointed out that she 



would not earn equal pay with white men until 2252.  My math students then proceeded to 



discuss how this math project opened their eyes to the wage gap and how their prospective 



careers might be impacted.   



 Why do I share this experience?  I feel that my students and I engaged in all three 



necessary components of an effective teacher:  communication, content, and change agency.  My 



students effectively communicated to other college students about a serious social inequality that 



all people should be aware of.  They utilized their content knowledge of mathematics to critically 



demonstrate the ramifications of the wage gap.  Lastly, my students became agents of change, 



taking their learning and finding an avenue to make a difference through educating others.  Now, 



I realize my students were the ones enhancing their communication, content, and change agency, 











but to me, that is the essence of a critical educator: one who puts the ownership of learning on 



her students, recognizing that education is at its most transformative power when students 



become the teachers themselves. 



 



Schooling for Diverse Populations: For three years, I worked as the English/Mathematics 



Specialist at Student Support Services, a TRiO funded program.  During that time, I worked with 



a diverse population of students including low-income, multicultural students, returning adults, 



veterans, bilingual students, and students with disabilities.  Of the many students I interacted 



with daily, there are two students’ stories that changed my teaching practice. 



 Lydia (name changed) was a student I worked with who had dyscalculia, a learning 



disability that encompasses a wide-range of difficulties with mathematics.  Like all students with 



a disability, the university required Lydia to complete her general education mathematics course.  



After two attempts at Statistics, Lydia came to our program for assistance.  What I learned most 



from working with Lydia was to not focus on her disability; rather I discovered how to enhance 



Lydia’s stronger capabilities of reading for understanding then translating that knowledge into 



mathematical formulas.   



 Working with PaChoua (name changed) opened my eyes to the ways a diverse linguistic 



background can bring on challenges even in the math classroom.    When working with PaChoua 



in her mathematics, I was surprised when she could not add 0.5 and 0.5 mentally, a skill needed 



in her course which did not allow calculators.  I asked her to think of money and changing 0.5to 



50 cents.  She still had difficulty adding the two quantities.  Upon some discussion, I found out 



that PaChoua, a Hmong refugee, came to the United States when she was in second grade.  At 



the time, she was put in an English speaking classroom with no ELL classes to assist in learning 











the language.  Since her primary focus for nearly three years of her elementary education was to 



understand the English language, her basic math skills never developed.  Once she entered 



middle school, she was allowed to use a calculator, which was why she was able to pass 



mathematics until this college course.  Though I realized that language might be a barrier for 



some students, this was my first encounter with how a language barrier inhibited math skills. 



 Overall, these experiences are among the many that have changed my understanding of 



teaching for diversity.  Through the effective teacher qualities of communication, content, and 



change agency, I recognize that I must approach each student as the unique individual they are, 



not put the student in a pre-conceived label.  By continually reflecting upon my educational 



practices and taking concrete actions to better serve the needs of all students, I will continue to 



grow into a critical educator. 















Professional Autobiographical Sketch:  My professional autobiography is driven by the 


pedagogy that continual reflection and action will lead to praxis in my learning, teaching, 


service, and scholarship.   


Learning.  Through the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, I have earned both my 


Bachelor’s of Science in English and Mathematics Education as well as my Master’s in 


Education-Professional Development.  During my graduate courses and thesis research, I was 


introduced to the works of Paulo Freire and critical pedagogy.  This learning has radically 


transformed both myself as a person and my educational perspectives.  Dedicated to lifelong 


learning, I continually involve myself in new activities that push my understanding of teaching, 


technology, and society. 


Teaching.  My foundational experience in teaching began as first-year educator in a rural 


school district.  This experience provided me the opportunity to explore different pedagogical 


and assessment practices that enhanced the learning of all students.   


For more than eight years, I have worked with the TRiO programs of Upward Bound, 


Student Support Services, and McNair Scholars program.  These programs are designed to assist 


low-income, multicultural students to achieve success in their undergraduate and graduate 


college careers.  My roles as an educator have evolved throughout these programs, but at the 


core, I developed horizontal relationships founded on mutual respect and trust, recognizing the 


power of our collective experiences to transform one another. 


As an Associate Lecturer for the Mathematics Department, I have taken my passion for 


social justice mathematics to the collegiate level.  I purposefully create diverse learning groups 


within my classroom of returning adults, veterans, multicultural students, and students from low 


socio-economic status.  These dynamic groups then explore social inequalities such as the wage 







gap between white men and white women as well as white men and minority groups of black 


men/women and Hispanic men/women.  This project has allowed students to openly reflect upon 


this social inequality as well as enhance their math skills in systems of linear equations.  For 


example, my first year student was able to reflect upon her role in this unequal society, “Being of 


Hispanic heritage, the fact that not only do Hispanic women make almost half of what a White 


male would, but it would take 242 years for Hispanic women, like myself, to be earning the same 


amount of money as White males raises some distressing thoughts about discrimination, racism, 


and prejudice in this society.”  


Additionally, I co-teach a freshman seminar course entitled University Wide Learning 


(UWL) 100.  My specific population of students for the Fall 2011 semester comprised of first-


generation college students, where neither parent nor guardian graduated from a 4-year 


university.  Assisting these students in understanding college life, both academic and social, led 


us on journeys and discussions about hate crimes, White Privilege, International Education, and 


students with (dis)abilities.  


Lastly, my role as the Murphy Learning Center Director, a free tutoring center for 


Mathematics, various Science courses, and Writing, has allowed me to work with a wide range 


of students and tutors.  Specifically, I have guided tutors in becoming more versed in best 


practices of teaching and learning.  My directorship has produced a 25% increase in the number 


of students utilizing the Murphy Learning Center services as well as increased funding in order 


to implement a tutor training program to enhance the quality of our tutoring to all students.   


Service.  I view service as an integral part to a healthy lifestyle.  I serve on committees at 


UW-La Crosse that further me as a person and a professional, including the Organization for 


Campus Women (OCW), which promotes a mission of empowering women to be leaders on 







campus. As President of OCW for the 2011-2012 school year, my mission has been to serve both 


the UW-La Crosse community and the greater La Crosse community. We have conducted 


several outreach activities to date, including a coat/mitten drive for the New Horizons Women’s 


Shelter, an educational toy drive for Salvation Army, and a nutritious food drive for the UW-La 


Crosse Helping Our Own food pantry.  Additionally, we have raised approximately $500 for the 


OCW scholarship which assists returning adult women in their educational studies.   


Another service activity is my role as co-facilitator of the School of Education Diversity 


Organization (SEDO).  Through SEDO, I have assisted minority students interested in education 


to gain skills necessary to pass the PPST through a series of workshops.  Additionally, I have 


assisted in organizing opportunities for minority pre-service educators to gain experiences in 


education including working with children with disabilities and low-income students.  Lastly, as 


an extension of SEDO, my co-facilitator and I gained a grant to bring minority and low-income 


high school students interested in a career in education to attend a day-long event called Future 


Educators Day.  By collaborating with the School of Education, we were able to assist 18 future 


educators come to a better understanding of the vital importance minority educators play. 


Lastly, one of my greatest service activities was publishing a bilingual (English and Hmong) 


children’s book called Ka’s Garden/Kab Lub Vaj.  This multicultural book serves as a vehicle to 


provide more Hmong children’s literature in the greater La Crosse area where over 10% of the 


students are of Hmong decent.  By reading this book at local elementary schools, churches, and 


libraries as well as sharing the book’s message about the interconnectedness of the Earth and all 


beings, I provide a venue for open discussion about the Hmong culture and community.  


Scholarship.  My scholarship has interwoven the concepts of best practices in 


mathematics, social justice, and technology in learning.   Specifically, I work toward helping pre-







service and in-service teachers utilize technology to enhance student learning utilizing digital 


media such as podcasting, learning object creation, and iPad applications. Through various local, 


state, and regional venues of conferences, journals, and technological resources, I have furthered 


educational research while making a direct impact on student learning in the PK-16 setting.  


Below is a focused selection of my various scholarship activities: 


Research 


Grants 


Kosiak, J.J, McHugh, M.L., Hasenbank, J., & Fuchsteiner, A. “Technology-     


Enhanced Applications for Mathematics.” Transforming Undergraduate 


Education in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics.  National 


Science Foundation Division of Undergraduate Education.  $339,150. 


(Submitted January 3, 2012). 


 


McHugh, M.L. & Kosiak, J. J. “Advancing the Teaching and Learning of  


     Statistics.” Center for Advancing Teaching and Learning.  University of  


     Wisconsin La Crosse.  $2,000. (July 2011-June 2012). 


 


Vang, X. (Principal) & McHugh, M.L. (Co-Principal). “Future Educators Day.”  


     University of Wisconsin System-Teacher Recruitment and Retention Initiative  


     Grant. “$4,998. (June 2011-October 2011). 


 


McHugh, M.L. “GRE Quantitative Learning Objects.” University of Wisconsin –  


     La Crosse Curriculum Redesign Grant. $5,000. (August 2010 – July 2011). 


 


Kosiak, J.J. (Principal), Hoar, R. (Co-Principal), McHugh, M.L. (Co-Principal).  


     "MathCAST: Collaboration and Alignment to Advance Student Learning in  


     Mathematics." University of Wisconsin System Grant. $58,239. (August 2009 –  


     July 2010). 


 


McHugh, M.L. & Kosiak, J.J. Ka’s Garden:  Promoting Inclusive Excellence.  


     University of Wisconsin – La Crosse Foundation Grant. $1,000. (August 2010 –  


     December 2010). 


 


McHugh, M.L. A Children’s Story: Creating Connections between Hmong Culture  


     and Mathematics. University of Wisconsin – La Crosse, Graduate Student  


     Research, Service, and Educational Leadership Grant. $2,000. (June 2009 –  


     December 2010). 


 


Publications McHugh, M.L. (2011) Pre-service teachers’ beliefs, dispositions, and abilities  


     regarding social justice and mathematics. University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. 


 


McHugh, M.L., Kosiak, J.J., & Hoar, R. (2011).  Enriching Student Learning of  


     Mathematics through Podcasting. Wisconsin Teacher of Mathematics. 







 


McHugh, M.L., Lo, B., & Lao, V. (2010). Ka’s Garden/Kab Lub Vaj: A Bilingual  


     Children’s Book. Universal Human Publishing. 


 


Selected 


Presentations 


McHugh, M.L. Masters in Education-Professional Development Fall Conference.  


     La Crosse, WI, “Social Justice Mathematics: A New Approach to the 3 R’s”.  


     (November 12, 2011). 


 


Kosiak, J.J., McCool, J., & McHugh, M.L. Mathematical Proficiency for Every  


     Student Conference. “Mathematical Modeling in Grades PK-8.” (November 10,  


     2011).  


 


McHugh, M.L. & Kosiak, J.J. Wisconsin Mathematics Council Annual  


     Conference, Green Lake, WI, "Connecting Children’s Literature and  


     Mathematics". (May 6, 2011). 


 


McHugh, M.L. & Kosiak, J.J. Act 31: Widening the Circle Indigenous Education  


     Symposium, La Crosse, WI, “Social Justice Mathematics: A New Approach to  


     the 3 R’s”. (April 8, 2011). 


 


McHugh, M.L. & Lo, B. Act 31: Widening the Circle Indigenous Education  


     Symposium, La Crosse, WI, “Looking at Literature: An Examination of Hmong  


     Culture Found in Children’s and Young Adult Literature”. (April 8, 2011). 


 


McHugh, M.L., Kosiak, J. J., & Hoar, R.  Wisconsin Education Association  


     Annual Conference, Madison, WI, "Building Digital Learning Objects to  


     Enhance Student Learning". (October 29, 2010). 


 


McHugh, M.L.  Midwest Reading Council Annual Fall Conference, La Crosse,  


     WI, “Investigate! Create! Integrate!”. (October 23, 2010).   


  


Reasons for wanting a Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction: “I know oftentimes when you 


throw out the term multiculturalism, it feels like something I personally can’t relate to because 


I’m a white female, but when you throw out social justice, that’s something I can relate to” 


(Focus Group Interview, December 6, 2010).  This reflection, taken from my thesis research, 


exemplifies how a social justice pedagogy enacted in the classroom can transform one’s 


education, one’s personal life, and one’s future teaching philosophy.  My journey toward 


understanding critical pedagogy began with my graduate studies and the teaching of my thesis 


chair, Dr. Robert Haworth.  His teaching and enactment of a social justice pedagogy initiated my 







own personal journey in this field.  This journey was fueled by reading books such as Rethinking 


Mathematics (2005) a publication of Rethinking Schools, Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo 


Freire (1970), and Reading and Writing the World with Mathematics by Eric Gutstein (2006). 


My thesis research centered on working with pre-service elementary educators who were 


taking their elementary mathematics methods course.  Most of these teacher candidates had 


never heard of social justice nor how it could be enacted in the classroom.  Through 


collaborative research, intensive discussions, and purposeful modeling, these pre-service 


educators gained more awareness of social justice and its place in the math classroom.   


It was during this research process that I realized my passion and commitment to work 


with pre-service educators.  I recognize that these educators will have a direct impact on the 


future students of America and beyond, and I realize that my teaching practices can affect 


generations of children to come.  Therefore, one reason I desire a Ph.D. in Curriculum and 


Instruction is so that I can continue working with pre-service educators.  I hope to gain a position 


in a university setting where I can critically educate future teachers. 


My personal transformation into a critical educator has left me desiring more knowledge 


of how to implement this pedagogy.  I crave more understanding of how to bring my students to 


a deeper, more critical awareness of societal practices.  By obtaining a Doctorate in Curriculum 


and Instruction, specifically from New Mexico State University whose program is focused on 


critical pedagogy, I know that I will transform my thinking, teaching, and daily living practices.   


 


Program Area of Interest: The program area of critical pedagogy most interests me.  I began 


studying the works of critical pedagogues in my Masters program, and I seek to continue 


learning and growing through reflection and action.   







Philosophy of Education: As an educator, I have been given the opportunity to influence the 


lives of my students.  My part in the continual learning process is that of change agent, 


facilitator, guide, mentor, encourager, and resource.  I enact this role:  


 By being a passionate, dynamic lifelong learner. 


 By creating an inviting, trusting atmosphere where critical dialogue and community 


learning can occur. 


 By developing horizontal relationships where students can openly explore societal 


inequalities. 


 By demonstrating that true equality can only occur when all students recognize the 


problem and work toward a common solution that mutually benefits all people in society. 


 By involving all individuals in a learning process that allows for exploration and creating 


ultimately leading to increased understanding. 


 By appreciating the uniqueness of each learner and thereby creating learning experiences 


conducive to multiple learning styles. 


 By valuing the process more than the solution. 


 By designing assessment tasks that build content knowledge critical to the full 


participation in society. 


 


My goal as a critical educator is to create a safe, collaborative environment where all learners 


can develop the skills necessary to fully examine societal inequalities and grow as agents of 


change. 


 


Effective Teacher Qualities:  Although there are many qualities that are important for educators 


to possess, the most pertinent of those qualities include the three C’s: communication, content, 


and change agency. 


 These three qualities all came together during a recent classroom visit prompted by a 


social justice math project I implemented into my remedial mathematics classroom.  As 


previously mentioned in the autobiographical sketch, my students investigated the wage gap 


between white men and white women, black men/women, and Hispanic men/women.  After 


reflecting upon their learning, I asked the students the important question, “So what?”  What did 







this new knowledge mean to them?  What did they want to do in response to their learning?  


Their answer: tell others. 


 A group of students decided to share their learning through a unique presentation to a 


group of pre-service elementary educators.  Mimicking my lesson launch, they began by asking 


for a male and female volunteer to share a typical day.  After sharing their day, the students 


asked, “Who works harder?”  Everyone agreed that the two volunteers worked equally hard, so 


they handed the male volunteer a PayDay candy bar, thanking him for his participation.  Then 


they pulled out a second PayDay candy bar, cut off one-fourth of the candy bar, ate that chunk, 


and handed the rest to the female volunteer, thanking her for her participation. 


 This brought about a lively discussion about how much society deems a woman’s worth, 


which as of 2010 is 77 cents for every $1.00 earned by men.  The students then presented the 


pre-service educators with the data that at the current rate, white women and white men will not 


earn equal pay until 2087.  Additionally, a Hispanic female student of mine pointed out that she 


would not earn equal pay with white men until 2252.  My math students then proceeded to 


discuss how this math project opened their eyes to the wage gap and how their prospective 


careers might be impacted.   


 Why do I share this experience?  I feel that my students and I engaged in all three 


necessary components of an effective teacher:  communication, content, and change agency.  My 


students effectively communicated to other college students about a serious social inequality that 


all people should be aware of.  They utilized their content knowledge of mathematics to critically 


demonstrate the ramifications of the wage gap.  Lastly, my students became agents of change, 


taking their learning and finding an avenue to make a difference through educating others.  Now, 


I realize my students were the ones enhancing their communication, content, and change agency, 







but to me, that is the essence of a critical educator: one who puts the ownership of learning on 


her students, recognizing that education is at its most transformative power when students 


become the teachers themselves. 


 


Schooling for Diverse Populations: For three years, I worked as the English/Mathematics 


Specialist at Student Support Services, a TRiO funded program.  During that time, I worked with 


a diverse population of students including low-income, multicultural students, returning adults, 


veterans, bilingual students, and students with disabilities.  Of the many students I interacted 


with daily, there are two students’ stories that changed my teaching practice. 


 Lydia (name changed) was a student I worked with who had dyscalculia, a learning 


disability that encompasses a wide-range of difficulties with mathematics.  Like all students with 


a disability, the university required Lydia to complete her general education mathematics course.  


After two attempts at Statistics, Lydia came to our program for assistance.  What I learned most 


from working with Lydia was to not focus on her disability; rather I discovered how to enhance 


Lydia’s stronger capabilities of reading for understanding then translating that knowledge into 


mathematical formulas.   


 Working with PaChoua (name changed) opened my eyes to the ways a diverse linguistic 


background can bring on challenges even in the math classroom.    When working with PaChoua 


in her mathematics, I was surprised when she could not add 0.5 and 0.5 mentally, a skill needed 


in her course which did not allow calculators.  I asked her to think of money and changing 0.5to 


50 cents.  She still had difficulty adding the two quantities.  Upon some discussion, I found out 


that PaChoua, a Hmong refugee, came to the United States when she was in second grade.  At 


the time, she was put in an English speaking classroom with no ELL classes to assist in learning 







the language.  Since her primary focus for nearly three years of her elementary education was to 


understand the English language, her basic math skills never developed.  Once she entered 


middle school, she was allowed to use a calculator, which was why she was able to pass 


mathematics until this college course.  Though I realized that language might be a barrier for 


some students, this was my first encounter with how a language barrier inhibited math skills. 


 Overall, these experiences are among the many that have changed my understanding of 


teaching for diversity.  Through the effective teacher qualities of communication, content, and 


change agency, I recognize that I must approach each student as the unique individual they are, 


not put the student in a pre-conceived label.  By continually reflecting upon my educational 


practices and taking concrete actions to better serve the needs of all students, I will continue to 


grow into a critical educator. 
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Letter of Recommendation for Maggie McHugh 


 


Dear Admission Committee: 


 


As an Associate Professor of Mathematics Education, I have known Maggie McHugh as a mathematics 


education student, an undergraduate and graduate researcher, and a colleague. Over the past six years, I 


have witnessed Maggie’s transform from a high quality undergraduate student into an educator committed 


to creating a classroom that supports all students and helps them become active members of a democratic 


society. I firmly believe that Maggie McHugh has the intellectual and personal commitment to lifelong 


learning and, therefore, is an ideal candidate for your Doctorate of Philosophy Program in Curriculum and 


Instruction at New Mexico State University.  


 


Aligned with your College of Education mission, Maggie McHugh is a strong advocate for social justice 


in mathematics education by fostering students’ abilities to enact change in the world. Through education, 


research, extension education, and public service with specific emphasis on innovative practices, 


overcoming barriers to learning, international activities, technology, and literacy for the diverse 


populations, Maggie has demonstrated praxis in both teaching and learning. 


 


Education and Extension Education 


As one of Maggie’s undergraduate mentors and graduate thesis advisors, I had the pleasure having her as 


both a student and researcher. As a student, Maggie has consistently shown her drive for academic 


excellence by consistently scoring at the top of these undergraduate and graduate classes in both exams 


and project assignments. She routinely has gone above and beyond course assignments to provide a 


model example for her peers. Maggie also has shown her ability to integrate her knowledge of the 


mathematics content with her pedagogical skills by creating assignments that demonstrate her abilities to 


use the conventions of curriculum and pedagogy to address problems creatively in diverse socio-cultural 


contexts.  


For example, in my graduate level course C-I 750 Integrating Mathematics with Reading and Writing, 


she created a mathematics lesson that fostered an understanding bilingualism in the context of 


schools. This lesson was based on her published book, Ka’s Garden (Ka Lub Vaj), a bilingual 


children’s book, and was focused on understanding the Hmong culture. For this lesson, students 


applied their fraction concepts to understanding of the gardening practices of Hmong peoples. Since 


this class activity, she has taken this lesson and implemented it in several area elementary schools that 


have a large percentage of Hmong students. With this expertise, Maggie has also assisted me in a 


graduate course for in-service teachers that integrated mathematics and children’s literature. Her hard 


work and academic commitment makes her an ideal candidate for the successful completion of the 


rigorous program focused on intellectual process and praxis of study as outlined by your educational 


program.  
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As an educator, Maggie McHugh has expertise in a variety of learning environments. She has taught high 


school students in both language arts and mathematics. During this time, I have had the opportunity to 


observe her in the classroom. Each time, I was amazed by her ability to honor students’ needs and values 


in order to create a positive learning environment. For example, in a statistics class she had her students 


develop and implement a research project that connected content knowledge (organizing, collecting, and 


displaying, and interpreting numerical data) within a relevant context for students.  


 


At the University of Wisconsin –La Crosse, Maggie served as both an English and Mathematics 


Specialist for the Student Support Service and a mathematics liaison for the McNair Scholars Program. 


As federally funded TriO programs, these services provide personal, academic, and career support to low 


income and first generation college students, as well as students from underrepresented groups and 


students with disabilities. In this role, Maggie was instrumental working with diverse learners in order to 


provide them with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions in order to be academically successful.  


 


In her current position with the Mathematics Department, Maggie is the Director of the Murphy Leaning 


Center as well as an instructor. As the Director of the Murphy Learning Center, Maggie has implemented 


the mission to foster an inclusive environment where academic learning flourishes by providing tutoring 


services that address the needs of our diverse student population, creating a welcoming, safe environment 


where all can learn, and empowering students to achieve their highest potential both in and outside of the 


classroom. Through her dedication, Maggie successfully petitioned for and received additional funding 


for the Murphy Learning Center that will further its mission by providing tutors with extensive training 


and national certification.  


 


As a mathematics instructor for my department, it is evident that Maggie’s teaching philosophy is guided 


by Critical Pedagogy as she designs mathematics lessons that focus on social inequities and creates a 


classroom culture that fosters mutual respect and trust, values students’ voices and honors their individual 


learning needs. As an example of this pedagogical focus, Maggie has her mathematics students 


investigate the social inequity related to wage gap issues. In this project, students apply their 


mathematical knowledge of percents and linear equations to critically assess the relationship between 


annual salary and gender, race, and ethnicity. For remedial mathematics students, this project has 


provided them a venue to see how mathematics can be used to critique society and enact change. This 


transformation from application to action was showcased when Maggie brought a team of her students to 


present this activity to my elementary teacher education candidates this semester.  


 


As an educator and researcher, Maggie has utilized innovative uses of technology in order to support 


diverse learners and reduce barriers to learning. As a co-principal investigator on a UW System grant, 


Maggie led teachers and teacher education candidates in the development and implementation of digital 


learning materials that were designed to support student learning in mathematics. These culturally-


responsive materials were designed with a focus on diverse learning styles and academic needs. These 


materials are widely available to students at all levels and can be accessed at http://www.uwlax.edu/iiurl/. 


 


Scholarly Research 


As a research, Maggie and I collaborated on several projects related to student learning. One project was 


her masters’ thesis, Pre-Service Teacher’s Beliefs, Dispositions, and Abilities Regarding Social Justice 


and Mathematics, which examined the impact of purposeful modeling of social justice themes in a math 


methods course for elementary teacher candidates. Through this research, Maggie constructed critical 


lessons that engaged teacher candidates in discussions centered on mathematical content and societal 


inequities associated with racism, sexism, classism, and other groups. For example, in one activity, 



http://www.uwlax.edu/iiurl/
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teacher candidates were asked to design and promote an accessible playground for their field experience 


school site. Not only did the class discussions center on area, perimeter, slope of slides, and cost of 


materials, but it also focused on Article 30 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Children, 


“all children have a right to relax and play, and to join in a wide range of activities.”  As a mathematics 


educator, Maggie helped me understand the necessity for critical pedagogy and have since developed new 


curriculum that reflects a broad world view.  


 


Maggie’s thesis work and her current extensions of this research documents her readiness for a rigorous 


dissertation based on original research, inextricably grounded with an array of primary and secondary 


sources. With Maggie as the primary author, the research on this transformation is currently under review 


in the Journal of Urban Mathematics Education. In addition to peer-reviewed journal articles, Maggie has 


presented her research and related interests in teaching and learning as several local and state-wide 


conferences. Based on the positive feedback from educators, Maggie and I will be jointly presenting at the 


National Council of Teacher of Mathematics Annual Conference in Philadelphia, PA in April, 2012.  


 


Maggie McHugh is also dedicated to building of a community of scholars as she has served as a co-


mentor to one graduate and three undergraduate research students.  These projects included researching 


Hmong culture in both oral history and through art.  One project also includes international activities as a 


researcher will be traveling to his homeland of Laos to research the Hmong culture through artistic work 


that will serve as a medium for the next published Hmong children’s literature book, Metal Hawk in the 


Sky, authored by Maggie McHugh. This book will focus on the impact of Vietnam War on the Hmong 


people, specifically children. In another project, Maggie has assisted me in guiding a secondary teacher 


candidate understand the learning barriers to mathematics for diverse student populations. With Maggie’s 


assistance, these projects have or will be formally submitted as research articles for publication. 


 


Public Service 


Maggie McHugh is dedicated in serving the university and the community. She has received two grants 


that have allowed her to bring bilingual education to the larger community through her work with two 


UW-La Crosse student groups, Hmong Organization Promoting Education and the School of Education 


Diversity Organization, as well as the La Crosse Area Hmong Mutual Assistance Association. She also 


serves as campus president of the Organization of Campus Women that seeks to promote equal 


opportunity for all women. 


Throughout my work with Maggie McHugh, she has demonstrated a lifelong commitment to all areas of 


critical pedagogy, best-practice instruction, and a focus on student learning. Aligned with your vision of a 


doctoral program, I have firsthand knowledge of Maggie’s commitment to the intellectual process and 


praxis critically focused on scholarship as the co creation of knowledge, action through the 


transformation of society, and compassion towards social justice and democracy. Feel free to contact me 


at any time to further discuss Maggie’s qualifications for graduate school at New Mexico State 


University.   


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Jennifer J. Kosiak Ph.D.     Department of Mathematics 


Associate Professor     123 Cowley Hall 


Mathematics Education Specialist    jkosiak@school.edu  
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Making a difference: moving beyond the superficial treatment of
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As populations in contemporary Western societies grow more diverse, the need
for teachers to better understand and work with difference productively becomes
increasingly critical (Allard & Santoro, 2006; D’Cruz, 2007). However, the
literature on teacher education shows that historically, teacher education
programs have aimed to address diversity with add-on or piecemeal approaches,
with little success (McDonald, 2005). Moreover, some authors (e.g. Lortie, 1975)
have argued that ‘‘the predispositions teacher education students bring to
teaching are a much more powerful socializing influence than either pre-service
education or later socialization in the workplace’’ (Johnson, 2002, p. 154). This
article explores research and scholarship in this area and argues that we must
move beyond the fragmented and superficial treatment of diversity if we are to
encourage dispositions in all pre-service teachers that are more closely aligned
with a recognitive view of social justice.


Keywords: diversity; pre-service teacher education; social justice; teacher
dispositions


Introduction


Education is often perceived to be the great equaliser in an otherwise unjust society.


Since the introduction of mass schooling in the mid-nineteenth century, many


Australians have looked to public education as a basic right and a vehicle that will


furnish them with the rewards and opportunities to experience more fulfilling and


satisfying lives. Yet, as Thomson (2001) points out, there has never been a free and


democratic public education system. Because access to education has always been at


a cost to parents, schools have always favoured the rich and powerful (Connell,


1993). Indeed, there is a long history of schools having a tendency to ‘‘connect best


with, and work best for, students of middle-class, Anglo, male backgrounds’’


(Ladwig & Gore, 1998, p. 19).


While differential student outcomes are often attributed to (teachers’ and/or


students’) hard work or the lack of it, the hidden linkages between scholastic


aptitude and cultural heritage point to the role that schools and school systems play


in reproducing social and cultural inequalities. The injustices of ‘‘allowing certain


people to succeed, based not upon merit but upon the cultural experiences, the social


ties and the economic resources they have access to, often remains unacknowledged


in the broader society’’ (Wacquant, 1998, p. 216). However, those involved in


reproducing the social order often do so without either knowing they are doing so or
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wanting to do so (Bourdieu, 1998). In particular, teachers frequently do not see and


often do not intend the social sorting that schooling imparts on students.


However, teachers can act as agents of transformation rather than reproduction


(Mills, 2008). It is this interest in making a difference for the most disadvantaged


students that has led me to question the role of pre-service teacher education in this


transformation through the development of socially just dispositions in beginning


teachers.


While dispositions towards social justice may encompass a number of


perspectives, recognitive justice (Gale & Densmore, 2000), informed by the work


of Young (1990) and Fraser (1995), includes a positive regard for social difference


and the centrality of socially democratic processes in working towards its


achievement. While the limits of space prevent me from giving a full account of


recognitive justice in this article, in brief, it advocates the fostering of respect for


different social groups through their self-identification; opportunities for their self-


development and self-expression; and the participation of groups in making


decisions that directly concern them, through their representation on determining


bodies (Gale & Densmore, 2000). This article argues that we must move beyond the


fragmented and superficial treatment of diversity if we are to encourage dispositions


in all pre-service teachers that are more closely aligned with a recognitive view of


social justice.


The article makes this case through a review of research on pre-service


teacher education programs and the ways in which they prepare teachers for


dealing with student diversity. While over 50 publications or presentations from


1990 to 2008 were reviewed, not all are mentioned in this article. Table 1 presents


a summary of some of the key empirical studies referred to. The database,


sourced through electronic searches employing descriptors such as diversity,


(pre-service/initial) teacher education and social justice, indicates that a variety of


papers, both theoretical and empirical, continue to be published on preparing


teachers for diverse student populations. A decision was made to incorporate


publications from both within and beyond Australia, particularly given the


attention this topic has received in the USA. Peer-reviewed journal articles as


well as both refereed and non-refereed conference papers were included in the


database. The literature reviewed here, then, does not constitute a truly random


sample. Even given the same criteria for selection (e.g. key terms used to locate


existing research), another reviewer could have identified a somewhat different


sample of studies.


Publications were reviewed and synthesised according to major themes that


emerged from findings. The themes extracted from this sample of studies tell only


one of many stories that could have been constructed. In that sense, this is a


somewhat subjective distillation, although like Kagan (1992), I would argue that


there can never be a truly objective review of literature as comprehension of any text


is subjective. Accordingly, this review is not intended as an effort to present a


comprehensive, coherent synthesis of the international literature on teacher


preparation for diverse students. Through this analysis of the literature, areas in


need of revision are canvassed and what those revisions might entail are drawn out


where feasible. Rather than specific strategies for change, this article makes it


possible for us to take stock of what is currently known as a beginning point for


future empirical work.
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Table 1. Summary of key empirical studies referred to in this article.


Researchers Focus Participants Data sources Findings


Allard &


Santoro (2004)


How difference is constructed


and diversity is ‘‘taken up’’ by


teachers as they engage with


secondary students who have


Language Backgrounds Other


Than English and who are


economically disadvantaged.


Seven teachers in two separate


schools who identified


themselves as ‘‘experienced in


working in diverse contexts’’.


Individual interviews; two extended


focus groups; classroom


observations.


Teachers did not ignore differences. They


were able to speak informatively about


specific cultural and gendered


behaviours on the basis of their daily


interactions with different groups.


While they recognised how these


students did not ‘fit’ into the standard


expectations of ‘good student’ and in


doing so, called into existence the


mythical ‘norm’, they didn’t compare


these students to the mainstream and


find them wanting.


Allard &


Santoro (2006)


How teacher education students


construct their own identities


around understandings of


ethnicity and socio-economic


class.


Eight teacher education students


in the third year of the secondary


course who had attended mainly


Anglo-Australian, middle class


schools as students and as


student teachers.


Introductory focus group; student


journals recording experiences and


reflections on practicum; individual


interview at the end of practicum;


final focus group.


While most students made some headway


in coming to deeper insights concerning


difference, the focus on their own


identities served more as an awareness


raising exercise rather than an explicit


development of necessary professional


knowledge and pedagogical skills.


Aveling (2002) Student teachers’ resistance to


examining their own racialised


assumptions.


Three cohorts of students, each


with an annual enrolment of


approximately 150 students,


studying both in internal and


external mode.


A variety of students’ writings such


as essays, critiques, reading journals,


anonymous student evaluations


conducted by the University’s


Teaching and Learning Centre, as


well as comments made during


tutorial discussions.


For some students, engaging with material


that had been confronting was


worthwhile. While others had


successfully been made uncomfortable


in their racism, they could not be


encouraged to take a stance against it.
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Researchers Focus Participants Data sources Findings


Brown (2004) The influence of instructional


methodology on the cultural


diversity awareness of teacher


education students.


All Caucasian teacher education


students in a required junior-


level cultural diversity course


(100 total).


The Cultural Diversity Awareness


Inventory (CDAI) was used as a


pre-test and post-test empirical


measure; and reflective journals,


field experience reports and research


projects were examined to


investigate incremental changes.


A relationship does exist between the


instructional methods used in stand-


alone cultural diversity courses and


changes in the cultural diversity


awareness of students. Although the


message and previous experiences do


have some influence on increasing


student cultural diversity awareness, the


gains are more substantial when


coupled with appropriate methodology.


Causey, Thomas


& Armento


(2000)


The effectiveness of an approach


to diversity issues used during


the final year of a teacher


preparation program and


residual effects three years later.


An undergraduate class of 24


students; follow-up research


with two teachers three


years on.


All written data produced by the


students in this group:


autobiographical and post-


experience essays, reflection journals


and diversity plans developed by the


students. Individual interviews with


and classroom observations of


teachers three years on, as well as a


videotaped group interview.


Prospective teachers who display a


disposition to thoughtfulness and


reflection are the most likely candidates


for cognitive restructuring and new


learning. But experiences after the


completion of teacher education


programs can also cause restructuring,


growth and regression.


Garmon (2004) The factors that may be


associated with the


development of greater


multicultural awareness and


sensitivity in pre-service teachers.


One 22-year-old White female


teacher candidate.


Extensive interviews. Six factors appeared to play a critical role


in her positive multicultural


development. Three of the factors were


dispositional and included openness to


diversity, self-awareness/self-


reflectiveness and commitment to social


justice. The other three factors were


experiential and included intercultural


experiences, support group experiences


and educational experiences.


Table 1. Continued.
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Researchers Focus Participants Data sources Findings


Johnson (2002) How White teachers’ concepts of


race change over time and the


socialisation process by which


some White teachers reject the


colour-blind perspective toward


race in their personal and


professional lives.


Six White female teachers who


teach in racially diverse schools


and had been nominated as


being ‘‘aware of race and racism’’


by a diverse panel of experts.


Autobiographical narratives


regarding race developed through a


series of semi-structured interviews;


a drawing of their racial identity;


and a classroom visit that examined


classroom artifacts and teacher-


student interactions.


Study supports the need for revising


candidate selection criteria, increasing


the racial diversity of students and


faculty and experiencing ‘immersion’ in


communities of colour in pre-service


teacher education.


McDonald


(2005)


How two teacher education


programs implement social


justice in an integrated fashion


across the entire program.


Two elementary teacher education


programs that make social


justice and equity central to the


preparation of prospective


teachers.


Individual semi-structured interviews


with teacher education faculty


members and 10 case-study teachers;


observations of university courses


and case-study teachers’ clinical


placements; a review of documents


such as accreditation reports, course


syllabi and assignments; and pre-


and post-surveys of the cohort of


prospective teachers in the two


teacher education programs.


The two teacher education programs had


explicit commitments to social justice


and equity. However, the


implementation of this commitment in


practice varied within each program in


terms of their emphasis on conceptual


and practical tools. Clinical placements


were found to enable or curb teachers’


opportunities to learn about social


justice depending on the specific


diversity of the students in their


placements.


Wiest (1998) Whether a cultural immersion


project (participating in an


unfamiliar culture for a


minimum of one hour) can help


students gain knowledge about


another culture and insight into


how it feels to be a member of a


minority culture.


Three classes of pre-service


elementary and secondary


teachers in their fifth year of a


five-year teacher education


program completing the final


semester of coursework before


student teaching (86 students


total).


Students’ project write-ups as well as


oral comments made in class or


privately.


A short, more informal, intense cultural


immersion experience can strongly


influence pre-service teachers and have


far-reaching effects.


Table 1. Continued.
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Researchers Focus Participants Data sources Findings


Whitehead


(2007)


Students’ understandings about


social difference and social


justice as recorded in their


professional journals.


Third year pre-service teachers


(62 total).


Professional journals in which


students are encouraged to reflect


on a range of teaching and learning


issues.


Most students were prepared to engage


with social justice in their professional


journals. While students’ reflections on


their school experiences were grounded


in the culture of individualism, some


also acknowledged that class, race,


gender and ethnicity shape their lives


and their future students’ worlds.


Table 1. Continued.
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Diversity and schooling: teachers making a difference


Australia is one of the most ethnically diverse nations in the world (Howe, 1999).


While the Australian student population – as in most parts of the globe – is


linguistically and culturally diverse, it is significant that the Australian teaching


profession is overwhelmingly Anglo-Australian and of middle-class background


(Allard & Santoro, 2006). In this way, Australian teachers are demographically quite


similar to teachers in other Western countries (Cochran-Smith, Davis & Fries, 2003).


That is, while student populations are becoming increasingly diverse, bringing to


classrooms divergent racial, ethnic, cultural and socioeconomic experiences (Allard


& Santoro, 2004; Brown, 2004), the pre-service teacher population is becoming more


homogeneous, primarily White and middle-class (Causey, Thomas & Armento,


2000).


Compounding this, Allard and Santoro (2006) have expressed concern about the


homogeneity of experience of the majority of teacher education students in


Australian universities. Many of these students attended middle class, Anglo-


Australian schools for their primary and secondary education; are among similarly


restricted cultural and linguistic diversity in the teacher education population; and


often find themselves in schools not dissimilar to their personal schooling


experiences for their practicum placements. Pre-service teacher education providers


now face the daunting task of preparing predominantly White middle-class students


with limited or no experience with persons from another ethnicity or social class to


be effective teachers of diverse students (Causey et al., 2000).


As populations in contemporary Western societies grow more diverse, the need


for teachers to better understand and work with difference productively becomes


increasingly critical (Allard & Santoro, 2006; D’Cruz, 2007). Indeed, the growing


disparity between teachers’ and students’ cultural experiences – a situation that may


result in cultural discontinuity, or ‘‘misunderstandings between the teachers and


students in the classroom’’ (Au, 1993, p. 8) – can impact negatively upon students’


educational outcomes (Delpit, 1995). This is an important issue, given that:


‘‘a significant proportion of school-age students whose ethnicity, socio-economic status
or ‘race’ mark them as different from that of the middle-class, Anglo-(Australian)
mainstream, continue to fail to achieve educational outcomes that are equivalent to
their peers … The failure of such a significant proportion of students is no longer
morally or socially acceptable.’’ (Allard & Santoro, 2004, p. 2)


For the individuals and groups of students historically at risk in the Australian


education system – such as non-English speaking background students, rural and


remote students, students from low-socioeconomic status backgrounds, Aboriginal


and Torres Strait Islander students and students with learning difficulties and


disabilities – ‘‘apart from family background, it is good teachers who make the


greatest difference to student outcomes from schooling’’ (Hayes, Mills, Christie &


Lingard, 2006, p. 1). Observations of 800 classrooms in 24 case study schools


throughout Queensland, Australia, as part of the Queensland School Reform


Longitudinal Study, demonstrates that teachers and their practices are central to


achieving socially just outcomes (Lingard, Mills & Hayes, 2000; Lingard et al., 2001).


However, there is danger in attributing students’ lack of achievement solely to the


quality of teaching (Lingard, Hayes, Mills & Christie, 2003) – the challenge is in


emphasising ‘‘the centrality of teachers’ work without implying that teachers –


individually or collectively – are the panacea for the problems of education’’
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(Cochran-Smith, 2001, p. 541). We must continue to recognise the significant effects


on school performance of students’ backgrounds. That is, teachers ‘‘can and do


make a difference, while not being able to fully compensate for society’’ (Lingard et


al., 2000, p. 97).


Pre-service teacher education: the fragmented and superficial treatment of diversity


If teachers are integral to making a difference in these times of increasing


student diversity, we need to find ways to improve the success of diverse


students through our pre-service teacher preparation. However, in spite of the


enormous changes that have taken place in our society, some schools of


education are still functioning as if they were preparing teachers for the


classrooms of half a century ago (Nieto, 2000). Although most teachers are


competent in their subject areas, Sogunro (2001) argues that they lack adequate


knowledge, skills and attitudes that are necessary to successfully teach diverse


student populations. Indeed, the literature on teacher education shows that,


historically, teacher education programs have aimed to address diversity with


add-on or piecemeal approaches, with little success (McDonald, 2005). I believe


that this is due to the fragmented and superficial treatment of diversity in pre-


service programs, which does not lend itself to the development of dispositions


in pre-service teachers that are aligned with a recognitive view of social justice.


As is expanded below, encouraging the development of such dispositions


requires a commitment of time. In this context, the need for issues of social


justice and diversity to be central components of the pre-service program takes


on particular significance.


While discourses of empowerment, diversity and equity are widespread and it is


now rare to find educational programs that do not make reference to attending to


diversity, as Gore (2001) points out, ‘‘slogans can be widely adopted without their


translation into programmatic impact’’ (p. 125). Indeed, ‘‘as critical concerns have


been normalized within educational discourse, they have also been modified and in


many cases watered down’’ (Gore, 2001, p. 125). By this, Gore refers to the fact that


concerns with socioeconomic class and race have been subsumed within broader


categories of ‘‘disadvantage’’, with the needs of so-called gifted and talented students


given equal status. As Zeichner (1993) states, ‘‘In some cases … the use of particular


terms has become almost meaningless because of the way in which teacher educators,


holding very diverse perspectives, have often expressed allegiance to the same


slogans’’ (p. 2).


This is a good example of the way that a commitment to social justice does not


necessarily mean a commitment beyond narrow conceptualisations of socially just


practice. As Gale and Densmore (2000) point out, individuals and institutions utilise


social justice discourse, notably liberal-democratic versions of distributive justice, to


maintain unjust social arrangements. Like Villegas and Lucas (2002), then, I believe


that we need to move the field of teacher education beyond the fragmented and


superficial treatment of diversity that currently prevails. While the typical response


of teacher education programs to the growing diversity among students has been to


add a course or two on multicultural education but to leave the rest of the


curriculum largely intact (Goodwin, 1997), this approach to curriculum reform does


not go far enough. As Villegas and Lucas (2002) point out:
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‘‘unless the ideas introduced in the added courses are reinforced and expanded on in
other courses, prospective teachers are not apt to embrace them as their own,
particularly if those ideas clash with the views they bring into teacher education. Worse
still, if the new ways of thinking are contradicted by courses comprising the ‘regular’
curriculum, any positive effect of the added courses will likely wash out.’’ (p. 20)


Brown (2004), for example, reports that Banks (2001), Sleeter (1995) and others have


found that many pre-service teachers enter and exit stand-alone cultural diversity


courses unchanged, often reinforcing their stereotypical perceptions of self and


others in the process. Hatton (1999) has also critiqued foundational teaching in


initial teacher education as failing to impact on the racism, sexism, classism and
heterosexism of many pre-service teachers in Australia. Indeed, the continued


‘‘othering’’ of students who are ‘‘different’’ from themselves suggests that such


teachers do not acknowledge the equal moral worth of students from different social


groups or hold a positive regard for social difference, both of which are key


conditions for recognitive justice (Gale & Densmore, 2000).


However, Garmon (2004) suggests that the research results on the impact of such


courses have been mixed, with some researchers reporting that students’ attitudes


and beliefs have been changed in a positive direction by a course on diversity, while
others have reported little or no change. Perhaps this can be partly explained by


Pohan’s (1996) research, which found that students who bring strong biases and


negative stereotypes about diverse groups will be less likely to develop the types of


professional beliefs and behaviours most consistent with multicultural sensitivity and


responsiveness. This finding is consistent with Kagan’s (1992) observation that


‘‘candidates tend to use the information provided in course work to confirm rather


than to confront and correct their pre-existing beliefs’’ (p. 154). That is, the personal


beliefs and images that preservice teachers bring to teacher education usually remain
inflexible.


Dispositional factors may be particularly significant, then, because they may


determine prospective teachers’ readiness (or lack thereof) to learn from their


intercultural and educational experiences (Garmon, 2004). The classic study by


Lortie (1975), for example, argues that the predispositions teacher education


students bring to teaching are a much more powerful socialising influence than either


preservice education or later socialisation in the workplace. As Hatton (1998) points


out, ‘‘one of the most formative experiences on pre-service teachers is anticipatory
socialization for teaching during the 12 to 15 years they spend as pupils in


classrooms’’ (p. 7). Sinclair, Munns and Woodward (2005) suggest that despite


modern improvements to the practicum experiences, due to the limited time spent in


schools, the limited scope of tasks undertaken by preservice teachers and the


haphazard organisation of practicum experiences in schools, these programs still fail


to offset this prior socialisation. As a result, Haberman (1991) has advocated a more


selective recruitment process, arguing that teacher educators have to find ways to


focus on ‘‘picking the right people’’ rather than trying to ‘‘change the wrong ones’’
through teacher education.


By this, Haberman (1996) is advocating the recruitment and selection only of


those who bring knowledge, experiences, commitments and dispositions that will


enable them to teach in culturally diverse student populations well. Specifically, I


would argue that the three dispositional factors identified by Garmon (2004) of


openness (receptiveness to others’ ideas or arguments, as well as receptiveness to


diversity); self-awareness/self-reflectiveness (having an awareness of one’s own
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beliefs and attitudes, as well as being willing and/or able to think critically about


them); and commitment to social justice are highly instrumental in teachers taking


up a recognitive view of social justice.


Garmon (2004) suggests that these dispositions might be developed within pre-


service teacher education through intercultural experiences (experiences in which


there is an opportunity for interaction with individuals from a cultural group


different than one’s own); support group experiences (experiences with a group of


individuals who encourage a person’s growth through helping him or her make sense


of experiences); and educational experiences to develop students’ awareness of and


sensitivity to diversity through being pushed to re-examine existing beliefs and


attitudes. What these experiences might entail is explored in the section that follows.


Above all, however, dispositions – including dispositions towards social justice –


that constitute what French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu would characterise as one’s


habitus, are acquired through a gradual process of inculcation. If we consider


Bourdieu’s observation that the acquisition of cultural capital involves, amongst


other things, extended periods of time with those who are themselves endowed with


‘‘strong’’ cultural capital, moving beyond the superficial treatment of diversity in


teacher education takes on a new significance. Such transmission and accumulation


is time-intensive, but stand-alone courses do not lend themselves to endowing our


pre-service teachers either with the legitimate cultural capital or the disposition to


make use of it (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990).


Making diversity and social justice central rather than peripheral


Given the ‘‘deficit’’ construction of students from non-Anglo and lower socio-


economic backgrounds common in the thinking of teachers, Allard and Santoro


(2004, 2006) suggest the need for educational experiences that encourage pre-service


teachers to question the taken-for-granted beliefs that they hold about themselves


and ‘‘others’’, particularly as many of our students are located in dominant cultures.


Indeed, such students frequently describe themselves as ‘‘only Australian’’ and see


non-Anglo-Australians as the ones who have an ethnicity. However, through this


exoticising of the ‘‘other’’, those who are different from themselves are:


‘‘inadvertently constructed in opposition to the mainstream and the ‘normality’
associated with membership of the dominant culture … Furthermore … their
differences may create problems in terms of classroom management or lack of academic
success that student teachers believe have to be overcome. Therefore, the ‘exotic other’
often becomes understood as deficit within classroom settings.’’ (Allard & Santoro,
2006, p. 117)


Such understandings are indicative of a distributive view of social justice; one that


assumes that all students have the same basic learning needs and provides


justification for taking steps to compensate students who are disadvantaged through


their ‘‘lack’’ of skills or abilities. These approaches have the potential to alienate


students and re-emphasise existing inequalities in classrooms. Instead, those with


dispositions more closely associated with recognitive justice have affirming views of


students from diverse backgrounds, seeing resources for learning in all students


rather than viewing differences as problems to be overcome (Villegas & Lucas, 2002).


Additionally, many pre-service teachers fail to understand how their privileged


class status and Anglo-Australianness has contributed to their academic success,
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attributing it instead to ‘‘individual effort’’ (see, for example, Whitehead, 2007).


Their view from the centre of the hegemonic culture often leaves them unable to see


how some individuals or groups are effectively disempowered or marginalised as a


consequence of curricula, pedagogies and assessment practices that do not take into


account their classed, gendered and racialised identities (McInerney, 2002).


As teacher educators, Allard and Santoro (2004) suggest that part of our role is


to offer educational experiences to enable our students to understand and examine


their own positionings. Based on the work of Santoro and Allard (2005), Whitehead


(2007) acknowledges that it is critical that we help pre-service teachers recognise that


ethnicity and social class are integral to the identities of both learners and teachers


and not just descriptors of non-Anglo-Australians or of non-middle class students.


Such ‘‘awakening of consciousness’’ (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 116) may help to challenge


deficit thinking and ‘‘naı̈ve egalitarianism’’ which can cause student teachers to ‘‘deny


the privileges they may enjoy because of their skin colour and social class’’ (Causey et


al., 2000, p. 34). Interestingly, in the research reviewed, the call for challenging


essentialist gendered understandings was not as prominent as those extended to


ethnicity and social class. Perhaps this is explained by Aveling’s (2002) research on


pre-service teachers’ resistance to exploring their own racism. While students’


racialised and gendered positionings were a focus of the study, gender did not appear


to be a contentious issue for the majority of students. Aveling suggests that this may


reflect the fact that students had been alerted to gender issues during their


undergraduate study and had generally – if somewhat superficially – taken this on


board. Race, on the other hand, was the area that was most problematic for her


students.


However, beyond encouraging this questioning of their taken-for-granted beliefs


about themselves and ‘‘others’’, there are no universal strategies that can be shared


with pre-service teachers for teaching students who are ‘‘culturally and linguistically


different from one another, from their teachers, or from the ‘‘majority’’ students for


whom instructional materials and school expectations are tailored and whose best


interests are served by continuation of the current situation’’ (Cochran-Smith, 1995,


p. 494). Moreover, ‘‘teachers do not become culturally or linguistically responsive


simply by taking a course where these concerns are reduced to strategies’’ (Nieto,


2000, p. 184). Indeed, it is:


‘‘contradictory to the concept of cultural diversity itself to expect that educational
experts can enumerate specific practices that teachers should learn and then apply
across schools and communities with different histories and different needs. But it is also
not advisable for teachers or children to mistake color blindness for educational equity.’’
(Cochran-Smith, 1995, p. 494)


Zeichner (1993) suggests that as an alternative, we should help our students become


critical consumers of research. Such an approach ‘‘does not lend itself to the


distribution of recipes for teaching but to a set of ideas and skills that feed into a


process of deliberation about teaching’’ (p. 9).


Intercultural experiences can also be useful in moving prospective teachers


toward greater cultural sensitivity. The research of Causey et al. (2000), for example,


involved prospective teachers investigating issues of equity and experiencing the


barriers that race and class can create for students through a three week immersion


experience in schools located in low socio-economic urban communities. The


professor involved in finding placements for the students hoped such settings would
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provoke cognitive dissonance as the interns’ new learnings conflicted with their prior


beliefs. Although many of the interns demonstrated idealistic beliefs about students,


learning and equity issues after their diversity experience, the majority came away


with new insights and knowledge about themselves and others.


Wiest (1998) has found that even short, more informal, intercultural experiences


can strongly influence preservice teachers. The cultural immersion assignment she set


for final year pre-service teachers aimed to help students gain knowledge about


another culture and insight into how it feels to be a member of a minority culture.


Students experienced and participated in an unfamiliar culture for a minimum of one


hour and then speculated on how what they have learned might apply to classroom


teaching. Students suggested that newly acquired cultural knowledge helped dispel


stereotypes, misconceptions and fears they had about the group they visited.


Enhanced ability to look at a situation from another’s perspective and increased


empathy for feelings people experience when outside of their more familiar culture


were additional valuable outcomes of this experience for students.


However, it is very important to provide opportunities for critical reflection on


intercultural experiences with a support group. Johnson (2002), for example, argues


that that immersion experiences alone may not increase racial awareness, but


opportunities to critically reflect on those experiences can help deepen under-


standing. While teachers’ attitudes and beliefs may be influenced by experience,


‘‘experience is educative only with time for reflection’’ (Richardson, 1990, p. 12).


Interestingly, while much of the literature reviewed made similar claims about the


importance of critical reflection, very few studies that reported on field experiences


included this opportunity for reflection and those that did chose not to elaborate on


the success or otherwise of such initiatives.


We need to recognise, though, that it is difficult to influence long-held beliefs and


attitudes in the space of one course (McDiarmid, 1990). Pohan (1996) suggests that a


program with attention to diversity issues over several semesters offers the best hope


for moving preservice teachers toward greater effectiveness in culturally diverse


classrooms. To avoid essentialising complex categories of difference or reinforcing


stereotypes, Santoro and Allard (2005) similarly argue for an exploration of ‘‘these


issues from a number of different perspectives and over a period of time in order to


move beyond simplistic or superficial analysis and the temptation to come up with


quick solutions’’ (p. 872).


We must be careful not to interpret these goals narrowly to mean ‘‘the sprinkling


of disparate bits of information about diversity into the established curriculum,


resulting in the superficial treatment of multicultural issues’’ (Villegas & Lucas, 2002,


p. 21). Indeed, McDonald (2005) advocates for programs that integrate a social


justice orientation across program settings. If we are to take seriously the challenges


of diversity and making a difference, such changes to our pre-service programs


should be considered.


Conclusion


While the research reviewed in this article does not provide a formula for preparing


pre-service teachers for diversity, what we do know is that, as teacher educators, we


need to find more effective ways to challenge values, attitudes and practices through


intercultural, support group and educational experiences if we are to develop socially
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just dispositions in beginning teachers. A complete redesign of pre-service programs


may be in order if teachers are to be empowered to make a difference through their


engagement with diverse student populations. Producing teachers who ‘‘explore and


reconsider their own assumptions, understand the values and practices of families


and cultures that are different from their own, and construct pedagogy that takes


these into account in locally appropriate and culturally sensitive ways’’ (Cochran-


Smith, 1995, p. 495) must be a goal of any teacher education program with the aim of


engendering dispositions that are aligned with a recognitive view of social justice.


While all teacher educators would be concerned about issues of social justice and


diversity, the degree of emphasis and particular meaning given to these factors within


teacher education programs may require reconsideration. This is not to suggest that


all teacher education programs are inadequate in this respect. Clearly, a more


detailed analysis of teacher education programs and the specifics of their offerings –


through examination of program documents, unit outlines, assignment requirements


etc. – would be of value in determining the degrees to which programs of initial


teacher education in Australia address student diversity and social justice.


Nevertheless, it is our responsibility to support the teaching profession to


develop deeper, more meaningful ways of engaging with diversity over a sustained


period. Making issues of diversity and social justice central rather than peripheral at


the pre-service level is the first step to ensuring that teachers see themselves as agents


of social change (McInerney, 2007); as active participants in social processes that


‘‘make a difference’’ for the most disadvantaged students and contribute to ‘‘a more


humane, equitable, socially just and democratic society’’ (Ambe, 2006, p. 694).


Empirical research that focuses upon delivering specific suggestions for program


change and, more particularly, curricular and pedagogical strategies that ‘‘move


beyond a superficial treatment of diversity’’ must be our next step. While these


practices may help us realise the move toward a more central approach to diversity


and social justice in pre-service teacher education, a longer-term consideration of the


effect of these strategies on teachers’ understandings of diversity, and subsequent


pedagogical practice in classrooms is also in order.
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lo.kali@uwlax.edu or (920) 851.6228. 
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A variety of research has been conducted on re-conceptualizing teacher education 


preparation programs with the infusion of a more socially just curriculum, one where teachers 


fully embrace a diverse education in mind and practice.  This research spans from the beliefs and 


attitudes of pre-service educators, the intent of teacher education programs, and the 


implementation of a social justice pedagogy.    


The beliefs and attitudes of teachers, including pre-service educators, are vital to 


embodying a social justice disposition.  McDonald (2005) and Mills (2008) both recognize that 


in our ever diversifying nation and school system, pre-service educators, who are primarily 


White and middle-class, will be faced with teaching students “whose lived experiences differ 


from their own” (McDonald, 2005, p. 419).  This homogeneity in pre-service educators leads to a 


significant need for pre-service education programs to critically prepare teachers to effectively 


educate students from diverse ethnic, racial, socio-economic, and linguistic backgrounds.   


In many teacher education programs, a disjointed understanding of diversity has been 


created due to add-on courses in multiculturalism, required field experiences in diverse settings, 


or otherwise created opportunities (McDonald, 2005; Mills, 2008).  Cochran-Smith et al. (2009) 


points out that most teacher preparation programs “emphasize individual effort rather than 


structural changes in teaching and teacher education” (p. 373).  Advocates for a truly reformative 


approach to teacher education programs recognize that one or two add-on courses do not 


transform pre-service teachers into critical educators.  Mills (2008) cites researchers who 


conclude that “many pre-service educators enter and exit stand-alone cultural diversity courses 


unchanged” which can reinforce stereotypes rather than transforming these ingrained beliefs (p. 


269).  Therefore, teacher education programs must provide pre-service educators the opportunity 


to critically reflect upon their privilege and identity (Mills, 2008).  Indeed, “beyond encouraging 







this questioning of their taken-for-granted beliefs about themselves and ‘others’, there are no 


universal strategies that can be shared with pre-service teachers” to prepare them to teach 


culturally and linguistically diverse students (Mills, 2008, p. 271).  


Centering pre-service education programs on social justice and multiculturalism “would 


improve the preparations of teachers to work with diverse students” (McDonald, 2005, p. 420). 


McDonald (2005) and Cochran-Smith (2009) examined teacher preparation programs that have 


concentrated upon social justice.  McDonald (2005) studied both social justice intent and 


implementation of two programs, one at Mills College which has worked toward social justice 


teacher education for ten years, and the other at San José State University which was in its first 


year of social justice teacher education.  Following best research methodologies based on 


sociocultural theory, McDonald conducted case studies of ten pre-service educators, five at each 


institution.  By analyzing syllabi, program missions, and course goals as well as interviewing 


faculty members, McDonald found that both programs intended to integrate social justice across 


the program; however, McDonald notes that though these formal structures may provide the 


framework for a course, “they neither guarantee nor prescribe how such goals should be realized 


in practice” (p. 426). In studying implementation practices, McDonald found that pre-service 


teachers had a far greater opportunity to learn conceptual tools than practical tools.  This 


distinction indicates “that these two programs were able to integrate concepts related to social 


justice more easily than practices that exemplified such principles” (p. 427).   


Cochran-Smith (2009) recognized that most research focuses on the beliefs and attitudes 


of pre-service educators who have participated in a social justice teacher preparation program; 


therefore, Cochran-Smith conducted a longitudinal research study following pre-service 


educators through their first year of teaching to see if the beliefs attained in their teacher 







preparation program led to enactment of a social justice pedagogy in the classroom.  This 


enactment is exactly what McDonald (2005) found lacking in pre-service preparation programs.  


Similar to McDonald who found pre-service teachers had more opportunities to learn about 


social justice conceptually rather than practically, Cochran-Smith questioned whether beliefs and 


understandings about social justice related to actual teaching practice.  Focused upon one 


specific in-service teacher who had graduated from Boston College, Cochran-Smith notes that 


this teacher’s practices were “consistent with the basic tenets of teaching for social justice in the 


literature and in her own teacher education program” (p. 365).  Evidence of this social justice 


belief turned practice showed up both during student teaching and the first-year of practice.  Both 


Cochran-Smith and Mills (2008) note, there is no one correct method to implement a teaching for 


social justice pedagogy.  Rather, pre-service educators must have the opportunity to support all 


learners in reading, writing, and thinking critically. 


Teacher preparation programs need to be re-designed with the foremost thought of social 


justice education in order to best prepare pre-service teachers to become successful educators in 


this increasingly diverse global society (Cochran-Smith, 2009; McDonald, 2005; Mills, 2008).  


Expanding social justice education beyond add-on courses will allow for a transformative 


multicultural pedagogy, a curriculum that moves beyond simply learning about diversity to 


assisting pre-service teachers to appreciate and focus on diversity as a strength and asset in the 


classroom.  Once teacher preparation programs have been transformed by a social justice 


pedagogy, pre-service and in-service educators must have the opportunities, structure, and 


support to continue examining themselves and societal inequities in order to best meet the needs 


of their diverse students. 
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To Dr. Haynes Writer: 


 


It is an honor and privilege to recommend Maggie McHugh for the doctoral program at New Mexico State 


University.  It is my strong belief that Maggie’s ability to conduct creative and high quality qualitative 


research projects will be an asset to any graduate program.  Maggie is a tenacious learner and is committed 


to issues surrounding social justice.  She has experience and skills working collaboratively and dialogically 


with colleagues and the larger diverse community.  I believe this goes hand in hand with the mission and 


vision of the graduate program at New Mexico State University. 


 


I have known Maggie in multiple capacities.  I had the pleasure of working with her as her thesis chair and 


as her professor in a graduate classroom.  While working with Maggie in these areas, I was impressed with 


her ability and eagerness to explore and grasp complex theoretical understandings.  Not only that, but she 


demonstrated an excellent capacity to apply these critical theoretical frameworks in pre-service teacher 


education programs. 


 


Maggie’s research illustrates her commitment to work with critical perspectives regarding mathematics and 


highlights the importance of creating pedagogical strategies that challenge traditional practices.  I feel that 


Maggie is well prepared to conduct doctoral level research, and I believe she will continue to explore and 


grow from some of the theories and practices she has developed while writing her thesis.  Maggie takes 


seriously what hooks (2004) describes as having a “radical openness.” She has a great ability to become 


transformed by new knowledge and information—seeing herself as unfinished and what Freire (1970) 


describes as “always becoming.” Overall, I believe Maggie will not only be an asset to New Mexico State 


University’s graduate program, but I see her contributing extensively to the larger literature surrounding 


critical pedagogy and mathematics. 


 


As an educator, Maggie is reflective and has an incredible tenacity to build participatory and critical inquiry 


in the classroom. Although she has the courage of her convictions, she is open to alternative points of view 


and committed to learn from them. She is collaborative with other faculty members in developing new 


pedagogical strategies, and she is able to challenge and engage students to discuss difficult topics 


surrounding race, class, gender, LGBT and disabilities. Maggie’s teaching practices demonstrate that she is 


articulate and thoughtful but most importantly she is extremely diligent in her work which helps prepare 


students to act in critical ways, not only in the capacity of the classroom but in transforming the larger 


society. 


 


It is without reservation that I highly recommend Maggie for the doctoral program because of her 


experience and depth of knowledge she will bring to the program.  As an alumnus of the doctoral program 


at New Mexico State University, I know first hand that Maggie will benefit greatly from the diverse critical 


perspectives the department has to offer.  If you have any questions or would like to discuss her 


background further, please do not hesitate to contact me anytime. 


 


  
 


Robert Haworth PhD 


Associate Professor in Multicultural Education    Office: 123 Morris Hall 


University of Wisconsin-La Crosse     1725 State Street 


ph: 555.666.7777       La Crosse, WI  54601 


rhaworth@school.edu  
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TO:  Graduate Admissions Committee 


  New Mexico State University Curriculum and Instruction Doctoral Program 


   


FROM:  Dr. Rebecca L. LeDocq 


  Professor of Mathematics 


  University of Wisconsin - La Crosse 


 


DATE:  December 22nd, 2011 


 


RE:  Recommendation for Maggie McHugh 
 


 


 Maggie McHugh, who is applying to your Curriculum and Instruction Doctoral Program, has 


asked me to write a recommendation regarding her teaching abilities. I am very happy to do so.  I am a 


Professor in the Mathematics Department at the University of Wisconsin - La Crosse. I have known 


Maggie since she was an undergraduate student in the Mathematics Department.  Most recently, 


beginning this past fall, I am serving as Maggie’s faculty mentor in her new position as an 


Associate Lecturer in the Mathematics Department.  In this role, I have had the privilege of 


observing Maggie’s teaching abilities as well as discussing her teaching practices and 


philosophies. 
 


In observing Maggie teach to a room of 40 remedial mathematics students, one of the first things 


I noticed was the obvious rapport Maggie had developed with each student.  Our remedial 


mathematics courses serve a wide variety of students including returning adults, veterans, 


multicultural students, and students with learning disabilities. Maggie knew every student’s 


name and interacted casually talks with her students as they entered.  Her students were very 


attentive and focused throughout the class. I was impressed with the fact that Maggie had these 


students presenting homework problems at the board, working together in groups, and really 


acting as a community. As the students worked, Maggie made her way around the classroom 


answering questions. The second time she was asked the same question, she had the first student 


help the second student with the question. In this way, the students were in fact teaching their 


classmates how to do a problem that they had just recently figured out. What a way to build 


student confidence! It was obvious that the students are very comfortable, not only with Maggie, 


but with their classmates as well. In our follow up discussions, Maggie emphasized her belief in 


building horizontal relationships where she and the students are a community of learners. 


 


Maggie’s style of teaching reveals her background in educational pedagogy. At the beginning of 


a new topic, Maggie presents the important terms and properties and has the class help her work 


through an initial example.  After just a few minutes of this, the students are put into an even  
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more active role. They work in groups to attempt problems related to the new topic.  Here again I 


saw the “student as co-teacher” aspect of Maggie’s class. As they worked in groups, they 


discovered the solutions together and explained things to each other. After an appropriate amount 


of time, Maggie brought the group back together, often requesting volunteers to present their 


solutions on the board.  Even those students who were initially hesitant eventually came forward.  


This again attests to Maggie’s rapport with the class and the supportive nature of the class itself.  


 


In our conversations, Maggie and I have discussed these informal assessment practices within the 


classroom, as well as her formal assessment practices of grading for conceptual understanding in 


addition to procedural accuracy.  During one of these discussions, Maggie shared with me an 


assessment project that weaves together the mathematical concept of systems of linear equations 


with her practice of teaching for social justice.  Utilizing their mathematical knowledge, 


Maggie’s students had to analyze data that compares white men’s wages with those of minority 


groups.  Her students create models of linear equations to display their understanding of the 


wage earnings of various groups then explain how their findings relate to a future profession.  I 


was really impressed with how Maggie managed to infuse so much critical mathematics into a 


project in a remedial mathematics course.  As I’m sure is true of her students as well, I found this 


project extremely eye-opening. 


 


As a doctoral candidate, I believe Maggie will excel.  Through discussion and my observation, 


Maggie’s innate passion for education clearly presents itself.  Maggie seeks to grow as an 


educator and person.  She listens to my suggestions on ways to improve in her practice and asks 


critical questions regarding best practices in mathematics instruction, specifically when working 


with remedial students whose needs vary greatly.   


 


Overall, I believe Maggie is an inspiring instructor. In the years to come, I truly believe that 


many of her students will point to her class as the turning point in their mathematical education.   


Her teaching practice reveals an understanding of a multiple student learning strategies, and her 


presence and approach in the classroom motivates and instills confidence within her students. I 


can only hope that my children have an instructor like Maggie some day. I hope that you will 


give her application serious consideration.  


 


Please feel free to contact me if I can be of any further assistance. 
 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Dr. Rebecca L. LeDocq 


UW – L Mathematics Department 


rledocq@school.edu 


Office:  555-123-8765 


Home: 608-123-0123 
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Good and Just Teaching: The Case for Social
Justice in Teacher Education


MARILYN COCHRAN-SMITH, KAREN SHAKMAN, CINDY JONG,
DIANNA G. TERRELL, JOAN BARNATT, and PATRICK
MCQUILLAN
Boston College


A particularly controversial aspect of teacher preparation is the increasing num-
ber of teacher preparation programs that emphasize “social justice” as part of
the curriculum. This article examines how students in a program with a social
justice agenda understood the concept and how their understandings played out
in practice. Using interviews and observations, we show that teacher candidates
focused on ensuring pupils’ learning rather than merely boosting their self-esteem
or spreading political ideologies, as critics of the social justice agenda suggest.
In classrooms, candidates concentrated on teaching content and skills but also
had a critical perspective, built on pupils’ cultural resources, and attempted to
reach every pupil. We argue that teaching for social justice, or what we title
“good and just teaching,” reflects an essential purpose of teaching in a democratic
society in which the teacher is an advocate for students whose work supports
larger efforts for social change.


Over the last decade, there has been unprecedented national attention to
teacher quality. In particular, there have been intense debates about how,
when, and where teachers should be prepared to teach and about the knowl-
edge, skills, and dispositions they should have. In many instances, these debates
reflect larger, often competing, political agendas as well as different underlying
ideas about the purposes of education in a democratic society.


An especially controversial aspect of teacher preparation is the increasing
number of college- and university-based teacher preparation programs that
emphasize “social justice” as part of the curriculum. Both those within and
outside the teacher education community have criticized the social justice
agenda in teacher education. One major criticism is that social justice is an
ambiguous concept that is widespread but undertheorized and vague (e.g.,
McDonald and Zeichner 2008; North 2006; Zeichner 2006), which increases
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the likelihood that it exists in name only (Grant and Agosto 2008). In the
absence of a clear definition, descriptions of practice that some educators
would suggest exemplify “teaching for social justice” are labeled “just good
teaching” by other educators. This “ambiguity critique” of social justice in
teacher education is important in part because it is attached to many different
agendas and because it is often the prelude to more damning criticisms. For
example, some critics charge that when teacher preparation programs focus
on social justice, they either ignore traditional educational goals related to
subject matter knowledge and teachers’ responsibility for students’ learning
or intentionally indoctrinate teacher candidates into a particular ideology
rather than focusing on professional competence (Cochran-Smith et al. 2008).
From the perspective of these critiques, the worst case scenario, of course, is
that teacher education programs with a social justice agenda do both: they
neglect students’ learning while imposing a particular political ideology.


This article examines how teacher candidates in a program with a stated
social justice agenda understood this concept and how their understandings
played out in classrooms and in the learning opportunities they created for
their students during the preservice period and the beginning of the first year
of teaching. Using analyses of in-depth interview data, we show that when
teachers responded to questions regarding the meaning of social justice, they


MARILYN COCHRAN-SMITH is the John E. Cawthorne Millennium Chair
in Education and directs the Doctoral Program in Curriculum and Instruction
at the Lynch School of Education, Boston College. Coeditor of Studying Teacher


Education: The Report of the AERA Panel on Research and Teacher Education (Erlbaum,
2005), her interests include research on teaching and teacher education, social
justice education, and practitioner inquiry. KAREN SHAKMAN is a doctoral
candidate at the Lynch School of Education, Boston College. Her research
interests include teacher education for social justice, teacher induction, and
the impact of school context on teachers. CINDY JONG is a doctoral candidate
at the Lynch School of Education, Boston College. Her research interests
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a doctoral student in the Curriculum and Instruction program at the Lynch
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referred explicitly and repeatedly to ensuring that all students learned, rather
than focusing “simply” on boosting their self-esteem or making sure that
everybody “felt good,” as many contemporary critics of social justice charge.
We also point to the absence of a party line or groupthink mentality in the
data, which responds to another frequent critique of social justice in teacher
education. Further, drawing on analyses of classroom observational data and
the classroom assignments and lessons teachers created, we show that once
inside classrooms, these new teachers paid a great deal of attention to academic
content and skills, at the same time that they critiqued content, encouraged
students to question traditional ideas, built on students’ cultural and linguistic
resources, and attempted to reach every student.


We use these analyses to challenge contemporary critiques of social justice
agendas in teacher education, suggesting that the critiques are largely based
on false dichotomies between social justice and knowledge/learning, on one
hand, and flawed assumptions about teacher education as a neutral and value-
free enterprise, on the other. Instead, we point out that teacher education for
social justice is an agenda that not only does not shortchange attention to
students’ learning but in fact makes enhancing students’ learning and their
life chances its core commitment. We argue that teaching for social justice,
or what we title here “good and just teaching,” reflects a central and essential
purpose of teaching in a democratic society, wherein the teacher is an advocate
for students whose work supports larger efforts for social change.


This article begins by briefly clarifying the concept of teacher education
for social justice and outlining its major critiques. Next the article describes
the larger qualitative case studies (QCS) research project from which it draws,
laying out the general research design as well as specific data collection and
analysis techniques used. The article then presents two analyses. The first,
which is based on interview data during the preservice period and the early
months of the first year of teaching, explores what teachers said in response
to questions about the idea of teaching for social justice. The second analysis,
which is based on observational data during the same period, examines what
teachers actually did in classrooms as they took on responsibility for planning
lessons, interacting with students, and assessing what students were learning.
The article concludes with a discussion of the implications of this research,
in particular what it means for current debates about the theme of social
justice in teacher education programs.


Preparing Teachers to Teach for Social Justice


The idea of preparing teachers to teach for social justice is prevalent in a
number of teacher education programs, partnerships, recruitment efforts, and
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other initiatives. Over the years, these local efforts have been loosely linked
through national organizations such as the National Association for Multi-
cultural Education, the Urban Network to Improve Teacher Education, the
National Network for Educational Renewal, and several committees and spe-
cial interest groups of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Ed-
ucation (AACTE) and the American Education Research Association. Insti-
tutional efforts have been encouraged by AACTE, which began to promote
attention to diversity in teacher education in the early 1970s, and the National
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, which incorporated pre-
paring teachers for diversity in its 1976 standards and, although this was
removed in 2006, included social justice as a desirable professional disposition
in its 2000 standards.


Despite its widespread appeal, there is great variation in how the term
“social justice” is used in teacher education, and, as noted in the introduction
to this article, critics have rightly argued that the concept is ambiguous and
undertheorized. With full awareness of these limitations, however, it is possible
to identify some of the central ideas behind the theme of social justice in
teacher education, as it is usually portrayed. In most of the key published
literature on this topic, a distributive notion of justice is either implicit or
explicit (Cochran-Smith 2008, forthcoming; North 2006). That is, it is assumed
that the bottom line of teaching is enhancing students’ learning and their life
chances by challenging the inequities of school and society (e.g., Adams et al.
1997; Ayers et al. 1998; Cochran-Smith 1999, 2004; Darling-Hammond et
al. 2002; Michelli and Keiser 2005; Oakes and Lipton 1999; Villegas and
Lucas 2002; Zeichner 2003). This perspective is based on recognition of sig-
nificant disparities in the distribution of educational opportunities, resources,
achievement, and positive outcomes between minority or low-income students
and their white, middle-class counterparts. This recognition of disparities is
coupled with the position that teachers can and should be both educators and
advocates who are committed to the democratic ideal and to diminishing
existing inequities in school and society by helping to redistribute educational
opportunities. Based on these assumptions, teacher education for social justice
has the deliberate intention during the preservice period of providing the
social, intellectual, and organizational contexts that prepare teachers to teach
for social justice in K–12 educational settings and also support them as they
try to live out this commitment as educators.


From the perspective of social justice, teaching practice involves an amalgam
of knowledge; interpretive frameworks; teaching strategies, methods, and skills;
and advocacy with and for students, parents, colleagues, and communities.
This includes the pedagogical strategies and methods teachers use as well as
how they think about their work and interpret what is going on in schools
and classrooms. It also involves how teachers pose questions, make decisions,
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and form relationships with students and how they work with colleagues,
families, communities, and social groups. A conception of K–12 teaching
practice that is consistent with social justice includes critique of universalist
views of knowledge (Grant and Wieczorek 2000), which do not adequately
account for the knowledge traditions and experiences of marginalized groups
(King 2008). From this perspective, part of teacher education is preparing
new teachers to challenge the cultural biases of curriculum, educational policies
and practices, and school norms (Howe 1997).


As we described in the introduction, this social justice agenda in teacher
education has been criticized by those outside teacher education and by some
insiders on a number of grounds. In addition to the critique that the idea is
ambiguous and undertheorized, for example, we have identified the “knowl-
edge critique,” the “ideology critique,” and the “free speech critique,” each
of which is connected to larger political agendas in different ways (Cochran-
Smith et al. 2008). In addition, the research on teacher education for social
justice has also been critiqued. One major critique is that the research is
primarily small scale and qualitative and thus difficult to generalize, and an-
other is that it fails to attend to outcomes. For example, Sleeter (2001) con-
cluded that the research base on preparing teachers for historically underserved
classrooms was inadequate due to the preponderance of small-scale action
research studies and little emphasis on results. Along somewhat different lines,
in a review of research on preparing teachers for diversity, Hollins and Guzman
(2005) found that studies addressed candidates’ attitudes and beliefs but not
their actions in the classroom. In a synthesis of research on preparation for
linguistic diversity, Lucas and Grinberg (2008) also found a heavy emphasis
on attitudes and beliefs, with little description of actual programs or empirical
examination of the impact on teachers’ or students’ learning. In the larger
QCS project from which our analyses for this article are drawn, we have tried
to be responsive to these critiques in two ways. We have followed teacher
candidates throughout the entire preservice period and through the first two
years of teaching in order to see how beliefs and practices develop over time.
Second, in order to pay attention to teacher performance and outcomes for
students, we have concentrated on both what teacher candidates (and then
teachers) say about their understandings of social justice as well as what they
do in classrooms, including the kinds of learning opportunities they make
available to their students.


Description of the Study


The analysis described in this article is part of the QCS project, one of six
studies in a portfolio created by the evidence team of the Boston College
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Teachers for a New Era (TNE) initiative.1 Boston College has approximately
15,000 undergraduate and graduate students, with the Lynch School of Ed-
ucation (LSOE) preparing 250–70 undergraduate and graduate teacher can-
didates per year. Its mission includes an explicit commitment to preparing
teachers to teach for social justice by focusing on teachers’ and students’
learning. Five underlying themes guide the work of the teacher education
program at Boston College, although each course in the program addresses
them differently. The themes are promoting social justice, constructing knowl-
edge, inquiring into practice, affirming diversity, and collaborating with others.
Of particular relevance to the investigation here is social justice, which has
been the overarching theme of the program for more than a decade.


Many faculty members have engaged in deliberative inquiry into their own
practice over the course of several years to further understand and articulate
the social justice vision of the program. What emerged from their work was
an understanding of teaching for social justice as “an activity with political
dimensions . . . [in which] all educators [are] responsible for challenging
inequities in the social order and working with others to establish a more just
society.”2 A central goal of teaching for social justice as articulated by the
faculty of the program is to improve students’ learning and enhance their life
chances by challenging school and societal inequities.


In addition to methods, courses, and practica that link theories, research,
and practice, teacher candidates at Boston College take courses in the social
contexts and purposes of education, teaching students with diverse needs (in-
cluding courses in bilingualism and diverse learners), and human learning/
development. All candidates have at least one teaching placement in a school
with a diverse population, and elementary education teacher candidates com-
plete a fieldwork project with bilingual students. The capstone inquiry project
requires candidates to pose a question about the impact of their teaching on
pupils’ learning, collect multiple data sources, and interpret these in terms of
guidelines for practice and commitments to social justice.3


QCS Research Framework and Design


The larger QCS project is a set of longitudinal case studies examining rela-
tionships over a three-year period among teacher candidates’ entry charac-
teristics; their learning in course work and fieldwork; their developing per-
ceptions of teaching, pupil learning, and social justice; their teaching practices
during the student teaching period and as first- and second-year teachers;
their pupils’ learning; and their overall efforts to teach for social justice. The
analyses reported in this article focus on data from the preservice period and
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the first few months of the first year of teaching. Specifically these questions
are addressed:


What are teacher candidates’/first-year teachers’ understandings of what it
means to teach for social justice, and how do these relate to classroom
teaching? That is, what do teachers say about teaching for social justice?


How do these understandings play out in practice? That is, what do teacher
candidates/first-year teachers actually do in classroom contexts?


What are the implications of these findings for understanding the theme of
social justice in preservice teacher education?


Participants


From a pool of approximately 150 master’s level teacher candidates, 12 vol-
unteer participants who reflected the demographic characteristics of the larger
population in terms of school level, certification area, race/ethnicity, gender,
age, and career pattern (see table 1) were recruited. Except for one candidate
who took a leave from the program and one who decided not to enter teaching,
all took and passed the Massachusetts Test for Educator Licensure and thus
would be considered “highly qualified teachers” according to the federal man-
date. This study was conducted at the university where the researchers work;
however, none of those who collected and analyzed data for the analyses
reported in this article were the instructors or supervisors of the research
participants.


Data Sources


For the larger QCS project, data sources for the preservice year included, for
each candidate, (a) six structured interviews, (b) five structured classroom ob-
servations, (c) interviews with course instructors and supervisors, and (d ) a
collection of candidates’ work and program materials. Data sources for the
first year of teaching included (a) three structured interviews, (b) four structured
classroom observations, and (c) interviews with principals and mentors. During
both years, multiple full-class sets of pupils’ work were collected. Each interview
followed a different protocol consistent with the changing nature of partici-
pants’ experiences during teacher preparation and the first year of teaching.
Complete interview protocols, which were piloted and revised by the research
group as a whole, are available at the Boston College TNE Web-site.4 Struc-
tured observations, which were also piloted and revised by the full research
group, were based on a multipart observation protocol, with an emphasis on
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content and pedagogy, students’ learning and assessment, and teaching for
social justice. The complete observation protocol, which is available at the
Boston College TNE Web-site, includes description of school resources and
context, a chronology of classroom events, scripting (or detailed note taking
on classroom activities and interactions) of two-hour observation blocks, and
collection of teaching materials.


The first analysis reported in this article (i.e., what teachers said about social
justice) focused primarily on participants’ responses to interview questions
related to social justice across seven interviews that spanned the preservice
year and first few months of the first year of teaching. For the second analysis
(i.e., what teachers did in classrooms), we selected case material for three
participants who reflected the general characteristics of the cohort and whose
experiences in the classroom provided insight into the idea of teaching for
social justice, as described below.


Data Analysis


To examine understandings of teaching for social justice, we focused on re-
sponses to in-depth interviews in which participants were asked about or
explicitly spoke about social justice. We were informed by what Hill et al.
(1997) call a “consensual” approach to qualitative data analysis. Hill and
colleagues suggest that like other forms of qualitative research, consensual
research focuses on natural settings, examines process as well as outcomes, is
concerned with the meanings of participants, and uses inductive analyses, so
theories and explanations are built from the bottom up rather than testing
hypotheses from the top down. However, consensual qualitative research is
different from some other qualitative approaches in that all the data are
collected using the same protocols to provide consistency across responses,
and a team of researchers works together to arrive at “consensus judgments”
(521). This labor-intensive approach to data analysis is methodologically con-
sistent with other developments in collaborative qualitative research, wherein
groups of researchers work together on case study analyses. Although time
consuming, this process has the advantage of generating a larger number of
cases than a single researcher can complete, while maintaining the integrity
of themes and ideas that emerge inductively.


Using a process of continual rereading of the corpus of interview data
(Erickson 1986), we developed 27 codes representing discrete ideas about social
justice within four categories with thematic affinity. Interview codes for each
participant were organized into matrices, which revealed the themes that were
salient over time for individuals. We used these themes to identify the teachers
for the three case studies. The cases were selected because they represented
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a range of teaching approaches and ideas about pupils’ learning and also
raised issues about teaching for social justice, such as what this really looks
like in classrooms and how it differs from other kinds of practices. Partly in
response to critiques that previous research has concentrated on teachers’
attitudes and neglected their actions, our focus cases drew heavily on classroom
observations, lesson and unit plans, inquiry projects completed during the
preservice period, and the tasks and assignments teachers created. Case data
were analyzed using the selection of critical incidents and triangulation across
data sources.


Learning to Teach for Social Justice: What Teacher Candidates Said


As we have noted, some critics suggest that “teaching for social justice” is so
widely used in teacher education that it is practically meaningless (Zeichner
2006). To the contrary, we found that the candidates in this study expressed
a number of clear and thoughtful understandings of teaching for social justice.


Across 79 interviews, teacher candidates made 206 separate comments di-
rectly related to teaching for social justice, which clustered around four larger
themes.5 For example, when teacher candidates were asked about social justice,
there were many references to building relationships with pupils and also to
respecting and working with parents. We included both these codes in the the-
matic category “relationships and respect.” The four themes, listed in table 2
along with all the codes by theme, were:


Pupil learning.—ideas about making sure pupils learn, preparing pupils, ac-
commodating and differentiating instruction, promoting critical thinking,
and holding pupils to high expectations;


Relationships and respect.—ideas about building relationships with pupils and
their families, developing a culture of respect, and caring for pupils;


Teacher as activist.—ideas about advocating for pupils, engaging in community
work, building coalitions, and participating in activism;


Recognizing inequities.—ideas about racial and economic inequities, connecting
curriculum to issues of oppression, breaking down racial or class barriers,
and seeing the job of the teacher as a change agent.


As indicated by the 27 different codes, teacher candidates spoke about topics
as wide ranging as confronting race and inequity, holding pupils to high
expectations, building relationships with parents, and teaching basic skills.
However, some ideas were embraced by every teacher candidate, while others
were less frequently mentioned. Still others, such as teaching about democracy
and civic engagement, which are central to some definitions of teaching for
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social justice (e.g., Michelli 2005; Westheimer and Kahne 2004), were largely
absent from candidates’ responses.


Learning as the Bottom Line


Contrary to charges that teacher education for social justice concentrates on
“touchy-feely” goals (Schrag 1999) and ignores learning (Will 2006), we found
that every single participant in the study emphasized pupil learning when
asked what it means to teach for social justice. The teachers emphasized
affirming and building on differences, teaching basic skills, promoting critical
thinking, expanding pupils’ worldviews, and maintaining high expectations
for all pupils. These reflect important and complex ideas about learning.


Many participants mentioned the teacher’s responsibility to make sure all
pupils learned, which is especially challenging given the broad range of skills,
abilities, and experiences in today’s classrooms. One explained that social
justice meant attending to the pupils who otherwise might be lost in the
busyness of classroom life: “I think that means not letting anyone fall through
the cracks. I think everybody deserves an equal chance . . . ’cause I think
for certain teachers, if they had students with a disability or English wasn’t
their first language or maybe they came from a home that education wasn’t
emphasized, they’d probably be more difficult to teach. . . . I think the em-
phasis here [in the program] is to kind of reach out to those kids and find
ways to make them learn and enjoy learning” (Riley, interview 1). Some
teachers spoke specifically about what kinds of learning were important and
why, and two explicitly linked teaching basic skills to social justice, as this
example illustrates: “[I want] to minimize the gap between . . . minority
adults and white adults in terms of jobs that they hold and the amount of
money that they have, and having the races be able to work together and
having them all have educations that allow them do that. . . . So that’s why
I’m here . . . but I don’t explicitly think about it when I’m doing this math
thing like ‘Ah yes this is going to get [a particular pupil] into a nice little
house with a fence’” (Lola, interview 5). It is clear from quotations like this
one that when teachers were asked about social justice, they focused on subject
matter knowledge and on creating learning opportunities and building on
their pupils’ knowledge and skills. But they also were aware of how these
learning opportunities would influence their pupil’s life chances in ways that
might, in turn, have positive ramifications for society.


Other respondents emphasized promoting critical thinking or exposing pu-
pils to multiple viewpoints as essential parts of teaching for social justice. One
secondary teacher explained: “I think that I would get nervous if students just
read things and said ‘OK I get it.’ OK, then answer this question for me







TABLE 2


Themes, Codes, and Definitions Related to Social Justice Interview Data


Theme Code Description Emphasis


Pupil learning Curriculum applicable Teacher as making curriculum relevant
and applicable to the pupils


Accommodate/differenti-
ate


Idea of accommodating different learners
and differentiating instruction


Everybody learns Teacher responsible for making sure pupils
learn


Promote engagement Importance of engaging pupils
Multiple viewpoints Importance of exposing pupils to multiple


viewpoints, encouraging them to con-
sider other perspectives, and expanding
ideas and opportunities


Critical thinking Critical thinking and deep questioning
Prepare future Preparing pupils for a successful future
Basic skills Importance of teaching basic skills
Social/cultural contexts Knowing and understanding pupils’ social


and cultural contexts
High expectations Holding pupils to high expectations and


pushing kids to meet those goals
Same expectations Holding same expectations for all pupils


Relationships
and respect


Be fair Being fair to all pupils in the classroom;
not showing favorites


Relationships pupils Building relationships with the pupils
Parents Respecting and working with parents
Culture of respect Promoting a culture of respect among pu-


pils and between pupil and teacher
Care Knowing and caring for pupils


Teacher as
activist


Collaborations/coalitions Importance of participating in collabora-
tions/coalitions to support pupils and
improve schools


Advocate for pupils Role of the teacher in serving as an advo-
cate for pupils


Activism Idea that the teacher should participate in
activism


Community work Role of the teacher in doing community
work/volunteering or getting pupils en-
gaged in such activities


Recognizing
inequities


Change agent Teacher as a change agent, making a dif-
ference in society


Challenge canon Challenging the canon or altering the stan-
dard curriculum


Gender The role gender plays in the classroom
Class/race struggle in cur-


riculum
How teachers might highlight class/race


struggle and social inequities as part of
the curriculum
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TABLE 2 (Continued )


Theme Code Description Emphasis


Connections to oppression Ways to connect curriculum to real world
examples of oppression and exploitation


Break down barriers Breaking down racial or class barriers for
pupils


Challenge stereotypes Challenging pupils’ stereotypes or biases
related to race, class, gender, or sexual
orientation


because I think the more questions they ask, the more I’ll know that they are
really trying to understand on a deeper level, and I think that will help in
their future in whatever they pursue after high school, be it in college or just
a profession” (Elizabeth, interview 1). Comments like this one suggest that
teacher candidates/teachers linked the development of strong thinking skills
to improved life chances. Some teacher candidates, surprised at how little
experience their pupils had had outside their own neighborhoods, were also
interested in exposing them to the world beyond.


Across the interviews, elementary and secondary candidates repeatedly
talked about holding their pupils to high standards and pushing them to
succeed. An elementary candidate described a teacher in her school whom
she respected for her “dogged” commitment to pupils’ success. She explained
that this teacher worked with pupils whom other teachers had given up on,
noting, “She’s carrying them, and she doesn’t give them any breaks, and she
really is trying to push these kids to . . . succeed in school” (Lola, interview 4).
Throughout the interviews, high expectations were closely tied to candidates’
sense of responsibility for the pupils’ future opportunities.


Adopting a Critical Stance?


Another common critique of teacher education for social justice is that it is
nothing more than loosely veiled indoctrination, purveyed by liberal faculty
who want to promote progressive educational ideas and political activism
(Crowe 2008; Leo 2005). While the respondents in this study said that social
justice was “all around them” in their program, none alluded to the emphasis
as indoctrination, and in fact, many were attracted to the program because
of this emphasis. In addition, although participants described a range of ways
social justice was presented in their courses, none of their comments referred
to an antiwhite, anti-Western, or anti-American stance, as some critics have
argued is the case when social justice tenets are integrated with subject matter
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(Stotsky 1999). Only one participant in the study found the emphasis on social
justice irrelevant: “[Social justice] seems to be the basis of everything that
we’ve learned here. And it seems very unpractical in some situations. . . .
I’m not in a school where it can be applied . . . and it seems like it’s . . .
not necessarily a waste, but it’s not, not being used and can’t be used in a
lot of schools. And a lot more emphasis should be put on . . . teaching skills
and things that you can use in your classroom that’s good for all the students”
(Kevin, interview 2). This candidate suggested that teaching for social justice
was only relevant in urban, low-income populations, and instead he wanted
the program to focus on teaching skills and reaching all pupils. Ironically,
finding ways to reach all pupils was exactly how many other candidates defined
the program’s teaching for social justice mission. Interestingly, although the
candidate quoted above completed the program, he decided not to become
a teacher.


Despite their interest in teaching for social justice, the teachers in this study
seldom offered critiques of the larger structures and arrangements of schooling,
such as grading, tracking, and labeling of pupils, even though these kinds of
challenges were quite consistent with the stated agenda of the program. The
following example, wherein the candidate was critical of her school because
Latinos were noticeably absent from honors courses, reflected ideas she en-
countered in the program but was unusual in our data:


I’ve just been wondering about how on earth do I change things. . . .
I think you need to work with . . . the individual students and teach
them self-advocacy. . . . And also I think you need to work with the
parents if there’s a real problem. You need to get a constituency who
has some weight . . . because as a young teacher I probably won’t have
much weight. I think you need to either build up a coalition of teachers
who will support what you’re saying . . . and maybe making them the
face of it and not trying . . . to lead it yourself, but just getting it going.
Or . . . if none of the teachers are listening and all of the Hispanic kids
in the classes are failing, talking to their parents and discussing what
might be done. (Elsie, interview 2)


This critique of the tracking/grouping system coupled with consideration of
what role a teacher might play to challenge the system was one of only two
comments coded as “activism” in our interview data.


Educators committed to social justice might be disappointed by the lack of
critique of the educational system in candidates’ comments about social justice.
In fact, in program faculty interviews, which were part of the larger QCS
study, most faculty indicated that they had the intention of conveying a critical
view of schooling. The lack of structural critique by the candidates may suggest
that the critics’ claim that programs with a social justice agenda simply in-
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doctrinate candidates into a particular political stance is unfounded. In ad-
dition, it may also be indicative of today’s accountability demands, which
make it increasingly difficult for educators to promote critique and encourage
activism.


Making a Difference?


Although we did not detect a critical or activist perspective in most participants’
responses, we did find that teachers believed their work could make a differ-
ence. Yet they understood making a difference in terms of their own classrooms
and were skeptical of their ability to influence structural change.


Along these lines, some participants discussed the canon and how they
would teach beyond it by using additional texts and reconsidering traditional
texts through new lenses. For example, an English major explained that issues
of justice could be raised even when studying texts within the canon: “A lot
of the courses I’ve had are the traditional Shakespeare, Dickens, Jane Austen,
and . . . people aren’t very creative about ways to address [social justice] in
those books, so it’s a little harder. I think as a teacher I’d like to find ways to
address it ’cause I think there are ways to address social justice questions
through basically anything if you ask the right questions” (Elsie, interview 1).
In these and other comments, teacher candidates demonstrated a desire to
reconsider classic texts and present new texts that exposed their pupils to
multiple perspectives. Yet, these plans did not extend to trying to alter school
or district curricula; the emphasis was on their own classrooms.


Making a difference in one’s own classroom was also the theme when one
candidate candidly discussed his own class status and race privilege. Although
he believed that redistribution of resources would be necessary to improve
society, he did not find this a realistic (or desirable) goal for himself:


If we did redistribute all the wealth and sort of fix all the problems
worldwide, you’ve made the whole world [over] at that point because
we’re all poor then. . . . I don’t want that to happen because we live
at the top end of that. Even though I’m not that wealthy. . . . I’m still
really comfortable. It’s really selfish, and I’m really ashamed of thinking
this way, especially when I think about it really rationally and intellec-
tually. It’s awful. . . . But there are other ways to make the world a
better place, and I feel like education is sort of the one area where
someone can go into and actually affect some change in society. (Mark,
interview 1)


This statement revealed a deep cynicism about whether those advantaged by
the system would ever be willing to promote structural change. However, this
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teacher also said that he had to settle for the one area in which he thought
he might affect change—in his classroom with his own pupils.


Although another participant acknowledged the existence of unequal access
and opportunities, she was concerned about emphasizing inequities, given the
impact this might have on pupils’ self-confidence and motivation. She de-
scribed a discussion that occurred among some teacher candidates:


One of our dialogues . . . was something about how someone had
suggested that they were just going to tell their minority students the
reason why they were poor, basically, why they were in poverty was
because of their race. And I feel like OK, but that’s not very constructive,
and so I fear ’cause I hate the divide that currently exists between races
in this country. . . . But if you teach a kindergartner that or any kid
that, how is that possibly not going to make them more bitter toward
others, toward the white race in particular, but yet you want them to
be strong and to know how best to work the system. (Lola, interview 1)


This teacher’s reticence to discuss inequities might have been linked to ques-
tions about her own efficacy as a white teacher in a classroom with many
pupils of color. However, in her view, she could make a difference not by
talking about inequity but by providing pupils a quality education so they
could get into the work world and then help make the world a better place.
In many interviews, teacher candidates demonstrated their interest in ex-
panding pupils’ perspectives, improving their learning, and enhancing their
life chances. Yet, they were cynical about their capacity to change schools and
society writ large and instead focused on having a positive impact on the
pupils they directly touched.


Across the interviews, when asked about teaching for social justice, teachers
expressed concerns about how they would meet the range of needs in the
classroom, promote critical thinking, and create a challenging yet relevant
curriculum. They saw the work of teaching for social justice as implicitly
linked to improving pupils’ learning and life chances. Yet, as we noted, they
did not refer to critical and activist perspectives. We return to this idea at the
end of the article.


Learning to Teach for Social Justice: What Teacher Candidates Did


Regardless of what teachers say or believe about social justice, many questions
have been raised about whether beliefs have anything to do with practice. In
this study, we were interested in both what teachers said about social justice
and what they did in classrooms.


Here, we take a closer look at three teachers—one elementary and two
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secondary teachers (one who taught humanities and one who taught history).
These three reflect the range of general characteristics of the other participants
in this study in terms of grade level, subject area, school context, and dem-
ographics. However, we selected these three for closer examination because
they also represented the range of ways that participants in the study under-
stood and expressed ideas about pupils’ learning and because they emphasized
different themes related to teaching for social justice and the role of the teacher.
We were especially interested in how teacher candidates/teachers with dif-
fering views constructed learning opportunities for pupils and how they made
decisions about teaching strategies, content, materials, and assessments in their
different school contexts.


We used these cases to explore the complexity of learning to teach for social
justice, including how the experiences and knowledge teacher candidates
brought with them to the program were related to what they learned, how
these played out in classrooms during the practicum experience and the first
year of teaching, and what this meant for pupils’ learning opportunities and
accomplishments. In the cases that follow, there are several examples of good
teaching practices. For example, teachers use primary sources, facilitate re-
spectful discussion, and create materials that are engaging for students. What
these cases illustrate, however, is that the teachers we studied used these
strategies based on certain beliefs and ideas about teaching that the teachers
themselves identify and literature in the field supports, as grounded in social
justice ideals. The cases that follow demonstrate that teaching for social justice
is not just about ideas and beliefs, however. Rather, it is the enactment of
ideas and beliefs in real practice, with real pupils.


Mara: Not What to Think but How to Think


Seeking more satisfaction from her work, Mara left a New York fashion job
two years after college and became a secondary history teacher candidate.
Policy makers would find her a paragon of the “highly qualified teacher” with
outstanding subject matter knowledge: she was a history major from a selective
college and took additional history courses in her master’s program. Mara’s
teaching demonstrated her belief that subject matter content is historically
fluid and contestable and that teaching methods should vary, contingent upon
the interests and resources of pupils. This perspective contrasts with a knowl-
edge delivery view of teaching, wherein knowledge is regarded as neutral,
static, and value-free.


As the excerpts below suggest, Mara’s view of history was “the facts plus
critique of the facts.” She wanted her students to learn what happened in the
past and why it happened, as well as whose perspective was represented and
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whose was not. These ideas were consistent with the social justice views pro-
moted by the teacher education program, especially her history methods
course, but they are dramatically different from a knowledge delivery view
For example, in a ninth-grade unit on the Renaissance, Mara wanted pupils
to understand history as argument based on evidence, as reflected in her
comment about a pupil’s homework assignment: “This is kind of a middle
one [referring to a pupil’s assignment]. He at least makes a statement and
then backs it up with evidence. . . . Oh, and I just gave them the ‘Galileo
versus Luther’ paper [which asks] ‘Who was more of a threat to the church?’
And they’re like, ‘Well who was more of a threat?’ And I’m like, ‘Well, I have
my opinion. But that means nothing. You write a good paper, and you provide
me with historical evidence to support your argument, that’s an A.’ They
were like, ‘There’s no right answer? Wow!’” Mara’s view of history was not
“anything goes,” but she wanted her pupils to know how history was con-
structed and to entertain multiple perspectives rather than simply receive
information from the textbook or the teacher.


When Mara introduced All Quiet on the Western Front to a twelfth-grade
American history class toward the end of student teaching, she invited opinions
for and against war, using a comment-on-comment strategy to ensure that
pupils listened to each other and participated.


Mara: Remember, back up your positions. Do it respectfully.
Pupil 1: When I was in middle school, I was really into war. Now I’m


not.
Pupil 2: I talked about this with my dad—he was a child of World


War II and Vietnam—well he wasn’t there, but he was part of a sit-
in for president of his college. He says we’re heading for the same
thing.


Pupil 3: When you see the genocide in Sudan—I can see people fight-
ing. World War I was very abstract; II, too.


Mara: Okay, one at a time. Comment on comment. Back up your
positions.


Pupil 4: Canada’s army is a peacekeeping army. If everyone did that,
we wouldn’t have as much trouble. We don’t have any support for
this [referring to the current war in Iraq]. Our allies think we’re nuts.
We’re in something that really isn’t our business.


Pupil 5: I’m really for the war. I don’t think people should live here if
they wouldn’t defend their country.


Pupil 6: Seriously?
Pupil 5: Yes. I think we have to listen to our leaders and be ready to


fight for what is right. You can’t just hide because you’re afraid. You
can’t have all the advantages and just sit back and criticize.
[Observer’s note: It was obvious that most pupils were shocked at
this response, and there was a general murmur of surprise.]


Mara: We can have other opinions.
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Pupil 5: I support the war in Iraq because this is about freedom from
terrorism.


Pupil 7: I feel like its causing instability in our country.
[Observer’s note: The conversation continued. Mara recorded com-
ments. The pupils were anxious to be heard and seemed to listen
carefully to the others. No one was criticized or derided for any
position—although there was obvious surprise at some opinions. It
seemed that most pupils assumed that their stance was that of all their
peers. Eventually some pupils began to make comparisons to World
War II.]


Across interviews and classroom observations, it was clear that Mara wanted
pupils to learn not just what to think but how to think, which was consistent
with the basic tenets of teaching for social justice in the literature and in her
own teacher education program.


We saw this commitment to developing her pupils’ critical thinking play
out in Mara’s practice during both the preservice year and the first year of
teaching. As a student teacher, for example, Mara introduced non-text-based
images and modeled “historical thinking” in a series of lessons on Islamic
history for a ninth-grade world history class. She helped pupils contrast images
of Islamic art with American art. This provided all pupils, even those with
difficulty reading primary texts, the opportunity to “do history,” which she
described in her inquiry project: “I believe that all students are capable of
learning and deserve the opportunity to learn in a manner that best suits the
individual student. Primary sources that are non-text-based allow for greater
student participation and more hands-on historical discoveries. This directly
correlates with the promotion of social justice and accommodation of diver-
sity.” Keeping a tally of discussions and analyzing pupils’ writing, Mara tracked
improvement in how often pupils observed, used sources, inferred, provided
evidence, posed questions, contextualized, corroborated, and generalized when
they used visual images as primary sources.


During the first year of teaching, Mara continued to use images of art from
many cultures as well as additional primary sources and readings to raise
questions about content. For a lesson on “isms,” for example, pupils selected
quotations from primary sources to create posters about the meanings of key
social theories, including social Darwinism, communism, and fascism.


Mara’s case not only represents the critical view of knowledge that is part
of teaching for social justice, but it also raises questions about the notion of
“method” that is consistent with social justice teaching. Bartolome (1994) has
argued that heavy reliance on the right method is based on a “narrow and
mechanistic view of instruction” rather than one that takes into account “the
sociohistorical and political dimensions of education” (3). When teaching and
schooling are understood as technical processes, then technical and universal
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procedures (i.e., the right teaching methods) are the solutions. From a social
justice perspective, however, learning to teach is not regarded as learning the
correct implementation of one method but, rather, learning how to provide
supports so all pupils have rich opportunities to think, read, and write critically.
Mara’s classroom practice provides an example of teaching in which content
and knowledge are continuously constructed and the act of teaching is about
far more than transmitting a static body of knowledge to pupils.


Mark: Reaching the Kids at the Back of the Class


Mark often spoke of being a “troubled student” who was routinely disengaged
from school, not because he did not have the skills to do well but because he
lacked incentive and initiative. However, after spending his late twenties as a
nontraditional college student, Mark found in teaching a career to which he
was morally drawn. At the end of his first semester in the teacher education
program, Mark stated that he was becoming a teacher because he would
“rather be a part of making the world a better place as opposed to doing
something else.” Mark believed teaching would enable him to pursue the life
he desired. He credited his family’s financial well-being with allowing him to
try, fail, and try again at schooling—a luxury, he admitted, that many of his
own pupils would never have. It is likely due to his past that Mark defined
teaching for social justice as reaching the pupils “at the back of the room”—
pupils who, like himself, were capable of achievement if they were actively
engaged by a thoughtful teacher.


Mark often expressed admiration for his cooperating teacher’s capacity to
motivate disengaged pupils. The pupils who would have been easiest to over-
look—the ones who demanded little attention because they sat (or slept) qui-
etly—were the ones who drew Mark’s attention. Explaining his definition of
teaching for social justice, Mark offered this example from his prepracticum
experience: “Instead of just paying lip service to reaching all students, [teaching
for social justice means] to actually try and do it. I had some disengaged
students in my class, particularly [one student]. . . . But every single day that
there was something going on with writing, I made sure he had a pencil and
he wasn’t sleeping. . . . And if I had to sit on a table in front of him while
everyone else worked, I would. . . . So that’s how I look at it, in that you’re
not leaving students behind.”


Mark’s beliefs were corroborated by actions. During one class discussion,
his pupils became deeply engaged in a conversation about intelligent design
theory. Excited by the level of pupil participation, Mark created a lesson to
provide academic structure for the heated debate by assigning readings about
intelligent design from multiple perspectives. The next day, the pupils worked
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collaboratively to formulate an argument either in favor of or against including
intelligent design theory in the curriculum. As the debate grew intense, Mark
mediated the contributions of overzealous pupils and solicited responses from
those who had not spoken. Reflecting on the lesson, Mark concluded that this
cognitively complex lesson was successful in part because all the pupils were
“enthusiastic and interested in the topic,” reflecting his goal of reaching all
the pupils in the class.


Mark’s interest in engaging all pupils was a source of constant reflection
and experimentation. He focused his inquiry project on increasing homework
completion because, as he noted, it was “critical to student learning.” Mark’s
homework journaling method involved collecting pupils’ homework in a basket
each day and providing a journal for written explanations for any assignment
not submitted.


Mark noted that many of the pupils “blame[d] everyone but themselves
for their performance.” He believed that having to record an excuse in a
journal each day would require disengaged pupils to acknowledge their actions
and recognize that they could “influence the outcome of their education.”
More important, Mark saw the homework journal as an opportunity for
dialogue with disengaged pupils. He wrote, “One of the most difficult things
for a new teacher to do is to get to know their students, especially those
students who are not engaged. . . . I conjectured I would be able to use the
dialogue established in the homework notebook as an inroad to reach these
students.” By delving into pupils’ reasons for missing homework, Mark learned
about the lives of chronically underperforming pupils. For example, he dis-
cussed the challenges facing one pupil who was a single mother and had
missed a string of homework assignments because her newborn had been
hospitalized. Mark also learned about how his instructional choices affected
diverse pupils, including one who wrote that he could not complete the home-
work because his limited English made the reading inaccessible. From this
exchange, Mark learned that all pupils benefited when he defined difficult
terms before he assigned readings. With the help of the homework journal,
Mark identified what his pupils needed and was able to make specific accom-
modations for students while maintaining high learning expectations.


Mark concluded that the homework journal only slightly increased the
numbers of pupils completing assignments. Yet, he stated that as he gained
more experience, he planned to implement other methods for increasing
homework completion because it led to increased class engagement. For Mark,
engaging all pupils, including those at the back of the class, was central to
teaching for social justice.


Ironically perhaps, Mark, who had described teaching for social justice as
“not leaving students behind,” chose to accept a teaching position outside his
field of expertise for his first year of teaching. Although he was fully qualified
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and certified to teach social studies, Mark’s commitment to disengaged pupils
prompted him to accept a year-long substitute position in the urban high
school where he had student taught, even though it was in the area of chemistry
and physics, for which he was not prepared. Mark was confident he could
have secured a secondary social studies job in a local suburban school, but
he did not apply because he wanted to remain with the pupils with whom
he had begun to build relationships. Several months into his first year of
teaching science, Mark reiterated his desire to stay at this particular school,
stating simply that “he [knew] more about the pupils.”


Mark’s case is a troubling one for teacher educators. His acceptance of a
position outside his field of teaching runs counter to the ideals of teaching for
social justice, wherein ensuring that all pupils have strong teachers and rich
learning is paramount. As teacher educators, we are in no way suggesting
that teaching out of field was good for Mark or for his students. Mark, however,
believed that his commitment to his pupils trumped his lack of subject matter
knowledge. While he readily admitted that his lack of content preparation
was detrimental to his pupils, he remained hopeful that he could connect with
the kids at the back of the class and maintain high expectations for them—
even if they did not have high expectations for themselves. He stated, “[Some
students] will try to make excuses for their behavior in class or for their lack
of homework or their lack of effort because of, like, ‘You don’t know what
[my life] is like.’ And I’m like, ‘No, I don’t, but I know that if I let you slide
now, you probably are still going to be where you’re at in 10 years. So if you
don’t want that to be you, you need to do something about it.’ . . . The
social justice thing is just sort of reminding them [of that] constantly.”


Mark’s case reflects the reality of chronically underserved schools—often
urban schools with many poor and minority pupils. At these schools, the
situation is often a forced choice between having no teacher for certain subject
areas, on one hand, or having a teacher who is willing to take the job but is
not prepared in the subject areas, on the other. Sometimes administrators
decide that teachers like Mark, who are fully prepared and certified in some
area of teaching and who are committed to working with urban pupils over
the long haul, are worth hiring. The inequity, of course, is that affluent schools
are not faced with these choices. They routinely (and rightfully) demand—
and get—teachers who have strong subject matter knowledge, full teacher
preparation, and a strong desire to work with their pupils. Mark’s case high-
lights the complexity of teaching for social justice; it is not enough to be
committed to the pupils, nor is it enough to have content knowledge. Teaching
for social justice requires knowledge of pupils, content, and pedagogy and a
commitment that all pupils and communities should have access to these.
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Sonia: Valuing Pupils’ Linguistic and Cultural Resources


Sonia grew up in a Texas border city and commuted to Mexico to attend a
Montessori elementary school. Her advanced literacy in Spanish and her oral
fluency in English allowed for a smooth transition when she began junior high
at a private school in Texas. She was ahead of her peers in mathematics and
quickly moved from the beginning reading group to the highest reading level
by the end of seventh grade. Raised in a Mexican American community where
she embraced her cultural background, it was not until Sonia attended uni-
versity that she became aware of the struggles of young minority pupils.


During her senior year in college, Sonia volunteered in urban schools serving
immigrant populations and was able “to see first hand how unjust certain life
situations can be, and how education can truly provide a way to better oneself,
and one’s community.” She chose Boston College because of its program that
focused on urban education, and she earned certification in teaching English-
language learners (ELLs). For her inquiry project, Sonia used dialogue journals
to help develop ELLs’ writing skills. She stated, “I am committed to social
justice through the fair education of immigrants and English language learners.
Specifically, I am interested in culturally sensitive strategies aimed at encour-
aging the acquisition of English for second language learners that encourage,
or at the very least, do not discourage the continued development of a student’s
first language.”


In addition to viewing pupils’ diverse backgrounds as assets rather than
deficits, Sonia held high expectations for her pupils. She believed in building
a strong community of learners and believed that knowledge is fluid and
socially constructed rather than transmitted directly from teacher to pupils
(Cochran-Smith 1999). She also viewed the teacher as a facilitator and aspired
to guide “students to learn about the world around them . . . learn about
themselves . . . learn to learn, and love to learn . . . and to learn to be
thinkers.” Speaking about teaching diverse populations, she affirmed, “One
thing that I feel like I can bring to them is that I’m never going to have a
low expectation of them just because they are from a low socioeconomic
background or because they speak Spanish. I was in school in Mexico, and
I know the Mexican school system produces very smart kids.”


Sonia’s student teaching placement was in a fourth-grade classroom in an
urban school. Acknowledging the various cultures of her pupils, she described
the specific backgrounds and mentioned the countries where her pupils and
their families came from, including Pakistan, Colombia, Haiti, Cambodia, and
El Salvador. To meet their diverse cultural and linguistic needs, Sonia used
a variety of instructional methods. She used graphic organizers and drew
pictures along with verbal and written instructions in English to scaffold pupils’
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learning and provide additional social support. Several of the strategies were
consistent with the Sheltered English Instructional methods specifically related
to ELLs, which she learned in her courses. However, it was common for Sonia
to repeat quickly and discretely the instructions in Spanish to those who were
in an emerging stage of learning English. Some would question this practice
as a possible violation of the recent Massachusetts policy in which most bi-
lingual education programs were replaced by sheltered English instruction.
Sonia was aware of the blurred lines around the policy but believed that
providing pupils access to the curriculum was more important. With a com-
mitment to teaching for social justice, Sonia did anything she could to help
pupils learn, and she thought it was unfair not to take the time required to
translate for her pupils, knowing the difference it could make.


As a student teacher, Sonia created an environment rich in language and
discussion. Pupils were expected to justify their thinking, share their experi-
ences, and work in groups. For example, during a mathematics lesson, the
pupils learned a part-whole model of fractions by playing a game called Guess
My Rule. In this game, a pupil thought of a rule, such as “wearing earrings”
or “having shoelaces,” then, without revealing the rule, the pupil sorted his
or her classmates into those who fit the rule and those who did not. Meanwhile,
other pupils tried to guess the rule, then converted the information into a
fraction, such as 6/16, to indicate that six out of 16 pupils had shoelaces. In
addition to learning fractions, pupils learned about each other. For example,
when pupils were sorted into those with long and short hair, the following
conversation about a Pakistani girl with a head covering occurred:


Pupil 1: How do we know that Kendra has long hair when it’s always
covered?


Pupil 2: [quietly] Yeah, why doesn’t she just take that off? [slightly
louder] Just take it off!


Pupil 3: [disapproving and slightly shocked at the suggestion] No, she
can’t. . . . It’s part of our tradition!


Kendra: Ying, I do have long hair.
Pupil 2: Oh.
Pupil 4: Yeah, I think I saw it in the wind before.
Pupil 5: Me too.
Sonia: Yes, you need to be respectful, Justin. I’m sure Kendra has long


hair.


This example, although just a quick conversation, is important. The open
environment that Sonia created allowed for dialogue throughout the day. Later,
pupils were asked to think of another math rule with a partner, gather the
data, and make a graphic representation. As pupils generated questions, one
pair came up with the rule “students who speak more than one language,”
and Sonia immediately commented about that being an interesting rule. One
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of the girls replied, “Yeah, I wish I knew another language.” Sonia saw her
pupils’ cultural and linguistic experiences as assets, rather than deficits, and
her pupils seemed to share this perspective. By showing that she valued pupils’
diversity rather than ignoring it, Sonia established a caring and inclusive
environment.


Sonia’s cooperating teacher was supportive of her teaching. However, the
testing pressures at the school and the mandated and highly scripted curric-
ulum did not make it easy for Sonia to teach the way she wanted. In one
interview, Sonia discussed teacher autonomy and curricular mandates in public
schools: “I think that sometimes it’s just so constraining. It seems like it’s so
prescriptive or . . . they do everything in their power to give as little discretion
to teachers to practice their craft. That to me is really depressing because
. . . that’s just no faith in the teachers that you’re employing . . . no faith
in their ability to teach well. It seems like everything gets in the way of good
teaching.” In Sonia’s view, teaching was an intellectual activity in which teach-
ers should have flexibility to meet the needs of pupils rather than simply follow
what is prescribed.


During the first year of teaching, Sonia was excited to be at a bilingual
school where the majority of the instruction was in Spanish, and the admin-
istration and community valued bilingualism. However, she still faced many
of the challenges of an urban school. Recognizing the pupils’ range of abilities
in their native languages, Sonia tried to meet diverse learning needs. She
communicated with parents, attempted to make the curriculum culturally
relevant for pupils, and provided academic and social support for those who
were recent immigrants. Sonia’s asset-based approach is a hallmark of teaching
for social justice, and it contrasted somewhat with the pressure imposed in
many schools to ensure that pupils learn English as quickly as possible, even
if this limits the development of pupils’ native languages. By espousing ped-
agogy that valued pupils’ cultural and linguistic backgrounds, Sonia’s intention
was to help pupils acquire academic literacy skills in both Spanish and English.


Good and Just Teaching


As noted, the analyses reported in this article are part of a larger effort to
examine over time the understandings and practices of teacher candidates—
and then new teachers—who participated in a preparation program with an
explicit social justice agenda. We conclude this article by connecting our
analyses of what teacher candidates/teachers said about social justice and
what they did in classrooms to the larger critiques of the social justice agenda
in teacher education that we introduced at the beginning.
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Equity, Individuals, and Social Justice


This study was informed by critiques indicating that prior research related to
teacher education for social justice generally focused on attitudes and beliefs
without connecting teacher preparation to teacher performance. In response
to these critiques, we examined not just what teachers said about social justice
but also how they taught in classrooms and what kinds of learning oppor-
tunities they provided to pupils. Here, we showed that the alleged dichotomy
between knowledge/learning, on one hand, and social justice, on the other,
is artificial and false. The new teachers we studied focused centrally on stu-
dents’ learning, but their views of learning were different from, and bigger
than, the notions implicit in the critiques. From the perspective of social justice,
promoting pupils’ learning included teaching much of the traditional canon,
but it also included teaching pupils to think critically about and challenge the
universality of that knowledge. This is dramatically different from the view of
knowledge and learning that underlies some critiques of social justice—a view
of knowledge as static and fixed and a view of learning as the acquisition of
the fixed knowledge in the canon.


Although our data clearly challenge the knowledge-justice dichotomy, we
want to be clear that the examples of classroom practice and the interview
excerpts we use throughout this article are not intended as exemplars of how
we want new teachers to talk about and work for social justice. In fact, as we
pointed out above, structural critiques of the arrangements and policies of
schooling were conspicuous by their absence from the statements and practices
of most of the teachers in this study. As researchers and teacher educators,
we were disappointed by these omissions and by the very few examples in
our data of teachers as activists or advocates for pupils.


In certain ways, however, this is not surprising. The participants in this
study were, after all, student teachers who were guests in other people’s class-
rooms and then new teachers in the first months of teaching, many in schools
where there was pressure to prepare pupils for high stakes tests. Further, it
requires a major shift in thinking for many teacher candidates to understand
the structural and historical aspects of schooling and develop analyses and
critiques at the macrolevel. We concede that it may well be unrealistic to
expect teachers to work as activists during the preservice period or the early
months of the first year of teaching. In fact, although there are some exceptions
documented in the literature (Achinstein and Ogawa 2006; Cochran-Smith
1991), most research suggests that it takes several years for teachers to get a
handle on the work and move beyond beginner status.


What we found, however, as we have tried to show throughout this article,
was that beginning teachers talked about and enacted a commitment to equity
and social justice at the individual level, rather than at the policy or broader
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political level. Zeichner (2006) criticizes the frequent use of social justice as a
term describing teacher education since most programs emphasize individual
efforts rather than structural changes in teaching and teacher education. We
think, however, that addressing equity and social justice at the individual level
may be an important starting point for new teachers.


The Teachers Learning Cooperative (TLC) is a grassroots Philadelphia
teacher network that has met weekly in teachers’ homes for almost 30 years
to explore questions about children and learning. As El-Haj (2003) points out
in an insightful analysis, when TLC members meet, they collectively focus on
a particular child, a piece of pupil work, a new curriculum, or an assessment:
“This attention to the particular represents a very different starting point for
redressing educational inequality than most reform policies initiated by school
districts, states, or federal legislation. These official reform policies tend to rely
instead on a universalist stance that takes a uniform approach to guaranteeing
educational equity. . . . TLC practices shift the locus of change from generalized
policies that speak in terms of all children (all classrooms and all schools) to
specific practices that account for every child (every classroom and every school)
with attention to the multiplicity, complexity, and uncertainty that characterize
human learning” (818–19). TLC’s focus on particular children leads to larger
analyses of inequities. These analyses, which are grounded in the particular
experiences of individual children, are connected to other theories that locate
knowledge building in the everyday world of people’s lived experiences.


Although it may be unrealistic to expect teacher candidates and very new
teachers to engage in structural critique and work as activists, it may be quite
appropriate for preparation programs with a social justice agenda to expect
teachers to enact social justice within the everyday world of their own lived
experience as beginning teachers who are working within a larger educational
system that structures inequity. Part of what this means is ensuring that every
pupil has opportunities to learn rich content and engage in critical thinking;
the social, intellectual, and organizational supports that make learning possible;
and a teacher who holds high learning expectations for everybody. We saw
this enacted in the classrooms of the beginning teachers described in the cases,
and we see this bedrock commitment to individuals’ learning as the beginning
of teaching for social justice rather than the endpoint. We think it may function
as a bridge for beginning teachers to larger critiques and activism that examine
the conditions that create inequity in schools.


Isn’t That Just Good Teaching?


The final critique to which we return is the idea that the viewpoints and
practices we describe in this article are really “just good teaching” as opposed
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to the beginning efforts of teacher candidates and then very new teachers to
teach for social justice. There are two ways to answer this question. First, we
argue the negative response: no, teaching for social justice is not just good
teaching, if the word “just” is intended to mean “simply” or “merely.” Teaching
for social justice, as we have characterized it here, does indeed involve practices
and strategies that many people would label good teaching. But the meaning
of “just” as “simply” implies not only that teaching for social justice is com-
monplace and routine but also that teaching, learning, and schooling are
neutral and value-free activities that are not—and should not be—connected
to larger political or ideological commitments. To the contrary, teaching for
social justice is defined in part by the moral and ethical values to which it is
attached and by its strong commitments to improving the life chances of all
students, ensuring that all students have rich learning opportunities, and chal-
lenging aspects of the system that reinforce inequities. Unfortunately, as is well
known by educators in every field and from every perspective, this kind of
teaching occurs all too rarely and is especially uncommon in urban and other
schools with large numbers of students who are poor, minority, immigrant, or
have special learning needs.


Others have made this same argument. In response to those who suggested
that culturally responsive pedagogy was simply good teaching, for example,
Ladson-Billings (1995) pointed out that it was much more than that in the
sense that it depended on the philosophical and ideological underpinnings of
teachers’ work as much as it did on particular classroom strategies, which
varied from teacher to teacher and classroom to classroom. Along somewhat
similar lines, Apple (1990) emphasized that the theories and practices involved
in teaching occur in the real world of shifting and unequal power relations.
Thus, he argued that discussions about what goes on in classrooms are not
“the logical equivalent of conversations about the weather” but are, rather,
about the “hopes, dreams, fears, and realities—the very lives—of millions of
children, parents, and teachers” (viii). And we ourselves (Cochran-Smith 2006)
have argued that teacher education for social justice is not neutral but in-
herently political and values oriented: “Of course teacher education for social
justice is political—it has to do with who has power and access to learning
and life opportunities. All professional education—whether in law, social ser-
vice, or education—is value laden and ideological rather than neutral and
apolitical” (200).


The second way to respond to the, “Isn’t that just good teaching?” question
is to argue the affirmative point: yes, teaching for social justice is just good
teaching, if one understands the phrase “good teaching” already to encompass
within it the idea of good and just teaching. By this we mean that, from the
perspective of social justice, embedded in the idea of good teaching is the
presupposition that teaching is a profession with certain inalienable purposes,
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among them challenging the inequities in access and opportunity that curtail
the freedom of some individuals and some groups to obtain a high quality
education. When good teaching is conceptualized as challenging educational
inequities so that everybody has the kinds of rich learning opportunities that
have historically been reserved for the privileged, it links teachers’ classroom
practices with larger social responsibilities. From this perspective, good teach-
ing, or what we would prefer to call teaching for social justice or even good
and just teaching, is classroom practice that provides rich learning opportu-
nities for all students, coupled with larger efforts to question the social, eco-
nomic, and institutional barriers (within the scope of human agency) that
constrain individuals’ or groups’ life chances. This goal is integral to the very
idea of good and just teaching. Just as modern versions of the Hippocratic
Oath regarding the preservation of human life are embraced by nearly all
medical schools, so too is the idea of good and just teaching integral to the
very idea of education itself. From this perspective, then, teaching for social
justice is not an option but a crucial and fundamental part of good and just
teaching.


Notes


We appreciate the thoughtful criticism and helpful feedback on earlier versions of
this article provided by Linda Darling-Hammond, Tom Lasley, Nick Michelli, and
Anna Maria Villegas. We are indebted to the teacher candidates/teachers who vol-
unteered to participate in the study in 2005 and have continued to open their classrooms
to researchers and talk candidly about their experiences in interviews.


1. Marilyn Cochran-Smith and Patrick McQuillan are coprincipal investigators of
the QCS project; core researchers include Joan Barnatt, Lisa D’Souza, Cindy Jong,
Karen Shakman, Aubrey Scheopner, Robert Baroz, Kara Mitchell, Dianna Terrell,
and Ann Marie Gleeson. TNE is an initiative funded by the Carnegie Corporation of
New York and other funders to change how teacher education is understood and
enacted at 11 selected institutions across the nation. During the period when the work
described in this article was completed, the Evidence Team included Boston College
faculty and administrators, Marilyn Cochran-Smith (chair), Alan Kafka, Fran Loftus,
Larry Ludlow, Patrick McQuillan, Joseph Pedulla, and Gerald Pine; TNE adminis-
trators, Jane Carter and Jeff Gilligan; and doctoral students, Joan Barnatt, Robert
Baroz, Lisa D’Souza, Sarah Enterline, Ann Marie Gleeson, Cindy Jong, Kara Mitchell,
Emilie Mitescu, Aubrey Scheopner, Karen Shakman, Yves Fernandez Solomon, and
Dianna Terrell.


2. Quoted from LSOE Web-site, http://www.bc.edu/schools/lsoe.
3. Throughout the discussion of data we use “pupils” to refer to K–12 students and


“teacher candidates” to refer to the teacher education students who participated in the
study.


4. See http://tne.bc.edu.
5. Participant attrition resulted in 10 participants at seven interviews, one at six


interviews, and one at three interviews.
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December 2011 
 
Dear Graduate Admissions Committee: 
 
At the request of Maggie McHugh, a prospective candidate for your Doctoral Program in Curriculum and 
Instruction, I have compiled a summary of Maggie’s Student Evaluations of Instructions (SEI).   The 
information below contains both quantitative data of Maggie’s instructional practices as well as 
qualitative comments written by her students from three sections of MTH 051: Topics in Intermediate 
Algebra.  
 
Quantitative Data  
 
This data records the number of student responses in the appropriate category.  The Fractional Median 
is on a 5 point scale.  The overall fractional median for question 6 for the Mathematics Department was 
4.2, with a high of 4.8 and a low of 2.8.  We use the results from this question for our retention and 
promotion review of our faculty. 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Qualitative Data 
 
These are just a few comments written by students regarding Maggie.  I have typed these comments 
exactly as the student wrote them, so there may be grammatical or syntax errors. 
 
“Maggie McHugh was an excellent teacher.  I looked forward to going to class each and everyday.  She 
wants her students to succeed and is always offering help to meet those needs for students.” 
 
 “I thought that Maggie was an excellent teacher.  In majority of my classes the teachers are very 
monotone and serious, whereas with Maggie she was very energetic and took the time to make us laugh 
and help relate the material.  She was very helpful with any of the assignments or projects that we had a 
question on.” 
 
 “I personal was dreading a math class. I haven’t taken a math class sing high school (7 years ago). I was 
however pleasantly surprised by how well I did in the class.  Maggie was able to explain everything quite 
well, where i was able to understand.  She also listened to the class feedback and reviewed things again 
that we were having problems with.” 
 
“Maggie was/is an excellent teacher. She teaches the material very well and makes sure we students 
understand the material.  If you are struggling with a section she is more than willing to help you during 
her office hours or set up an appointment to meet and discuss your problems.  Very enthusiastic about 
teaching and cares for your success.” 
 
 
If you have any further questions regarding these evaluations, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Karoline Auby 
Academic Department Associate 
Mathematics Department 
1725 State Street 
La Crosse, WI  54601 
555.321.4321 
 
 
 





